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### World Press Release and Press Conferences hosted by Top World Leaders. April 16, 2017 
 FatherKeith.com  fore-founding Father of your new world society UNIocracy.com "
  No one's rights will EVER be denied again once these simple world saving solutions are used 
by all.   UNIFICATION of our entire world occurs WHEN publicity of the following SOLUTIONS 
is spread and multiplied through communities of my 7.49 Billion people known as followers of 
FollowKeith.com, BidOnKeith.com authorities in all governments and corporations, church 
leadership at all levels, NGOs, and our entire world.  Read and ACT with fearless authority to protect 
the rights of all others.  Our TOP #1 WORLD priority has always been to UNIFY mankind. This 
only occurs when integrity driven people take action. LOVE, PEACE, and JOY to all of you, my 
people has always been the PRIME message from my-our GODFather Christ and all others."
! As the top Spiritual Advisor to world leaders as well as #1 top educator innovator, WHY has no one 
actually done the required FOLLOW-UP and used  bidOnkeith.com  I know why and have explained to our 
entire world. Simple Contact KEITH DUNCAN today. I will explain including with national Press Conferences 
which is the true final solution to mass educate our world.!!
 GlobalPeace.org  is achieved forever with the following SolutionGovernment.com 
 SolutionManifesto.com  All objections are overridden with common sense of the POWER of ALL 
PEOPLE using BidOnKeith.com  ordained answer-solutions. "
     These change world history by treating all leaders as highly paid consultants. No secrets = 
no crimes as all other criminals are identified with Interpol URLiDent.com  and subsequent 
citizen reporting using  eVOTE.ONE   Everything else is on IseeIunderStand.com"!
FEARLESSLY PROTECT THE RIGHTS OF ALL OTHERS.!!
www.EVOTE.ONE +  SolutionGovernment.com  4 ByPass Laws Change World history. No 
one can deny your rights again.!!
1. All leaders are electronically voted by one general election, all votes are easy to see by 
PUBLIC (they can be marked private or PUBLIC), Tallies all show to world as write once, read 
public counts are seen by all.!
2. All leaders electronically TOLD what to do. No more appointed officials who are criminally 
in bed with others. SolutionJudge.com explains how to eliminate all corrupt individuals 
including Liar-Lawyers + other terrorists.!
3. All leaders consultant pay is electronically voted UP, same, or DOWN by the majority of will 
of people. They must show all their expenses to public as they deserve to be rich IF they 
fearlessly protect my people and perform #2.!
4. Any leader who violates law, suspected of fraud or personal profiteering OUTSIDE their #3 
pay, are voted OUT by majority of people to be replaced by succession runner-ups, NOT by 
appointments or re-election process controlled by the Criminal Ruling Elite or part of the same 
party control of greed.!!
      THESE FOUR simple by-pass laws change world history because they are unbreakable 
along with famous http://www.ProfitShareHolders.com  and all other systematic LOVE 
OTHERs solution answers.  Contact FatherKeith.com  Duncan immediately to HOST PRESS 
CONFERENCES to UNIFY our world starting with UNITYURL.com   Everything else to save 
our world from the Criminal Ruling Elite and Massive Corporate Executive corruption is 
showcased to world on BuiltByKeith.com . This includes MaryRights.com  
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SolutionHousing.com  WorldSchoolFund.com  and the other only solution answers to almost 
ALL world conflicts and wars.  !

### Best reality story of all time. After all the horrific crimes against humanity, GOD finally decides to intervene 
as HE promised millenniums ago. Jesus shows up as a no-body, with zero assets and a few tattered clothes. 
He runs for President with zero fund budget against Satan who has $1 Billion USD for campaigning.  Who will 
win the election?  For Satan can quickly dismiss Christ as an unknown wanna-be and HAVE-NOT who has no 
history at all and can’t even afford a microphone or loud speaker, much less media. Satan positions himself as 
the Savior with the best marketing campaign media that raw cash can buy.   Answer… Satan wins and 
destroys the world one relationship pitted against all others.  BUT, BIGGEST BUTT ever. With Evote.ONE, 
within weeks, everyone sees Satans true demonic collared colors and vote him BACK to HELL so Jesus can 
replace him as the successor runner-up.  !
! Has anyone/everyone finally understand WHO I AM? For I have never claimed to be J.C, to be GOD, or 
to have any manifest powers other than exactly why and what I have gifted all of mankind. This is HOW to 
overthrow and destroy all crime networks forever to UNIFY all of mankind.  I have NEVER violated any man-
made law except 4 speeding tickets and a few parking overstays. Yet I have been the most serverly persecuted 
by ANTICHRISTs in recent world history, almost to the point of death at hands of USA Gov in Raleigh NC 
orchestrated by Rose, fired AG Sally Yates, Cobb County DA Berry Vic Reynolds, my very own family, each of 
my own lawyers, so many Judges that I ?might? have lost count, and a very long list of prosecutors, CID, 
police, IRS, FBI, USMarshals, AG, Military, corporate, and other criminal terrorist agents. I have databased 
them all.!!
###  Wed, May 24, 2017  Today I attend the Digital Transformation Summit 2017 at SM Aura with 300 
participants, 30 Enderun students, and one Intl News Media (BidOnKeith.com) as US Press and worlds top 
anti-crime expert Evangelist Crusader.  I speak with Ean of Accenture 35yr, Jacqui Binayan and Jeannie of 
Global Chamber Manila, and everyone I meet. All in full scale assault on HOW to solve all world problems, 
issues, conflicts, wars, and related demonic activities that are destroying GOD’s world. !
! At 9:35 am, 30 min late start, Colin Christie, Executive Director,Global Chamber Manila is keynote 
speaker. I registered through meetup.com and sent email to Enderun Colleges (located McKinley Hills Venice 
complex).  I remain beyond SHOCKED that few have seen or used what I have done to unify all mankind. The 
same applied to my Lord Jesus Christ and so many other fore-founders. They were ignored, ridiculed, put to 
death, and persecuted for serving GOD and all of humanity.  Now speaks Reynaldo Lugtu, Head of Solutions 
Group Microsoft Philippines. Normally I would voice record, but I am low on memory.  I pose to ask the 
question “What are the prime issues in getting state of the art technology, specifically Data Mining, in the the 
hands of government agencies’. !
!  Panel group is: Karlo Panti Director of Global Production QuintilesIMS. Reynaldo Lugtu, JP Palpallatoc (man. 
Dir. accenture) , Drew Guttadore, Chief OpAdvis Peritus Knowledge Services, Ritesh Marwah (india) Dep 
GenMan Digital Transformation Consulting Concentrix. !
! The panel discussion centers on the wide range of diversity issues of user experiences, Network 
relationships, educational processes, Digital AI, and my prime goal: Scalable Transform Revolution. The 
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common excuse I hear from almost everyone is ‘these things just take time’  No one can expect exact results 
based on predictive analytics that are always flawed by too much complex and often inaccurate data.. This is 
what so many criminals divert attention from their own crime sprees saying ‘These things just take time’. That 
indicts Cobb County GA DA Berry Vic Reynolds by his own emails summer 2011 and WHY I was forced into 
solitary confinement Sept 25 to Jan 5 2013 because I had finally contacted him and FBI Sept 23 by direct 
phone Butner NC Hell.!
! The discussion continues on the workforce productivity issues and the ‘disruptive’ issues that either 
streamline operations or derails al well planned strategies. Mixed Reality, voice recognition is discussed at 
10:55am. Empowerment of employees is a common theme. yet seldom does anyone speak about 
empowerment of the producers, taxpayers, citizens, my people. This is because business is all about profiting 
at the slave traded expense of the consumers who also PRODUCE their own goods. Big Business and 
government criminally skim taxes and overhead expenses to produce criminal ruling elite. Pres Duterte just 
declared martial law in Mindinao that I would have taught HOW to destroy all civil uprisings years ago as 
political corruption and corp executive criminal greed directly causes all poverty. 	
	 The spiritual aspects of the primal “The Hive’ principal are on the empowerment Mind Map on Yellow 
paper in Green and Red ink.  They discuss real time productivity using eDevices while commuting. If driving, 
this causes major risk to everyone if they refuse to use what I created and published years ago.	
	 Business leaders always want the value Return on Investments at any cost. Keith: seldom are the needs 
of the ProfitShareHolders.com = workers = employees recognized since efficiency doing ONLY the tasks they 
are told is the method used to brain wash cult our people to be slave traded producers = consumers with little 
respect of the rights to own their very own business and control manage all aspects of their very own lives. This 
is basis for TeamMoneyMachine.com and TeenPenny.com  Summary is ‘its not about profit, it’s about people’. !
! 11:30am JP Palpallatoc, Accenture shares POINT 1. AI is the new UI.  Amazon Echo -Alexa. 
orchestration of automated intelligence. Interaction is fluid and anticipated by habit recognition and ‘parroting’.  
The automation of daily functions was suppose to be the lifesavers of humanity when very little paper and 
bureaucracy was needed to maintain peace, harmony, and unification of all mankind. This was my original focus 
at N.C.S.U Aug 1976 to present. As top world expert in applied P.L.C (Programmable Logic Controllers) at 
mainframe, midrange, and microelectronics level, I have covered the breadth of the human conditions with 
these solutions that transform our entire world into the original paradise of Eden in record time, with almost 
zero delays..   For the naysayers are often the worst criminals who demonically claim they are in control of 
maintaining peace and order when in fact they are actively slave trading everyone they encounter with 
constrictive rules and orders as well as martial law and threats of terrorist attacks that are in fact, initiated by 
themselves. 	
	 JP speaks about employee productivity improvement using AI. Autonomous cars General Motors and 
LYFT. WholeFoods w/ InstaCart (grocery delivery). I am sharing the most powerful mind maps and basic AI 
applications with one of the Enderun students sitting in our side group. I briefly met Colin Christie Global 
Chamber Manila and Daniel Meyer who is Founder DMAIPH on data analytics Manila. Drew is also a key 
person I divinely met by my own efforts.!
POINT TWO: Eco system Power Plays. "
POINT THREE: Workforce market Place.  WordPress shared collaborative tools. UpClose.!
POINT FOUR : Design for Humans. The ultimate ergonomics is almost instant access to data and 
relationship re-management. This is URLiDent.com central open public database the creates one degree of 
separation between all 7.5 billion of my people regardless of their economic, spiritual, cultural level.  
Betterment is another tool. Virtual reality, Accenture uses google Cardboard for Golden State Warrior. 
Behavioral science is used to anticipate human needs to design a ‘delightful’ MATRIX (style-movie) 
experience.  !
POINT FIVE:  ‘The UnCharted”  Keith: this is the final frontier of space of our universe. As the technology 
frontier was cognitively conjured and conquered years/decades ago.  Telsa is the frontier electric car 
productivity tools.  CVS Health and others are also testing custom designed drugs and therapy that target 
specific conditions with minimum interference and side affects.  This is FixMedicines.com that was destroyed 
by criminals in fall 2011 that show how statistical data mining can quickly discover trend analysis criteria to 
eradicate almost all diseases and illness by identifying all contributing and curing factors.!
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! Q &A from the audience talk about team-people efforts to educate people on HOW to disrupt the old 
uncorked methods that inhibit true relationship network rebuilding. This is know as the ultimate TRIBE building 
where everyone fearlessly protects the rights of all others. !
! Panel Discussion on APEC PROJECT DARE (Data Analytics Raising Employment) They speak 
about mismatch of Supply and Demand. This solved forever with dynamic just in time production and delivery 
of basic services and products using free Wi-Fi and eDevices to search for any resource and availability. Keith: 
this was part of my senior thesis @ N.C.S.U. involving TurnOffLights.com resulting in Smart Smoke 
Detectors and Smart Circuit Breakers patented summer of 2012 while I sat in HELL for 848 days. This cost me 
the most extreme hardship, pain, and suffering as I could never find any honest person to let me OUT of the 
worst series of cybercrime terrorism conspiracies in recent history. Details are: theFinalTerrorist.com 
PCterror.com HostageForProfit.com kshama.me (inactive) and original whereIsRobertRose.com and 
subsequent ManHuntRose.com that also change the course of all human history.!
! They discuss impact technology and complex IT architecture. Attract, Develop, ReTeam (new coined 
phrase from BidOnKeith.com world consulting leader.)   They speak on the mass educational needs to create 
cooperative networks of like minded persons to accomplish the NEXT tasks of mankind. K: This is 
UNITYurl.com cross training where every community solves is own localized problems, therefore almost no 
government or taxes are needed. All world hostility ceases as GOD’s resources are equally distributed to all 
who are honest integrity driven citizens of URLiDent.com this is the ultimate logistics delivery system that 
fearlessly protects the rights of all others. !
! keith: Few of the geniuses of our world are excelling in Computer Systems architecture because of the 
max distractions of capitalism and crime. Who exactly utilizes state of the art technology first? Always 
CRIMINALS as this was basis for original warfare, technology war, the internet, cybercrime terrorism, and the 
other crimes against humanity that are devastation to all. Our young adults are hungry for relationship 
networking as they are most social viral media concentric. !
! Leadership is influential ACTION as shown on Asian Youth Forum Feb 22, 2017 mind map. All of 
these solutions are the most disruptive required answers to reverse the criminal accumulation of ultimate 
wealth by returning GOD’s resources back to my 7.5 Billion people in form of bid contracted purchase of raw 
building materials, construction labor costs to SMALL business SolutionHousing.com firms, and elimination 
of all poverty stricken cities. They close with the keyword FOCUS. for that is exactly what few people can do. 
No follow-up, no action, and no Press Conferences YET despite +40 years of variety of all broadcasting to 
show the true paths of righteousness that are tailored to the actual real needs of all humanity.  She states 
LOOK for those who are PASSIONATE about innovation and serving OTHERS. These are the messianic 
messengers that I have been searching as partners since 1980s, actually my entire life. Few people truly know 
and act with authority on their own purpose in life. Close at 12:50pm for lunch. Tom is sending me $40 by WU 
in next day since he found out his silver, gold, platinum are another scam investment MLM by criminals.!
! Restart 2 pm Session Daniel Meyer,  then Brenda A. Quismorio, PhD  University of Asia & the 
Pacific.  Asean 5 countries share skills issues. Inability of ed institutions meet industry demands. Seriousness 
of youth unemployment, weakness in STEM and TVED ed. Lack of English Proficiency and other soft skills 
among workers, Over reliance on public sector to meet skills training, lack of comprehensive skills 
development roadmap to sport economic growth. Managing the match of needs. Outdated curriculum, no 
collaboration between ed and industry. inadequate instructions facilities. Poor quality of instructors who have 
no industry experience. Professor Beth from Enderun speaks with me.!
! Next is: Karlo Panti QuintilesIMS. I have bad angle to take any photographs of big screen. Technology 
Agnostic. Recommended 10 APEC DSA Competencies. domain knowledge, data management governance, 
operational analytics, data visualization presentation. missed rest of slide. Keith: The core competencies must 
total involve and encompass creative problem solving skills using the gifted talents of all. Philippine is at least 
20 years behind in educational resources because of the abject poverty caused directly by massive Political 
Corruption and crime network families.  Few can see the trillions of $$$ drained from all economies by 
underground crime cabals, corrupt politicians, corp executives, and cybercrime terrorists who mine our private 
data.   Prevented forever with the solutions broadcast to world.	
	 karlo share best practice and innovations between education and industry.  info@aap.ph Join AAP -
Analytics Association of Philippines to finish the last frontier of the Technology revolution.  Quote from 
William Gibson “The Future is already here, it’s just not very evenly distributed’.!
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! Donald Lim. CEO Dentsu Aegis Network Phil. donald@LIM.com.ph  slide Wheel of Disruption. 
Every business must be data concentric, mobile, and social enabled. Book “The Innovators’ Dilemma’. Too 
much emphasis on current client needs and not on the NEXT generation of innovative products and services. K: 
this is the cutting edge technology I pioneered starting 1976 before PCs became a required home-business 
commodity in mid 1980s. 	
Compare of USA smartphone from 2005 to present of 41% IOS, 51% Android now. Slide Collaborative 
Economy Honeycomb (the HIVE).  Spotify music service breakout. Audience, Channel, Campaign, Talent, 
Mindset, Tools/analysis, technology, data analytics.   The Fremium versus Premium Puzzle. Internet advertising 
outpaces all other media over last 5 years.  example: 17 year old Bretman, top 10 media sensations living in 
Hawaii. he gets $5,000USD for each advertisement internet posting. The CONTENT is the re-seller.  data is 
useless by itself. It MUST be applied.    the Holy Grail is application of data to meet needs of client.  K: the true 
application is through 5 steps to solve any issue using SolutionFinal.com to benefit everyone involved. only 
exception is to NEVER benefit anyone with criminal intent. 	
	 Daniel Meyer -CEO DMAIPH decision making, analytics intelligence Phil. From California he works in 
Manila (big guy, glasses, bald, very high IQ).  Data StoryTelling versus data visualization. Opening must 
captivate instantly because attention span of people is minuscule. K: Massive disruptors must compel action by 
observers.  He designed campaign for WellsFargo.com for Fast Send cash to Philippines from Florida.	
	 Data visualization software exposes patterns, trends, and correlations. This engages people’s primal 
brain as pattern recognition is an original mindset created by GOD. Oh. Introduction of the spiritual realm has 
always been the first and last key to the foundational aspects of the life cycles of humanity.  DRAPS. Direct 
relationships, attention, patterns, structure.  fast bandwidth, ….  	
	 He uses INSIGHT. When the more powerful single word is Out-SIGHT.  For the ability to see future 
trends by extreme forensic analysis and observations is normally know as prophecy, the ability to predict what 
will happen in the near short term future. This I have done in ordained and biblical data manners for well over 
21 years now, since I was ordained 1996 as well as went on Walk to Emmaus #34? Charlotte NC 1990 St 
Stephens methodist church Rama Road area..  Daniel Meyer completes the Q&A session at 4:15 pm.	
	  !!
### Mon. Tues May 22-23 where I spent at home broadcasting since I have ZERO pesos, ZERO replies, 
ZERO feedback, and ZERO REFORM UNIFICATION that occurs when everyone GOES PUBLIC.!!
### Sunday, May 21, 2017 Back at VictoryFort.com GBC Manila Philippines to proclaim the GLORY of GOD in 
eery way I can. Really hard to get the attention of anyone, including well over 300 church pastors, priests, and 
others religion leaders in my world wide travels for Christ, GOD, and the Holy Spirit - TRINITY.!
! Scripture 1 Cor 11:2-26 for Communion.  Isaiah 54:9 re Noah’s flood. Sr Pastor Christopher continues 
‘FORWARD series. He shows Anti-Distracted Driving Law on screen. I had PhoneCradle.com IcStand.com to 
prevent cell distractions by placing any cell on visor of any car above the line of sight, hands free of course. 
Their slide does NOT show visor mounted. they show cell mounted on dashboard below the radio.  Shares on 
Facebook are mostly News. AJ+ and Daily Mail now 11 M views in Jan 2017.  Chris asks how we value the 
GOSPEL of GOD’s Best news. We are called to share the news of GOD. To be fishers of men.  In Romans 
1:16 “I am not ashamed of the Gospel’. !
!  Romans 1:9  Pauls longing to visit Rome. Keith went to JerUSAlem April 1-5 2015 (OverStay Hostel), 
then ROME 6-16 on world mission to change mankind's history. Chris. Why do Christians not share the 
Gospel. 1. Lack of Gospel Knowledge, 2. Prejudice 3. Fear (of rejection or ridicule / persecute) 4. Lack of 
compassion (simple do NOT care).  Acts 10:1->44  Cornelius is the Roman officer Centurion.  Joppa is Jaffa 
TelAviv where I went April 1 in the world broadcast photo/video series on IseeJustice.com and 
IseeIUnderstand.com BBK201404*.pdf  !
! Chris speaks about ‘NOT ABOUT US’.  Keith: The bible shows sometimes HIS people talking in 
tongues. This is now the automatic translation features of technology where anyone can understand each 
other to eliminate the original reason for the fall of the tower of Babylon (BABBLE).  verse 28 ‘.. But God has 
shown me that I should not call anyone impure or unclean’.  He hosted Victory weekend at a local women's 
prison. Many accepted the call to follow Christ. !
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! Chris: ‘God Works Ahead of Us’. I review URLiDent.com for grammatical errors and content. Chris 
shows AP of ONE 2 One that allows rapid sharing of the gospel. !
  I met Sr Pastor Chris AGAIN and describe in extremely brief terms WHY ChristDomain.com and eVOTE.one 
along with every other world class-saving Bible guided solutions are the ONLY answer. And AGAIN, ask for the 
required meetings with his pastor group as I TRULY can not continue doing this world chain changing solution 
broadcasts as the only one man show representing GOD’s sovereign rights.  I am OUT of my very own funds 
AGAIN, through no fault of my own.  No insurance, recovery of penny of my own assets, no testimony from 
ANYONE including all these LIAR lawyers and high powered officials I have been contacting since Jan 15, 
2008.  Few if any honest persons have yet to be found and bound to Constitutional and Man-made laws.!
  So I return back to Taguig home to broadcast waiting for absolute minimum funding to come back to the one 
man of God.  Looks like maybe my 34 year old friend Tom in Nevada will come through, after all this time. 
Everyone else claims they have bills to pay, no interest, no conversion concern at all for anyone else…!!
### Friday, Sat May 20, 2017. Back at IFEX Asian Food Exposition as I show all the trillions of $$$ value of 
BidOnKeith.com world leader consulting services. Integrity count: 11,339 today.   EVOTE.ONE  is 
the ONLY solution to rid our world of all crime networks.  at 3 pm I attend the Livestock Forum with 75 persons 
at the World Trade Center Luna room. They discuss Poultry growing CCS3 financials. Armies travel on their 
stomachs as food and water is the basis for all civilizations.  The Criminal Ruling elite trading monopolies have 
killed the ownership small business farmers in USA and around the world by loaning money for basic needs 
then foreclosing and buying out all productive land. Once wasted, they move to their next worldwide victims. 
this includes my client customer consumers who are forced to pay for basic food supplies at fixed prices that 
even governments have never been able to control through anti-trust regulations and laws. !
! He also shows SMFI Contract Hog farming automated grow houses. 1300 hog facility is 16M Peso 
investment. payback in 4 years. HtdimaunAhan@Gmail.com  Presenter is Hermin Dimaunahan San Miguel 
Foods  0917-511-1076. Investor Relations Specialist.!
 !
! At 4 pm, Mainstreaming Sugar Palm named Kaong is Seminar presented by Director Lorenzo Lapitan 
Jr. at Indang, Cavite State Univ SugarPalm Research Trade (SPRINT). Needs elevation 100m to 1000m. 
Popular in the Cavite providence. The sub products are used in salads and rough brooms and many other 
products. Trees produce fruit from years 8 to 20 death. Used for roofing, furniture, texture is like bamboo.  
Fiber known as yumot or cabonegro known as gomuti fibers. He states this one wonder plant/tree is under 
recognized and neglected. The sap creates a favorite drink TUBA with a sweet taste. This is also low glycemic 
brown sugar with a most wonderful taste. When boiled, it is hog feed. When distilled, alcohol. Each tree 
produces 2,500 liters of sap during its life. Per letter costs 10-30P. Vinegar in clay pots is 2-4 weeks in sun, liter 
is 25p.!
! Bio-Ethanol Production.  By 2030, Dr. Willie Smits claims we can replace all worlds oil with Ethanol 
from the sugar palm.  Of all the crops per hectare, 24,000 liters of sap per year is maximized by Sugar Palm. 
compared with Nipa is 10,000, Sugar Cane is 3,000, cassava about 1,000.   The Pith yields starch that is a 
stable food in place of rice. young trees is 50 to 75kg of starch also used for cakes, noodles, etc. !
! The fruit is used in salads and HaloHalo. A plant can produce as much as 25,000 fruits. They also make 
excellent indoor house plants. The wood can make paneling, furniture, rope, broom, thatching roof, dessert, 
vinegar, wine, brown sugar, syrup(3 kinds), bio ethanol. Kaong is excellent slope stabilizer(watershed) and 
animal habitat.!
! Keith: my absolute (another) prime divined ordained gifted talent is application of technology to teach 
our world HOW to obtain the most efficient conservation practices that enable mankind to unify, prosper, and 
thrive beyond the ages of criminal misconduct that is currently destroying our entire world. !
 !
! Friday I went specifically to visit Priest Vickie Egasseure? at Phil Ingelisia Independent Cathedral 1500 
Taft Av and did 2 short merged videos on their world ministries. I also went to DOJ Supreme court Press 
Room, spoke with new Bar Graduates applying for Judge and Clerk positions about SolutionJudge.com that 
eliminates all corrupt liar-lawyer judges worldwide.!
! Yes, these are all the worlds first and last only world changing/saving solutions that address each and 
everyone of mankind's primitive and cultural economic social financial spiritual and governmental needs. This 
has never been accomplished in my GodFathers world since the dawn of man.!
! !
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### Thurs, May 18, 2017. Pure Financials.  At Xirrus.ph Accounting software all day presentation.  John 
Edwared Castillo at JohnEdWardc@xirrus.ph  0917-315-9422 as I personally described how +10 million new 
small business owners here in Philippines will need QuickBooks + Training to use SolutionHousing.com to 
create their own new world society UNIocracy.  TinyURL.com/xirrusQBO   This has always been the most 
deadly serious transfer of massive TRILLIONS of $$$/USD/Euros of criminal wealth BACK to my 7.5 billion 
people.  This is WHY the criminal ruling elite and AntiChrists will be destroyed by identifying their crime 
network connections.   !
! My friend Randy believes Robert Dee Rose in Atlanta GA is in Federal Witness Program to testify 
against his mafia father named Alberto Rosi this coming June 27. Is this the same TERRORIST / Treason / 
Espionage, super criminal cybercrime mastermind who almost had USA Gov murder me back on Oct 3, 2011 -
> Jan 28, 2014 to present violating almost every single Constitutional and man-made law. ROSE did this to 
destroy all traces of his HomeWaves.com   AgileLaw.com    S2SGreen.com  Secure Inc, and +20 other RICO 
cabal crime enterprise cyber tracks after he already infiltrated almost all USA gov agencies and USA military.  
This applies to every other country also. He SOLD off my very own home, all my computers, all contents, 
cleaned out my bank accounts, then paid off each Police County Government agents and my very own 
Insurance companies and GA State Bar along with everyone else, to claim  ‘NO CRIME was committed’ I have 
all the evidence accumulated at the point of each crime occurrence and ALREADY turned each crime spree 
evidence chain OVER to each of my many LIAR-LAWYERS, to FBI, IRS, AG, USMarshals, Military, PRESS, 
and public.   No person can EVER deny my rights again or THOSE of my 7.5 billion people.!
! CEOSpace.net found at client3635.wix.com/SolutionManifesto shows how all new small business 
OWNER can quickly incorporate all proper aspects of legal, financial, supply chain, !
! As the worlds first top anti-crime expert consultant at all levels, I work fearlessly with authority granted 
Keith by GOD and those who are left to fearlessly protect the rights of all others.  With a $2 Million USD bounty 
on his head from IRSWBFeb2009, 658 nora.Beardsley@IRS.gov, no one can ever deny your rights to SEIZE 
other criminal assets using URLiDent.com and Evote.one !!!!
### Wed, May 17, 2017.   Back at @ECOP_PH, hashtag #NCE38 at 11 am for cutting edge practices towards 
just transition and greener business.  Now topic ‘Business sense and Gender Equality.’  Moderator Ernie 
Cecilia. voice recorded at 11:54am. India based Ms. Miaw Tiang Tan is sr Specialist on Intl. Labour 
Organizations Asia. She speaks on women equality in business as the ‘glass ceiling’ has never been broken.  
India has 33% participation equality. Philippines has 0%.  Atty Jose Manuel Diokno, Dean of De Salle Univ 
College of Law. U.N Rena Dona (india) works with Populations Fund. Empowering women and girls starts by 
eliminating all forms of violence. The benefits of gender equality links to company performance. Keith: This is 
TeamMoneyMachine.com + SolutionHousing.com new small business owner creation worldwide. When all 
communities and churches use UNITYurl.com to take care of all their local issues, then very little government 
is needed at all. No more taxes sent to a central authority who seldom if ever return benefits back to their 
taxpayer constituents.!
! at 12:18pm voice record, I ask key question of Ms. Tang about how to solve equality. She answers with 
my ProfitShareHolders.com that corporate executives MUST set the standards for equal rights.  The company 
must change the mindset.  Few senior executives are women anywhere in world. !
! At 3:40pm I ask the most critical question of all time. How to empower citizens to control and 
manage all their own leadership. I did not voice record this #1 historical moment.  I clearly stated that 
ProfitShareHolders.com (Integrity count 236) is the ONLY answer to enable all workers and share holders to 
control profits and expenses including WHO are the management and the compensation levels of each other 
person. This is the exact opposite of MLM organizations as profiteering is now a criminal act identified by those 
who have a vetted and vested interest in the ongoing operations of any company or organization.!
! Low on battery as my IPAD is also. Sec of Dept of Labor Silvestre Bello III speaks now (on partial 
voiceRecord iPad 4:50 pm.   Labor standards and enforcement is his topic. Solved by above world changing 
answer solution and WHY I am the top Peace Keeper mediator arbitrator Consultant of all time.  Why waste 
words, I have stated since way back in 2010 era.. PC going to sleep now at 2% !!
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### Tuesday, May 16, 2017.  Went to middle of 38th National Conference of Employers then to meet 
Messianic messenger Dr. Sister Eva Maamo at Lady of Peace Hospital Foundation to establish new NGO of 
GodSend.me or equal NGO charity to build hundreds of new hospitals, thousands of medical clinics and 
support the growth of the Barefoot Doctor training programs seed funded by $400 Million USD from 
BidOnKeith.com recovery of USA based criminals.!!
### Monday, May 15, 2017 a HUGE gap in real time reporting since Sunday, May 7, 2017 as I travel all of 
Manila GOING PUBLIC, just like I have done my entire life representing GOD’s sovereign Ambassador 
ownership rights.!
! Today at Tapatan sa The Aristocrate Restaurant 9 am Press Conference with Moderators Melo Acuna 
and Sky F. Ortigas (0998)5541893  on Metro Manila Infra and Traffic Woes. With Congressman Joselito 
Atienza Jr, who was previous Mayor of Manila.  Dir Melvin Navarro is Regional Director of DPWH-NCR, with 
Lito Vergel De Dios former MMDA Traffic management director, Mr. Dennis Alcoreza is chief of Manila Traffic 
and Parking Bureau.  Chairman Thomas Orbos (MMDA). VoiceRecording start 10:17am. !
! All these massive infrastructure issues and conflicts worldwide are SOLVED permanently with the only 
solutions to transfer massive trillions of $$$ crime assets back to my 7.5 billion people to build new self reliant 
communities using UNITYurl.com.  No other proposed idea or solution has EVER worked.!
! Exactly WHEN will any of my people actual listen and ACT with AUTHORITY to destroy all crime 
networks and restore the resorts of Paradise of Heaven back here on my planet Earth? WHEN? For my 
ultimate frustration and even angry wrath is that few people live outside their own little self-contained, self-
entitlement box of greed.  There are indeed millions and even billions of Honest Integrity driven persons. But 
few have any authority to change the state of our world. The same was true of Jesus Christ and most of our 
fore-founding father/mothers.  Despite speaking and acting with the ultimate authority of GOD, they were 
ridiculed and often put to death because their leadership teachings threatened the criminal ruling elite. !
! I hear this in almost every transaction relationship over the past most critical 40 years of this wilderness 
experience starting in fall of 1976.  Dir Melvin Navarro resembles President Duterte. Everyone uses the words 
of Transparency, Accountability, Trackability, and even Integrity. Most is political talk used to get re-elected at 
huge expense to my people in time wasted in fund raising campaigns and subsequent self-profiteering signing 
contracts and bids that stuff the hippopotamus bellies of so many of these professional crooks. Why call them 
anything less.  For there ARE honest integrity driven persons who actually SERVE and PROTECT our people. 
They are just so, so hard to find and support.!
! Funding and red tape bureaucracy conspiracies are contradictory in all ways and means. Direct 
Funding is the ONLY way to ensure taxes and local resources are directly used to build and maintain the 
infrastructures of any community. Foreign Investors are NEVER the answer since these mostly corrupt 
businessmen only invest to TAKE PROFIT over short and long terms.  That is WHY the Criminal ruling Elite are 
intent on New World Order where they control all aspects of humanity. The ‘professionals’ do a fine job of TALK 
about how to change our world, yet few have any MOTIVATE to ACTION of our people. They assume they are 
the only ones with the control and command of the situation and do NOT want our people to have any direct 
control over their very own funds and resources.  Is this not apparent worldwide? And WHY all these 
comprehensive solutions broadcast to our world are the ONLY step by step solutions to solve almost ALL of 
humanities direct needs and even ‘wants’.  !
! I asked the most critical question of all. I did not get this on voice recording. I stated the above. The TV 
camera captured this at 10:57am. Dennis or Lito responded with the most obvious solution. Our PEOPLE 
MUST elect responsible officials to represent our people.  THAT I have stated with eVOTE.ONE that overturns 
all crime networks.  My anti-crime methods are truly unbreakable and save our entire world from AntiChrist 
domination and self-genocide for reasons common sense stated below and above all this 100% truthful 
observations and solutions.!
! I can no longer pay to renew my DropBox.com, renew 8 most critical websites, travel anywhere as I 
spent my last 100 pesos on parking and motorcycle gas today. I have 7.75 pesos left to my name, about 20 
cents.  I called my original lawyer Tom Chorey, Dr Tom Mcpeak, my son Kyle, very ex wife Sherry Duncan, my 
very ex sister Paige Collins, and my famous uncle Dr. Stuart Fountain in Atlanta and Ashboro NC this evening.!
   The collapse of USA and almost all other nations occurs soon as I predicted and showed years ago… 
UNLESS my PEOPLE RISE UP to destroy all crime networks today…..!
!  !
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### Sun May 7, 2017  Back at EveryNation at Victory Church 11am service. The video on Laos shows abject 
poverty that is realistic around my-our world. The testimonies show the power of GOD in their lives regardless 
of their living conditions. Every Nation World Missions. My wife Marites sits next to me, and asked me to move 
one chair away..   Malachi 3:10 is the offertory about tirelessly tithing. I have been offering $1 Million USD to 
any church who actually SUPPORTS these world saving ministries. They each have these formal pledges in 
writing. Yet, not ONE time, has a single pastor or lay member taken just a few minutes to do FOLLOW-UP. the 
same applies to each law enforcement and high level official in any government or corporation for past 10 
years.  I have shown all aspects of WHY, HOW, WHO, WHEN, WHAT, and other angles of true reality of YOUR 
world.!
! Yesterday, Board Member Perla Tumilian greeted me at Shangra-Li Hotel EDSA out of the blue. The 
pastor today speaks on family. C.S. Lewis ‘Prince Caspian quoted between Aslan and Lucy.!
! ESSENTIAL DOCTRINES. Subtopic: Life Changes. His life backs up his claims. FatherKeith.com as I 
wear my GlobalPeace.org name tag today ministering to everyone I meet, including my very own wife. 1 Peter 
1:13 speaks about being HOLY to best of our-my ability. Nero was the Roman Ruler in Christ post time. He 
impaled them to death then lit them up as garden night lanterns. The screen shows 3 army soldiers in battle 
stance loaded with technology and weaponry including helmet mounted video comm broadcast system.  
Military term (history) was ‘having girded up the loins of the mind’.  Ephesians 6 speaks on warfare. scripture 
‘Set you hope…. when Jesus Christ is revealed at his coming.  He asks “where is your hope aimed at today?”  !
! When in warfare mode, 100% focus must be on results, not waiting for someone else to ACT. This is 
the current extreme mode of our entire world who refuses to actively and fearless protect the rights of all others   
with the authority granted to them by GOD and others who are like minded of integrity, honor, trust, and virtue. !
! He speaks about being persecuted for your belief systems. Keith: Normally I would voicerecord. 
EveryNation has a live video stream of their sermons. ‘He’s like a SON OBEYING his Father’ from 1 Peter 1:14   
Does the love of a father change? clearly it can and does. He speaks on compliance. !
! Keith: I travel to Zamboanga Philippines soon to TamTees. Located in extreme southwest corner of 
Philippines 7107 island paradise. I already have world changing teaching ministries to STOP their communist 
versus NCR gov wars with methods of SolutionUNI.com and other ordained/divined answers to mankind’s root 
issues.!
! He states ‘A slave has no rights to anything. The screen shows the rusty chain bound hands of a black 
man. Many are ransomed (1 Peter 1:18a) from their futile ways inherited from your forefathers.  “..but with the 
precious blood of Christ’. Bought with the ultimate price. !!
###  Fri. May 5, 2017. ICEP meeting 3rd day.  I went to BCPC Friday mens Christian Breakfast to show 
ChristDomain.com and eVOTE.one that all change world history. at 11am I arrive back at ICEP for the 
FUNDing the projects presentation and panel discussions.  Dr. Ferdinand Pecson Public Private Partnership 
Center, and Dev Bank of Phil DBP 1st VP Mr. Paul Lazaro speak about how funding occurs and the barriers to 
actually getting money through barricades of visibility to complete projects. Foreign Investors are limited to 30 
to 60% ownership as well as limited in ability to control and manage the projects.  voiceRecord 11:30am ipad 
panel discussion starts.  Helen Stevens -Austrialian-Phil association. She asks about construction capacity for 
transport systems versus the heavy commercial and condo-residential construction. SO very little single home 
and village residential construction exists BECAUSE of the massive world corruption. SOLVED by 
eVOTE.ONE URLiDent.com and a few other key world saving answer-solutions.!
! #BuildBuildBuild is the key tag for viral social media. Keith: since I have legally claimed 1% of all crime 
assets seized with my published/copyright methods worth TRILLIONS in economic rebuild. These billions of $$
$ USD/Euros/Pesos/etc are pledged to build new communities of faith that are self reliant and deal with their 
own issues at almost all levels. Therefore, almost no governments are needed since the most corrupt persons 
will be banished from public service with URLiDent.com and even original SolutionRedDot.com  Maritis Times -
Manufacturing sector rep asks about ODA transfer of funding from PPP. DILG is involved.  retired DOE 
executive Eng. Mariano Salazar is next to me.  !
! 1:40 pm is Senator Joseph Victor Ejercito (twitter @JVEjercito) speaks on the flagship projects being 
legislating. Video Record at 1:50pm. He shows Philippines as getting the lowest percentage of foreign 
investments. Traffic costs in manpower loss is trillions in value because of congestion (pollution). He advocates 
the new subway and rail system.   NCR rep Bill 154 is emergency measure on license plate restricted day 
system.  PNR 152 and Train Act.  The railroad must be the backbone of the new Philippine economy.  Moving 
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MORE people, NOT moving more cars.  8 Trillion Pesos is the next 6 year plan.  cost to generate energy is 5p 
per KWH. Transmission loss brings cost to distributors/clients average 12P p/KWH.  Nuclear power plant cost 
is 1.8 to 2.5 kw/h.  Kori style nuclear plants in Korea now, 25 total. Philippines has one unfinished nuclear plant 
from 1978 Marcos era. Philippines has one of the most expensive energy costs per kWh because of massive 
use of coal, oil, natural gas. !
! aRecord 2:26pm. Panel with Senator Ejercito and moderator speak about political corruption. Now 
blueprint for revival of the entire economy. He went to Japan with Pres Duterte to see their rapid rail-subway 
system and to contract for building same here.  He says recovery of cost of rail-subway is about 20 to 25 
years. Constitution of 1987 (EDSA revolution) restricts long serving politicians. Stating the most obvious. !
! At 2:42pm ARecord. I ask Senator HOW to attract foreign Expats as permanent residents. !
A GOD’s MIRACLE. I spend 4 minutes walking and sharing EVOTE.ONE with Senator Ejercito asking for 
Interview on these PLANS of SALVATIONS.!
! At 3:10 pm, Undersecretary Ruth Castelo of Dept of Trade and Industry (DTI) speaks on the bidding 
and approval processes. They also promote sending construction workers overseas.  ABBISYON!!
! Attracting Investments through Export Processing zones. VoiceRecord is 3:20pm start to 3:555.  
Charito Plaza is retired Brig/General AFP (MNSA) and has PhD. She shows the true  FREE TRADE, FREE 
Travel, almost ZERO import/Export taxes, creating of STEEL industry here, new Agriculture, and other 1st 
world solutions to CREATE PEACE.    !!
### Thur May 4, 2017.  ICEP meeting 2nd day.  NREB  DOE, ERC.  1st is 15 board members, Dept Energy, 
Energy Resource Commission. by Undersecretary Jose Layug Jr. Dept of energy.  TurnOffLights.com prevents 
major world conflict and military energy wars with Smart Circuit Breaker and Smart Smoke Detectors.  RTS 
Renewable ?? at 10:50am vRecord. Incentives are huge for foreign investors bringing new power plants and 
renewable energy sources to Philippines. tax free, feed-in tariffs.  RA9513 Renewable energy law. Wind, solar, 
ocean, run-of-river hydro, biomass. Gas and coal/oil fired plants remain the lowest cost per KWH. NGCP -
National Grid Corp of Phil. 86 hydro projects, 11 wind, 47 solar 18 biomass. 4,300. MW total + 1,049 Mw other. 
For Net Metering customers only 638 count. , 4213 kWP total with Meralco having 95% of them. I missed the 
slide on total 2015 to 2020 projected sources of power.  At 11:07, he states TOO many lawyers, TOO MANY 
laws. !
! At 11:11am, Eng Jorge Estioko, Dept of Energy, speaks on long term sustainable agenda for clean 
water.  This is SolutionSafeWater.com that provides FREE safe drinking water at almost no initial startup cost 
using solar collectors to boil water into uncontaminated vapor state, then condensed into cisterns for public 
consumption.  All other water use can be ‘dirty’ water for crops, commercial use, and almost all other non-
drinking uses.  This was broadcast back in 2010 at BuckHead Club Atlanta USA to everyone possible. see 
slide photo 11:14am. Irrigation is 77%, resident 7.89%, 12.27 Industrial.  with hydroPower shows 57% .  map of 
IMUS - saltwater intrusion into fresh water supplies caused by over-extraction of groundwater by deep water 
wells.  Pollution is 30% industry, 33% agriculture, 37% domestic.  Solid waste and sewage issues remain the 
most dangerous issues to safe water supplies. Angat Dam mentioned on water flow reduction is prime water 
supply to Manila 15Million Population.!
! Panel discussion at 11:34am Vrecord. Rizi Ronquillo + Tobi Rosette? with Jose Layug DOE, Jorge 
Estioko _Water, Atty Laurence R. Rogero Pres Metro Pacific water, Noelito Abesamis Manila Water Co. !
Video record on my MacBook at 11:38 as introduction.!
! 4:00 restart is with Sec Delfin Lorenzana Dept of National Defense. vrecord.  Panel discussion at 4:15 
pm moderator Mr. Rafael Alunan former Sec DILG. Sec Jesus Dureza (office President Advisor on Peace 
Process). they speak on rebels and 46 year cultural war in Mindanao -far south Philippines. I videoRecord this 
section. They speak on family values at 4:34 pm. They discuss the role of military for 4th engineering brigade 
to construct projects in high risk areas of ‘rebel’ cultural resistance.  Keith: This solved with OCTV and 
wearable eDevices that monitor entire communities of the ‘undesirables’ and ‘deplorable’ trouble makers. !
! Mr. Nathan Wan is Hong Kong (Chinese) Secures hi tech facilities. Portland Oregon ?5Senses 
company.  Voice and Video recorded at 4:50pm. !!
### Wed May 3, 2017.  ICEP -infrastructure Coverage by Mindmap and a few vRecords from 1 pm to 5. !
I gave CNN Philippines Broadcaster Pinky Web the world changing eVOTE.one on my two biz cards on HOW 
to prevent poverty in the first place. UnderSec Tina Rose de Condo. speaks on Golden Age Massive GNP and 
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GOV + private investments will go from ?1T to 20T pesos in next 5 years. using hybrid type, gov selects, 
finances and constructs the project competitive public bidding and once completed, bid the project to private 
sector to operate and manage. Panel discussion want to reduce poverty to zero by 2040 with 14% by 2020.!
! Ambassador of Denmark speaks at 4:10, My new friend Gavin Woolner of Avalonasia.ph asks key 
question at 4:11pm vRecord per project management and funding. Right of way rights are now market price 
that cause cost overruns.  Secretary Tupian? q at 4:20 on MTR7 west of Quezon City. !
! Subic Bay Development commissioner Martin B Dino speaks at 4:25pm voice record on historical 
addition of new expressways, railroads, port facilities, and new GREEN city plans to move many of Manila 
functions 80 km north in a most wonderful new ringed planned city community. This is SolutionHousing.com as 
I am also architect planner of thousands of new world society communities to unload the poverty stricken 
slums of our world, using the trillions of $$$ of crime assets seized BY the Military, churches, and my now 7.5 
billion people.  All that has ever been required is FOLLOW-UP by anyone who I have met, personally delivered 
this most astonishing biblical revelations, and had them actually DO the required Press Conferences that will 
truly transform our entire world into the Paradise of Heaven back here on Earth.  Any questions now?!
For I have had 75,000 shares of certified common stock since Dec 23, 2014 to offer to qualified new society 
members of UNIocracy.com.  I just photocopied more biz cards with the most critical world Library of new 
Congress information URL’s to give to select elected persons I choose. More than 5,000 biz cards from years 
2008 are now in broad circulation worldwide. They are worth a MINT for what they contain. Admission is free 
by the Grace of GOD himself. For one of my new friends yesterday said that GOD resides among us. I agreed 
whole heartily as I grinned to myself….    and asked WHO AM I, and WHO are YOU.   !!
### Tuesday May 2, 2017  back at Crowne Plaza per Noel Nobel call on their #RealNumbersPH forum on the 
worst end result of political corruption and poverty. Sec.Martin Andanar and Sec DOH Eric Tayag are here with 
top DOH and PNP officials. No Politics results in ZERO secrets that destroys the poverty conditions that are 
the root cause of massive drug abuse. Anyone can make the supply of artificial drugs with a small drug/
hardware store shopping list and gas burner.  Destruction of the DEMAND is the ONLY answer.   The Drug 
Wars are how political criminals and underground black market terrorist criminals overthrow the peace and 
sanity sanctity of our world. I ask my prime question at 4:50 am as they answer now on my iPad recording.    
Only by destroying political corruption will mankind survive the criminal ruling elite fear and intimidation. I arrive 
at 3 pm and speak with as many journalists and broadcaster alike Kim (ABS-CBN, young 30yo man) as over 
12 mass media camera crews are lined up at the back of our room where I sit center back stage. !
! I state on the open microphone that I have been #1 top anti crime expert asking for direct interviews 
with Duterte, Bato Dela Rosa and all major news net work channels to GO PUBLIC to world on HOW to solve 
these most basic and even primitive crimes against humanity once and for all. Is there anyone else who has 
EVER provided the most comprehensive solutions to save mankind from their base sinful, viceful ways and 
means. This should finally SHOCK someone into being motivated to actually INTERVIEW me on any subject.!
! The earlier discussion was about the 11 % drop in crime in last 6 months as well as their 10,000 patient 
rehabilitation bed centers that are part of the out-house and in-house.  At 5:06 Prof speaks about clusters of 
DOJ agencies that accept hotline public informants so that PNP and drug agents can actually deal with the 
individual addict issues.  Supply, demand, distribution are how DRUGS propagate. He claims they cut supply 
to 10 percent and demand by 15 percent. 4 philippine billionaires in 2010 are now 14 in 2015. 27% poverty rate 
is the same.  At 5:20 pm, the wrap-up commentary is from 45yo Sec.Martin Andanar  PHIL.gov.ph/
RealNumbers to see the actual numbers.!
! My friends are Dolores Garcia and Maricarl Banzon -GlobalPeace.org journalist (gift Shaw) are also 
GOING public with these world changing ONLY solutions. They can be called nothing less..!!
This just posted as #481 on automated IseeJustice.com . STOP the objections, read and TAKE ACTION. That 
is to contact as many high powered News Media, churches, and Government officials worldwide.!
For CERTAINLY you know SOMEONE who actually has jurisdictional authority of Integrity.. !!
https://youtu.be/rqAg5lS_Ap4   May 2, 2017 World reBroadcast. BidOnkeith.com  All:  humbly 
contact FatherKeith.com Duncan. GO PUBLIC.  You and all others will be NATIONAL heros for making 
eVOTE.ONE go VIRAL and using  SolutionHousing.com that changes all world economies.Here are basics: 
 World Rebroadcast to 7.5 Billion People. #1 MOST CRITICAL POST of all.  We met at Manila Conrad hotel 
with EVERYONE we can gather (short notice), to contact as many mass media journalists as possible on 
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eVOTE.ONE  1,000 journalists have press passes for the big ballroom.  #ASEAN2017 eVOTE.ONE changes 
world history by destroying all political corruption worldwide BY, FOR, and OF citizen electronic voting using 
Interpol URLiDent.com. Contact BidOnKeith.com Duncan in Manila (63)917-335-4300 Globe and GO PUBLIC 
to all national News Media.  !
       This is the most powerful common sense technology solution in world history that is 100% bible based on 
Integrity and open public visibility.  Post this ON TOP of your timelines and SEND to EVERYONE you know by 
EMAIL and even DIRECT delivery to National News media. THIS also CHANGES your world history. 
FatherKeith.com Duncan MUST have your support today April 24, 2017. Electronic Voting on all corporate and 
government leadership enables all citizens to control and manage all the prime decisions of their rights and 
taxpayer assets to:!!
'FEARLESSLY PROTECT THE RIGHTS OF ALL OTHERS.!!
www.EVOTE.ONE +  SolutionGovernment.com 4 ByPass Laws Change World history. No one can deny your 
rights again.!!
1. All leaders are electronically voted by one general election, all votes are easy to see by PUBLIC (they can 
be marked private or PUBLIC), Tallies all show to world as write once, read public counts are seen by all.!
2. All leaders electronically TOLD what to do. No more appointed officials who are criminally in bed with others. 
SolutionJudge.com explains how to eliminate all corrupt individuals including Liar-Lawyers + other terrorists.!
3. All leaders consultant pay is electronically voted UP, same, or DOWN by the majority of will of people. They 
must show all their expenses to public as they deserve to be rich IF they fearlessly protect my people and 
perform #2.!
4. Any leader who violates law, suspected of fraud or personal profiteering OUTSIDE their #3 pay, are voted 
OUT by majority of people to be replaced by succession runner-ups, NOT by appointments or re-election 
process controlled by the Criminal Ruling Elite or part of the same party control of greed.!!
#####   ######## Email sent to INFO@Peptarsus.com asking for Press admission...!!
TO ICEP event Manila May 3-5, 2017.  Please issue Press Pass to Keith Brent Duncan,  (FatherKeith.com 
Duncan) as I have already cross promoted you to world on famous http://www.SolutionHousing.com!
This is the ONLY series of step by step answers to prevent poverty by first removing all ability for anyone to 
criminally profiteer at Gov and Corporate levels using!!
Key persons who can confirm my extreme problem solving business skills are:!
1. Precious Soliven at office 722-0019 from GLOBALPeace.org 2017 convention,!
2. NBI Dep Director Ferdie Lavin at cell 0920-901-0964.!
3. So many NCR Commissioners also and top level news broadcast journalists.!
4.  Even the local Ambassadors of many countries have been directly contacted and visited such as the 
Russian Ambassador through Natalya Bronzova who is also a top Human Rights Activist + artist. part cynic 
also...!!
These are the absolute TOP world changing solutions that go PUBLIC with everyone's viral social media and 
direct contacts with Mass Media News groups.!
1. EVOTE.ONE -Removes ability for anyone to profiteer by hiding behind gov agencies. No more Election 
fraud and power family control over our economies.!
2. ProfitShareHolders.com -Removes all stock market manipulation and Insider Trading crimes.  SEC will 
LOVE this as well as as stock holders and employees.!
3. TurnOffLights.com  reduces world energy use by 10 to 50% with Smart Circuit Breaker Patent design and 
Smart Smoke Detector published technology.!
4. SolutionPeace.com  and other world showcased solutions on BuiltByKeith.com!!
I have already personally visited Pres Duterte Palace with recorded written interview requests, to NBI Lavin, 
 ComeLecs Andrea Bautistia, OmniBudsman Morales,  Sec of DOJ Vit Aguierre, Philippine Const Association, 
House of Reps.!
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     I also personally visited and contacted all major news media groups of CNN PHilippines, GMA, TV5, PIA, 
PeoplesTV over just the past few months.  NO ONE has truly ever done the required follow-up, call-backs and 
resulting PRESS CONFERENCES.!!
I will be most happy and humble to discuss this world changing solutions with the other journalists and key 
note speakers upon appointment interviews.!!
Keith Duncan  in Philippines +(63)(0) 917-335-4300!
WeChat:BuiltByKeith, SkypeID: BuiltByKeith2,  kDuncan2005@Gmail.com!
General Manager is Henry Estipona (63) 947-519-8358.!
MaryRights.com Evangelist wife is Marites Duncan (63) 906-582-1399!
BuiltByKeith.com #1 World Clearinghouse!!
### Monday. Pure broadcasting and sleep in. Didn’t leave the house.!
### Sunday, April 30, 2017. Victory Church. Lamentations. 2:22,  2 corinthians 9:7 offertory as we arrive 11:20 
am. Ezekiel sits next to me.  Sr Pastor continues 9 week series on FORWARD.  He speaks on the 21 day read 
scripture challenge. Topic is ‘Essential Doctrines’ of Christianity.  This is SolutionManifesto.com 
SolutionPeace.com SolutionGOD. ChristDomain.com and other Acts of Wisdom published to world including 
here in IseeIunderStand.com repository.  They have church community classes on their theology doctrines. 
What we belief system determine your behavior.  I do not voice record today as I normally do. !
! He shares the attitudes to stay grounded in the doctrines.  2 Peter 3:17-18.  Read this yourself. Chris 
speaks about return of Christ and some who claimed they were Jesus. Peter states  to ‘TAKE CARE’ that you 
are not carried away with the error of lawless people and lose your own stability”  By their fruits, you will know 
them, he states. True teachers speak the scripture with integrity of what these acts of wisdom teach. A pastor 
from Davio claimed he was the Son of God, the second coming of Jesus. Chris’s young daughter discerned the 
difference. People loose their footing and standings because they are unable to filter the truth from falsehoods. !
! Keith: This is solved by SolutionFinal.com 5 simple steps that resemble a tree and grape vine.  They 
show Texas hurricane photo of beachfront wiped clean except for a single house. Who built that house, many 
have asked.  Verse 2 Peter 3:18 ‘but GROW in the grace and knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.!
! Planting in the right spiritual environment enables mankind to actually grow in righteousness. Being 
perfect is not part of reality as our world is so devoid of justice and peace. !
! My step son Ezekiel next to me has attention deficit “disorder’ malfunction’, just like almost the rest of 
our world who are distracted by the ‘BLING’ factors of BUY now, pay forever. This slave trading in it’s final 
stages I have detailed for now +9 years. !
! Chris defines grace as undeserved favor from others (and GOD). Who is actually WORTHY of GOD’s 
grace. he states we are often fearful of asking GOD for favor and gifts from heaven. He quotes the Lord’s 
prayer about forgiveness of sins and the transgressions of others against us. He completes his sermon 
speaking about being grateful as well as being propelled by grace. his quote’ A grateful mouth is proof of a 
grace-filled heart.’  Growing in knowledge is all about education of all the scriptures of ERA3 of 
BuiltByKeith.com   He suggests the book ‘The Purple Book’ authored by Rice Brooks and Steve Murrell who 
founded Victory church some 35 years ago. !
! He talks about a man who went to Prison and only had a Bible. He died. The engravings on the cell 
walls were scripture. Psalms 119 is longest.  Jesus Wept is the shortest. 66 books in bible. (same as # of my 
websites that were active until they have gone DARK for lack of my very own GOD’s funding and assets. !
Rev Araneta ‘ We Read the Written word to know the Living Word.’  He knows FatherKeith.com Duncan, just 
like the rest of our world will soon realize exactly WHO THEY ARE as well as WHO I AM.!!
 I monitor a strange group on Facebook of ‘Biblical Flat Earth Truth’.  I just posted this revelation for the entire 
world to see.!
     This group defies all odds. In simple language, if the Earth was actually flat, then no one here actually lives 
in true reality. For every other planet, moon, stellar object would ALSO be flat. It also stands to reason that 
every ball you have ever encountered is also FLAT( when one lets all the air out of course). It also means that 
no pancake is actually flat either as every one I have ever cooked and eaten has a dimension to it. Not 
DEMENTIA which happens to be what occurs to people when then loose the ability to use common sense to 
see reality in pure GOD's form.   The brain washing of my now 7.5 billion people continues by the truly criminal 
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ruling elite because they want you DEAD, as food sources, as food providers, and as slave laborers. This is 
THEIR logical reasons for living and their destructive ways and means to dominate those who refuse to be the 
free thinkers and righteous people who may one day actually be allowed and permitted by GOD to explore the 
rest of HIS/HER universe as Sovereign Ambassadors in search of the real meaning of life.     If anyone has an 
objection to this reality, then you need to have a sanity check with those who actually understand the true 
meaning of life and WHY we are here.!!
  BBK20170430-WorldUNIFY-ChristDomain-EVOTE-1025.pdf on IseeIunderStand.com  is today's worldwide 
broadcast of WHY I AM HERE and why I ask WHO ARE YOU.    fatherKeith.com Duncan  !!
! The decline and self destruction of mankind is the true reality of humanity shown by FatherKeith.com 
The answer is from BidOnKeith.com world leader consulting services.  It is clear that I truly need to emergency 
fly back to USA to teach the public exactly HOW to identify all criminal networks that reside inside so many 
corporations and government institutions. This results in the destruction of most government agencies and 
many of the corporate monopolies like AT&T that dominate our economies and lives.   Even the DOJ, FBI, IRS, 
AG agencies will COLLAPSE when my 7.5 billion people rise up to REPLACE them with the methods I have 
perfected and shown to our entire world. No one has ever done this before in plain language dialog of the 
GLobalPeace.org initiatives or SolutionUNI.com tied to SolutionPeace.com    Bloodshed, martial law, and 
destruction of life as we know it is already occurring on a hourly basis. Few care, fewer have any true 
knowledge, and almost our entire world does NOTHING about the self destruction genocide that enslaves our 
people for the final time.  GOD has NOT intervened as HE/HAS done in the past for non-obvious reasons that 
even the religious leaders of our time have been avoiding and negating.  For why WOULD GOD lift a single 
holy finger to save his own creations from the demonic plaques that sweep our land after all the work GOD has 
done to educate and equip his people to be the Sovereign Ambassadors to explore and protect the rest of his 
universe.  This is WHY no one has stepped on the moon since 1971 and WHY no funding and initiatives are 
currently in process to break the time-warp barriers of interstellar space.   For I truly feel and experience that 
our world is in a time warp of holocaust that makes WW2 look like a day in the park compared to the extreme 
apocalypse that is about to occur.  Since I have never been a Doom and Gloom proponent, I have been 
personally showing the world how to save themselves from their own predatory green and sinful ways.  My wife 
Marites has also gone off the ‘DEEP END’ by objected to almost everything in negative ways because she also 
refuses to DEAL with the REALITY of our world in POSITIVE, and uplifting ways.   !
! The extreme tragedies I have witnessed, personally experienced, and suffered are 100% true and have 
NEVER been exaggerated in any form or manner.  ANY of the broadcasts in all social viral media methods and 
personally DELIVERED to all law enforcement, public, Press, and Churches has always been inclusive.  I plan 
on going back over to Manila Marriott this evening because I have free MX parking and high speed internet. I 
might also meet MORE high powered officials and independent free thinkers who can also, GO PUBLIC.  For 
most Philippines and expats I minister to and with, are PLEASED to see I work full time for them. Especially 
when I discuss HOW their income will finally come up to be on PAR with the rest of the developed world once 
all crime networks are systematically exterminated BY, FOR, and OF all my 7.5 billion people…  using 
eVOTE.ONE and URLiDent.com along with all other world class changing solutions on BuiltByKeith.com too 
numerous to keep re-showcasing to world…. Keith!!
### Sat April 29, 2017.  ASEAN at Conrad Hotel all day. History on eVote.one and IseeJustice.com as well as 
all other World scavenging, no, SAVING ministries. Tin Gonzole was with me as I broadcast to world at the 
Media center.  !!
### Friday April 28, 2017. BCPB mens christian breakfast, then see photo/video history!!
### Thurs. April 27, 2017.ASEAN Creative Cities Forum and Exhibition. 2 pm I attend the end of this 2 day 
forum that is truly UNIocracy.com and SolutionHousing.com and WorldSchoolFund.com  Twitter: 
#SEACreativeHubs #myCreativeCity  @GillianEsson (Creative Dundee). #theOfficeProject!
#Asean2017. BritishCouncil.org  !
      Keynote was UNESCO Jakarta Mr. Bernads Zako, Dir Division of Creativity.. Morning session was 
Bandung Indonesia Ms. Tita Larasati, Sec General, Mayhor Achmad Alf Arslan Djunaid and Singapore Mr. 
Jackson Tan Black design.!
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   Current session is Creative Clusters and hubs for sustainable Creative cities. this is UNITYurl.com!
Mr. Tom Fleming, Mr. Kittiratana Pitipanich, Dept Director Thailand Creative & Design Center TCDC, Ms 
Gillian Easson, Founder/Dir Creative Dundee (UK), and now Ms. Jia-Png Lee, Programme Dir, Think City 
Malasia.!
! ThinkCity.com.MY gave a grant to George Town of Seven Terraces, then Ren I Tang Heritage Hotel. 
Armenian Park. TruLAB.ORG/beyond-*   Think Big, Act Small. Positive Genifrication  SLIDO.COM  !
! 3 pm session is host: Ellen O’hara Creative Cultural Strategist UK, speaker Ms. Katelun Verstraete Reg 
Dir Arts/Creative Indus, British Council East Asia. Creative Hub is Studio, centere, network, cluster online 
planform and alternative. Creative HubKit.   Ms. Victoria ‘BOOTS’. Herrera Dir Ateneo Art Gallery Ateneo de 
Manila University.  Ms. Marika Constantino Cofounder/ExecDir 98B (philippines), Mr. Fajri Siregar ExecDir 
Center Innovation Policy Governance (Indonesia).  Ms. Ling Low -Journalist Malaysia (tall, black hair 30YO).!!
! BOOTS: Casa San Miguel was founded by violinist Coke Bolipata in 1993 as a training facility for 
musicians nd visual artists and is now a culture center an working farm.  3 hours north of Manila above Subic 
Bay/Clark.  70 students. 18th Av Compound is printing press, art center, ‘Big Sky Mind’. Bespoke -art 
fabrication entity owned by Jeremy Guiab and Gary Ross Pastrana for large space (mall, office) artwork.!
Green Papaya -Quezon City, experimental art medium/form sound/video/dance/film/music.   Next is 98B 
Collaboratoy in Cubao, Quezon ity and Escolta. Artist Mark Salvatus.   Project Space Pilipanas -artist ini tied 
space in Lucban Quezon (4 hours SE of Manila).   “Creativity needs freedom, freedom to manage 
Relationships” from keynote speaker Prof John Hopkins. !
! 98-B.org shared by Ms. Marika Constantino.  Escolta Block Party. and collaborative community efforts 
to BE ENGAGED with all. May 20 is next Block Party.  facebook.com/98b!
! The panel discussion is about Social Innovation.   Key Voice records are on IPAD at 4 pm I asked.!!
### Wed April 26, 2017.  Appended on Tuesday.!
! After +9 years of fighting this devil satanic super super criminal terrorist ROSE and all the others who 
brutally robbed Keith Duncan, falsely testified, and then destroyed their own criminal court document trails, just 
WHY have I been personally forsaken by everyone, including GOD.  WHY?  apparently I am the only person 
alive who truly knows the true state of human reality.  Most hate the words of politics, religion, crime, 
corruption, or other simple single words. They turn off and go DUMB since they have no clue that the evil ones 
I have worldly identified are actively enslaving them, and few actually CARE.  I went to 3 hour Mens Christian 
Breakfast, then to ASEAN to get mass media accreditation, then to a wonderful art export business to help 
them with their business that is truly thriving. Then to Manila Hotel (famous) to use their wifi and minister to 
everyone I met, including all the guards on duty.  I sleep now 11:45 pm as My internet is too slow to be useful.!!
### Tues April 25, 2017  I went to Shanghi La to register for ASEAN 2017 conference. I took photo of AMX 
control panel on 3rd floor that is a true CyberCrime Terrorist reality threats by TheFinalTerrorist.com ROSE.  I 
have shown everyone, including the world HOW to manage their worldly affairs.  I next to go to Risk 
Management forum.  This is actually RISK avoidance as I attend the ASEAN related ‘Executive Seminar on 
Risk Reduction and Crisis management for Events. The pro speakers talk about anticipating all possible issues 
and conflicts and pre-planning for contingency plans to avoid man made disasters and mitigate natural 
disasters.  Voicerecord at 2:20pm iPad with CID Luis Morales.!
! FBI Legal Attache USEmbassy is Lamont Siller on Events and Terrorism.  HE REMAINS a key person 
to interview immediately from my brief meeting with him at CyberCrime Summit 2017 at Manila Marriott Hotel 5 
weeks ago.  !
! Almost all world man made disasters and distress events are forever PREVENTED with URLiDent.com 
and eVOTE.one. next at 2:58pm is Ramon BONG Osoria, Past president of PRSP Public Relations Society of 
Philippines. He was head of an ABS-CBN division. Crisis Response. The case study is Feb 4, 2005 stampede 
at a Philsport event ABS-CBN when 71 died and 300 injured.  he speaks at length on how to manage crisis 
through planning. Proactive prevention is always the key.  !
! Third speaker is Darragh OOI, worked for Asian Pulp and Paper. Brunswick Business and Social 
Practice. Political risk and Cyber Security. Worked in UK for years and as a News Journalist. Crisis 
communications in a Global Context.  1. Risk Management. At 3:39pm he speaks that the Experts who OWN 
they crisis are the most viable source of critical information to mitigate damage and focus on recovery.   2. Use 
Judgment, not emotion.  Brand protection and being positive with out being reactive or defensive at all. 
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Lonmin miners strike deaths, then the GAP crisis shown on the USA based John Oliver show.  3. Coordinate.  
4. CyberBreach. example was ‘TalkTalk’ in Britain. Then a Sony movie about ‘The Hack’ threat against 
Chinese President.  80 million accounts hacked at JPMorganChase.  5. Strike the right tone. United airlines 
recent passenger event. 2nd BP gulf oil spill $23 Billion claims/cleanup. 6. Be Transparent -Develop 
stakeholder relationships. APP was his previous timber group.  InfoGraphics is key to transmit image data to 
your audience. !
! The open forum 1st question at 3:54pm is when does one hire a lawyer. Luis Morales states get a great 
one who has communication skills in plain language. Ramon Osorio from ABS-CBN has his lawyer next door to 
him before responding to a crisis issue. !
! At 4:08pm today, I voice record 3:42 long most critical URLiDent.com world broadcast to our group of 
100 news media, lawyers, and risk assessment experts. !
! At 4:25 pm Atty Jesse H.T. Andres is the guest speaker showing 1. Stakeholders involved, 2. sources of 
obligations 2.1 Law, 2.2 Contracts 2.3 Delicts 2.4 Quasi-Delicts. 3 case studies of Wowewee Case Close-up 
Rave Party.  4. Contract Provisions.   5. Case media handling. !
   2. obligations.   Article 1157 of Civil Code of Philippines.  law, contracts, quasi-contracts, acts of omissions 
punished by law (Delicts) and quasi-Delicts.   Civil code provisions on torts and damages. local ordinances, 
constitutional limitations.   If not covered by law or contract, one still has Quasi-Delict for act or omission 
causes damage to another.  Article 2180 ties to 2176 about damages caused by employees in service of their 
branches. Voice recording start 4:26pm. mark at 4:35  He speaks about search and seizure laws. Consented 
Warrantless search. Anything in plain view is obviously legal to see.  !
! Keith: This is also the massive crimes I have witnessed and seen as I reported all of them to law 
enforcement immediately depending on level of severity. This is also why I am #1 top anticrime expert in the 
world BECAUSE of the felony capital crimes committed that all are encompassed inside cybercrime terrorism 
along with other massive constitutional law violations against the #1 SaviorKeith.com BidOnkeith.com 
FatherKeith.com saviorKeith.com that started with FollowKeith.com and CreatorKeith.com!
! Atty Jesse speaks on Contracts at 5 pm. Article 1159. Obligations arising form the contracts have the 
force of law between the contracting parties and should be complied with in good faith. Keith: This is the 
original homewaves.com 3 promissory notes Forsyth County GA 08SC-1345 judgment granted Oct 2010.!
! He speaks on contracts are binding as law between two parties.  This was basis of IseeStand.com 
videos broadcast to world on HOW to ensure binding contracts that identify FRAUD and crime at first 
opportunity by showing to world…  Damages are 1)actual or compensatory, 2)moral-emotional  3) Liquidated  
4) (3) not shown, maybe libel-slander. Contracts need exact wording and values placed on damages (and 
fraud).   Moral damages (photo).!
! IV.  Contract Provisions.  includes Contract for Security Services. V. Case Media Handling -How to 
handle Company crisis with media press. !
 !
### Mon April 24, 2017 was afternoon visit to GBC Art Center Makati and a short bus tour to see the Street Art 
prior to the Design Institute of Philippines forum on Wed and Thursday. Jay and others video interviewed me 
on the most critical ANTI-CRIME solutions that are going PUBLIC viral as we speak and act with authority.!!
### Sun  April 23, 2017  Back at Victory Church originated as EveryNation some 35 years ago. VictoryFort.org/
readtheBible.   Odd that I have offered $1 Million USD to almost all major churches I have visited based on the 
pain and suffering I have endured on their behalves BECAUSE few churches actually PRACTICE what they 
preach at any major level.  Christ warned about the Hypocrites who were often elders and leaders of the church.!
! At 11am, I am back at one of the largest and most powerful born again Christian churches in the 
Philippines. The room is 2/3 full as I sit on 2nd row far left of stage. Just like I have personally visited well over 
200 churches in just past 3 biblical years.  This has always been my lifetime mission, to UNIFY all of humanity.  
The rights of my people have indeed been slave traded away in the biggest warped history of time by the 
Criminal Ruling Elite and terrorist cabal groups that have threatened the very existence of the human race.!
! Sr Pastor Christopher starts new series called FORWARD for 9 weeks from the Apostle Peter 
teachings.  He states typical Manila commuters spend 1,000 hours per year in traffic/travel.  That is one half 
man years.  I have been wanting a helicopter for years, starting way back on exactly Sept 11 2011 right before 
I was handed over to the ANTI-CHRIST to suffer extremely for YOUR sins.  He shows the Motoroloa Bag 
phone from 1970s when I was doing free phone calls through my Amateur radio 2-meter rig, call sign 
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WD4LQP.   He speaks about technology in the workplace as well as our dating relationship risk managements. 
This is ReManADate.com created back in 2010-2011 era. !
! Normally I would voice record. They have this done already with their website re-broadcasts.   2 Peter 
3:17. Peter walked on water with Jesus help. He walked in faith and often faltered. verse 17: “Therefore, dear 
friends, since you have been been forewarned, be on your guard so that you may not be carried away by the 
error of the lawless and fall from your secure positing.”!
! TOPIC SERMON is  “Spiritual Hunger”.   Keith: Read 2 Peter 3:10.  Christopher reads 1 Peter 2:1-3.  I 
read The Living Stone and a Chosen People verse 4-7.    The Roman Emperor would literally flame Christians 
and hang them on light posts to dissuade anyone from acknowledging GOD and Jesus.  Keith: This will easily 
reoccur once martial law is declared and our communications, banking, travel, and news is shut down on 
premise of a real or perceived terrorist attack of Weapons of mass destruction. This is cybercrime terrorism 
that is the #1 top plaque of mankind. !
! He shows photo of a baby. They cry to notify of their most immediate needs, food, milk, change their 
poop diapers.  The spiritual hunger is what is missing from most of humanity (per Keith’s revelations). I was 
also just reading Ezekiel chapter 1 about the 4 wheels and 4 angels. Sure describes a 4 propeller drone/ 
helicopter that only existed just a few years ago.!
! Our survival as a believer hinges on God’s Word, states Chris. A china video clip shows first Christian 
bibles gifted out. I lived in China for 6 months. The total history is on IseeIunderStand.com Feb 11to Aug 6 
2015.  He asks how often we read the bible. Keith: only occasionally, for I am too busy writing new ERA3 
Scripture about the current state of YOUR reality. Matched with the solutions to overcome (yes, overthrow) the 
evil vices of our world by teaching all how to Care and Love for each otehr.   Job 23:12 “I have not departed 
from the commands of his lips; I have treasured the words of his mouth more than my daily bread’.  Keith: Yet 
Job was the most righteous man of his time and was forsaken by his own wife, family, friends, and even GOD.  
Same occurs to keith brent duncan (lower case entity is on purpose).  !
! Chris: Sin may keep you from the bible, but the bible is what will keep you from sin.  Psalm 119:1  “I 
have stored up your world in my heart, that i might not sin against you.”   1 Peter 2:2.  Matthew 4:4. Chris 
speaks about saving text messages. he states GOD sends us messages everyday.  How ironic that I, Keith, 
have been seeing and acting on GOD’s electronic messaging system almost every day.  he quotes “A.W. Tozer  
‘the bible is not an end in itself, but a means to bring men to an intimate and satisfying…. “  Chris speaks about 
traveling abroad and missing his family for 3 weeks. He closes out in prayer about treasuring GOD’s words in 
our hearts.   !
! !
### Sat April 22, 2017. -fill-in yourself what I was doing all day. I was busy in name of GOD.  Slept until noon. 
then took Marites to renew Sky hi speed wi-fi, then Market Market to buy a 159P pizza with my very last 1000 
Pesos.  Not a single ‘blasted’ soul has responded to anything I have gifted mankind, recovered any of my 
stolen IP or assets, or demanded anyone actually TAKE ACTION. This all culminates in how to UNIFY all of 
Mankind using the prime and only solutions that are still at massive threats of being purged by these terrorists, 
including the #1 top criminal in world, Robert Dee Rose who is clearly a/the AntiChrist for his ability to 
disappear when his evidence of massive crime sprees is shown to the public. !!
Fri    -Ditto.  Christian mens breakfast 8:30-11 meeting with lawyer Ronnie Yap also. Went to Marriott Manila 
Airport to broadcast #479 series. !!
### Thurs April 20, 2017 At IP Patent International ASEAN forum this morning at Crowne Plazas.  AIPPI.org   
The International Association for the Protection of Intellectual Property!!
I enter at noon after quickly writing a request letter on letter head to gain admission to this private event of 
about 100 persons.  Most are dressed in professional black and white. Protection of innovative and patentable 
designs and solutions is their focus.   Many law firms are present who can easily make international fame with 
TurnOffLights.com and the original IcStand.com PhoneCradle.com  I also sent ProfitShareHolders.com to 
many law firms that is also a patentable business process. !
! Copyright and trademark infringement are discussed. The presenter lady is Seena with Jurisasia LLC.  
A new feature allows a 2D photo to be converted to 3Dimensions. The valuations for the world changing 
solutions are worth Billions, actually Quad-Trillions in economic reformation.  !
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! Katrina Dobble, Partner Villaraza and Angangco Law LLC, discusses demographics. 54Million Filipions 
52% are oninernet. 33.3 M smart phone owners. Average Filipino time is 5 hrs /day on smart phones.!
Point 1. Counterfeit Goods / trademark infrignement in online shopping.  Online shoppers spend 6.2 hrs daily 
online.  marketplaces like OLX, Zalora, Lazada. Bills payment, fashion, movies, airline tickets.  Liability for 
counterfeit products is difficult to track down the actual cyber criminals. This SOLVED forever with 
URLiDent.com and video confirmation of buyer/seller transactions. CyberSquatting. !
! Peter Willimott is with WIPO -World Intellectual Property Organization. peter.Willimoth@wipo.net as I 
voice record him at 2:30pm ipad (with his pre-permission). He is Sr Program Officer based in Singapore. He 
has C.S. degree Ireland and is Austrialian. The Philippine Secretary-General (of ??) is here today. ! WIPO 
is part of WSO -United Nations including ASEAN. They help coordinate filing of patents in the ASEAN region 
with their database. ASEAN PatentScope goes live mid 2017 to search for patent rights  Global Innovation 
Index 2017 launch June 15. They have 1000 staff in Geneva Switzerland. Peter has 30 in Singapore. !
! Aleli Angela G. Quirino speaks at 2:52 pm. She approved my attendance today. She is top level IP 
senior partner on patent law and recognized as expert in Philippines. She does not have powerpoint as she is 
the alternate speaker. Got many wonderful world leader biz cards and showed them all HOW to direct FUND 
their own ministries and agencies.   Then went Manila Hotel to broadcast to all #478. !!
### Monday, April 17, 2017.   Sunday was spent in Mass at Poolside in Binan Philippines and travel.!
! I remain beyond shocked and stunned that so many world crimes are committed by the second and NO 
one truly has a clue HOW to prevent almost all crimes in the first place. Jesus Christ, FatherKeith.com Duncan  
and most other fore-founders addressed the root issues of humanity’s ability to vice, sin, and commit crimes 
against humanity by showing them how to actually LOVE and CARE for each other. There are truly no major or 
even medium/minor issues that have NOT been solved by Keith Duncan using solutionFinal.com The Satanic 
forces of evil are systematically stealing all your assets, wealth, and rights for their own use to enslave and 
genocide all who resist their fear and intimidation tactics. This has never been boiled down to these fire and 
brimstone biblical facts, much less forever resolved by these ordained and divined methods that are the true 
Plans of Total Salvation. I sit in Globe store at Gloretta Mall 3 now seeing if I qualify for free LTE-SIM card 
upgrade. Then I go to Shanghri-Li to broadcast and monitor our entire world. !
! On many days, I ask GOD to return me back to heaven so I can finally be the ultimate heavenly 
consultant to advise the angels, GOD, and others on the Judgment of all others.   I have indeed ‘minor-sinned’ 
if one can put it in proper prospective, but NEVER did anything to justify ANYONE ever denying my rights or 
confessing they have been in terrorist conspiracies to prevent MY PEOPLE from rising up to destroy all crime 
networks once and for all.  I have been taking action, and waiting, for now 9 years to demand ROSE return my 
Forsyth County GA judgment 08SC-1345, the IRS to pay out the +$8 Million USD IRSWBFeb2009,658, and 
the USA Gov pay out well over $500 Million USD in real and punitive damages for the extreme personal and 
business damages they have caused the one son of humanity. Most would call me Son of GOD, but I have 
never been one to self-endorse for self-entitlement reasons. That is what criminals do..!!
### Sat April 15, 2017 TaxSlaves Of Cybercrime Warfare and Political Prisoners of Anti-Christ unleashed.!
    The enslavement of humanity by taxes, manmade criminal loophole laws, and uneducated masses BY, 
FOR, and OF the Criminal Ruling Elite is the worse plague of all historical time. The #1 world anti-crime expert 
was criminally stalked, physically robbed, persecuted by any and all criminal law/judicial officials, denied ALL 
his God ordained and civil rights, kidnapped by AntiChrist ROSE direct orders, threatened with death by forced 
psych tropical drugs for two years, ROBBED again of all his remaining life possessions and intellectual 
property, dumped on the street as all legal documentation has been forged, sealed, and then destroyed, and 
now is the only worldly sage visionary person to teach our entire world how to DESTROY all crime networks 
once and for all.  For it always takes a conspiracy of +2 persons to commit and hide any crime.!
! In the most demonic extreme case of felony capital crimes against humanity, ROSE is the most horrific 
psychopath of all by his ability to use his now easily BILLIONS of USD assets to buy off and extort anyone who 
threatens his final satanic establishment of his Kingdom of pure HELL. This is the enslavement of all who are 
not exterminated by Weapons of Mass Destruction utilizing the iron clad control of electronic databases, 
perversion of the media propaganda, the use of mercenary henchmen known as corrupt liar-lawyers, Judges, 
Politicians, corporate executives and even religions leaders to do their direct bidding of destruction of our world 
so they can live in palaces of gold, silver, and diamonds protected by their un-breach-able walls and 
compounds.!
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! None of this is science fiction fantasy. It is your true reality as shown by this barrage of broadcast and 
personally delivered solutions to save mankind from it’s own extreme predatory greed, sinful vice, and 
internalized need to dominate over all others.!
! Exactly two years ago, FatherKeith Duncan was leaving Rome Italy on USA Tax Enslavement event 
after 10 days contacting the Vatican, the USA Embassy and literally the entire world. This was after going 
directly to Tel-Aviv, EmmaUS, JerUSAlem Israel, and surrounding area to follow the footsteps and stations of 
the cross of his very own GodFather Christ JesUS. !
! Market Penetration and Mass GO PUBLIC has always been the prime method of any fore founding 
person who is commissioned by GOD and the heavenly angels to change the course of human history.  For no 
crime has gone unreported and delivered repeatedly and reputably to THOSE gov law and judicial agencies 
who ONLY soul purpose is the fearlessly protect the rights of the HONEST INTEGRITY driven persons. They 
have never been tasked to destroy public documents and to re-actively protect the crime families and their own 
criminal terrorists who work inside their institutions that are all financed by tax dollars and seized criminal 
assets.!
! For the true business of Keith’s right hand and most prestigious video production studio networks has 
always been to command Peace and Justice while ensuring the legacies of these ‘fool-proof’ scientific and 
spiritual methodologies will be cast into the hearts, minds, and souls of your very own New World Society of 
UNIocracy.com   By altered definition, UNI ocracy means You and I.  Related to Meritocracy, Cybersynacy, and 
Technocracy, UNIocracy.com is “ruled by the singularity of all human minds connected by telecommunications 
acting as a form of super computer to make decisions based on shared patterned experiences to deliver fair 
and accurate decisions to problems as they arise’.  This single word originated in 13th century AD.!
! This is Interpol URLiDent.com who also refuses to ever do ANY follow-up, call backs, and personal 
interview debrief Press Conferences that most dramatically changes the course of current human history.  
Clearly, Interpol and almost all world governments and corporations were criminally infiltrated by criminal 
terrorist rogue agents starting back in 1958 era when Keith was born Aug 15, 1958 as previously reported and 
described in excruciating detail this entire time of catastrophic apocalypse that is the pits of Hell, brimestone, 
and fire foretold in most biblical scripture of major religious teachings recording the plights of humanity.!
! No most accurate word verbiage has been omitted or altered to deceive or deflect my 7.49 billion 
people from being motivated using the ‘HIVE PRINCIPLE’ to become the master race of this section of our 
universe as Sovereign Ambassadors of Peace, Harmony, and the pursuit of ultimate knowledge and 
immorality.    Morals is the base for morality as perversion of our selves, society, and race prevents immorality 
from ever being achieved by God’s original design. The Christian bible shows most of our famous fore-
founders as living for centuries based on their service to people and 100% justified healthy lifestyles.!
! I am in Philippines now full time since Aug 6, 2015 after dramatically leaving each impoverished country 
I have visited in times of their greatest needs. For the USA remains the most impoverished country despite 
their perceived wealth of goods and services because most have been brainwashed to believe that 60 to 75% 
tax rates and being in debt to these ‘BANKSTERS’ and MOBSTERS is the only possible lifestyle while they toil 
away in the slave houses of global tyrant monopolies, corporate sweatshops, burger-fry flipping service 
industries, and cleaning up the crap and dungeons of their slave masters. !
! From Feb 11, 2015 to Aug 5, 2016 I lived among the Chinese people daily pursing total justice and 
equality while completing these 100% God concentric ministries that are now fully exposed to our world.  Many 
days I ponder if there are any other worldly issues that I have not ordained and divinely been gifted to teach 
our people. !
! I have called on all Military, Law Enforcement, Gov officials, corporations, religions, and my people to 
JOIN UNIocracy.com or be exterminated by the criminal demonic forces who they refuse to identify and hold 
accountable.  When YOU, my people, finally take these viral, each of you will indeed fearlessly protect the 
rights of all others since you will see that the spiritual effects of organizations of BuiltBykeith.com and 
CEOspace.net (see  SolutionManifesto.com)  benefit all of humanity using SolutionFinal.com!
! Right now the 100% world focus is to RETURN Keith Duncan back to the USA to raise the last needed 
international army of Honest Integrity driven persons to destroy all crime networks once and for all.!
! Only a few hundred dollars sent by WesternUnion.com to name:Keith Duncan, city: Amulung 
Philippines with confirm transfer # sent to email: kduncan2005@gmail.com is required for the RE-ENTRANCE 
return to USA and all other countries. Who will be FIRST, NEXT, and LAST to support and protect Keith 
Duncan? !
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     This is just what JESUS did in JerUSAlem on Palm Sunday approximately 1987 years ago.   Billions of my 
people will soon SUPPORT FatherKeith as I truly do not need to own much of anything but my own health and 
freedom to travel our mutual world teaching our entire world HOW TO UNIFY itself once and forever. That has 
always been my destiny and final destination before I return to Heaven for the reasons already stated on so 
many of these IseeIunderStand.com broadcasts.  It is now 4 pm as I travel by Motorcycle with my dear wife 
Marites of MaryRights.com world fame to the local area in search of more churches, universities, and places of 
your greatest needs…..   Keith!
 !
### Great Friday, April 14, 2017. It was indeed FINISHED years ago, when I successfully debriefed, 
interviewed, and published to world EXACTLY how to SAVE THEMSELVES from the horrors of the demonic 
slave trading crime family networks who profiteer on all the vices of my 7.48 billion people.  Time for breakfast 
now at 9 am in real time.  I have spared no expense or time of decades of tens of thousands of man-hours 
completing these final most extreme and fruitful bounty missions on behalf of God and humanity. No criminal 
act has gone undiscovered and overturned despite the extreme expense and peril to my life and all of 
mankind. The weight of the sins of my people have been on my shoulders for the past decades since no one 
has truly acknowledged any of the most comprehensive solutions I have gifted to all our world. I truly attempt to 
not duplicate the same exact facts or verbiage since no one truly likes repetition.  This is also why I am 
annoyed by so many Christian church services that blast and boast away with songs of praise and adoration in 
prayer yet seldom motivate my people to actually TAKE ACTION to FEARLESSLY PROTECT the RIGHTS of 
ALL OTHERS. !
! The most extreme excuses and objections are always from the mouths and signed evidence of these 
demonic satanic criminals as anyone can listen to the lava flow of lies that emit from their serpent tongues of 
deception to convoke and convince others they are ‘saints and angels’ by diverting all attention away from their 
most folly sins committed against their honest foes. !
! How odd that I have already directly, formally, and legally contacted almost all these criminals to inform 
them to SURRENDER to the proper law enforcement agencies by confessing their crimes and showing 
everyone their very own signatures on all these Norfolk VA 4:11cr112 related Murder for Hire Conspiracy 
coverup certified documents that I smuggled out of HELL Jail for 848 days expecting to DIE any day the hands 
of the next hired mercenary from Rose. This is still the most extreme case of WHY ROSE has never been 
brought to justice despite the most direct evidence he has always been #1 super criminal terrorist and Anti-
Christ leader of the New World Order that everyone suspects and fears. Yet no one has ever identified who are 
the most dangerous super criminals because of their extreme wealth and power to destroy all criminal trails 
leading back to their leacersous (spelling) criminal, non-repentant souls. !
! Now Great Friday day as Christ was buried on Maundy Thursday approximately 1987 years ago. 
Thursday was Thomas Jefferson, 2nd USA President birthday as I was broadcasting #25 Wash The Sin out of 
Washington series on youtube.com back on May 2, 2014. !
! I return to USA as soon as ANY of my thousands, millions, + all others DEMAND my return to teach 
them how to PURGE all criminals. This restores UNIocracy.com By, For, and Of all mankind. I am clearly the 
#1 top evangelist crusader to fill your stadiums up with our people to UNIFY all of mankind with UNITYurl.com !!
### Wed, April 12 through Thur 13, 2017.!
  On Wed, I went directly to OmniBudsman Morales office, met with Priest Father Robert and Deputy 
Omnibudsman Gerald Mosquera, office (02)479-7300 and personally handed them my business cards and the 
two page most critical SolutionGovernment.com world saving/changing Duterte personal letter updated from 
March 24, 2017 to present.  I then went to PIA (Philippine Information Agency), met their Director General 
office staff again along with Broadcaster Gerald ?, then to PeoplesTV to speak with journalist at their guest 
desk, then to GMA (Jessica Soho), then to CNN Philippines (Suzanne ?), then to meet Mary Roxas-Chua at St 
Francis (Daughter of famous Chinese developer Tycoon Luke Roxas) about HKTV and the ONLY solutions to 
liberate mankind from the horrors of all crime networks.  Then home. !
! On Thursday, our extended family packs to visit remote relatives south of Manila. I go with Malon on 
Motorcycle to meet with GMA production crew member of Jessica Soho regarding 1200 Unionized workers 
who are having conflict with their leadership of the union. We leave for relatives home at 4 pm, arrive 1.5 hours 
to go swim and visit for 4 days.  I take NO days off, even on Sabbath days, since I clearly work full-time for 
GOD and all humanity like my very own GodFather, Jesus Christ.!!
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### Tuesday, April 11, 2017.  It WAS Finished years ago.  Apparently I have lost some of the most critical 
evidence again and again to the Demonic AntiChrists who have almost enslaved all of mankind. They are all 
destroyed with these biblical scripture methods that empower all humanity to RISE UP and rid our world of all 
ROSE and other satanic forces.   Any questions can be addressed by directly contacting the #1 top Anti-Crime 
expert broadcast crusader who teaches our world how to legally CURSE all unsaved criminals. !
  I go to Japanese food court to meet with 15 blogger journalists for food tasting lunch, then to Marriott Manila 
Airport to broadcast iseeJustice.com BBK20170411-ThePurgeOfCriminals-473.mp4   This is short.!!
### Sunday, April 9, 2017. I sit with my son Prophet Ezekiel at breakfast, who at 7 years old understands the 
dialogue language of what I have gifted to humanity better than almost anyone else. He alone can even host 
stadiums of hundreds of thousands of person to teach them about family and children values. We go to Victory 
Church again this morning as soon as Marites does her face makeup. I remain shocked that so many people 
are totally preoccupied with their outward appearances yet seldom work on their inward appearances, soul, 
mind, and exactly WHO THEY ARE. For getting old is part of GOD’s birth through death process that can not 
be intervened except by GODly powers that have not been experienced in a really, really long time. !
! At 11 am service now, Christopher is the lead pastor of Victory Church speaking on Wedding situations 
this morning. To love and honor each other.  I review Jude and other scriptural passages today as IT HAS 
BEEN FINISHED for many years.  This is how to UNIFY all of mankind!
! Christopher quotes John 20:31 “but these are written so that you may believe that Jesus is the Christ, 
the Son of God, and that by believing you may have life in his name.”  Keith: As I read verse 22 “his parents 
said this because they were afraid of the Jewish leaders, who already had decided that anyone who 
acknowledged that Jesus was the Messiah would be put out of the synagogue.” This has occurred to myself 
many times as these top religious leaders state ‘OH, NEVER ask questions of us. We ONLY focus on JESUS 
and preach the redemptive power of prayer as we wait for Christ to return to SAVE us from our viceful sins’.  
None of the most powerful preachers, teachers of the biblical law, or others have EVER asked the most 
obvious questions at all. 1. WHO is Keith Duncan. 2. Why have you taught our world how to unify  3. Why do 
so many others vindictively persecute you, as we do also.  4. Who is actually blinded by greed.  5. Exactly who 
are the evil demonic satanic anti-christs who reside in our leadership and corporations focused on the 
destruction of those who have a sliver of integrity and honesty left in their souls.!
! Marites of MaryRights.com fame sits on my left on 3rd row far left of full auditorium.  Chris speaks 
about the ‘GLORY of GOD will be displayed’ at 11:51 am. I am not voice recording this time, but THEY do on 
victory youtube.com channel   Jireh Bautista is 21 year old computer science graduate, son of a shoe 
repairman, was sponsored by Real Life Victory persons, DOST, Cebu Gov and others. SunStar Cebu Sat April 
1, 2017 featured article. by Jay Ann Ramirez. He stated “… we are all recipients of Gods tremendous 
blessings.”   Chris shares the story of Jesus gifting sight to a blind young man with mud. Jesus claimed he was 
WHO HE WAS. So does Keith. With IFJC2.com and NewZion2.com !
! No one can refute you telling the absolute truth.  Verse 37-41 describe the REST of this end testimony 
that anyone can read to believe and ACT with Wisdom. The Pharisees had cast out the blind, now seeing man 
because he questioned their authority.  They show slides on a Down Syndrome baby in USA, the parents are 
pastor-wife from here. Chris closes out. !
! !!
### Saturday, April 8, 2017 was spent with BuBoy and his family who took Henry and I up to Clark Military 
Base near Subic Bay to cross promote SunValley Clark new mega family resort and hotel complex. !
Details are on the videos to be published as soon as I can find WiFi International bandwidth since our host 
sister family has no Internet now because of lack of CASH. !!
### Friday, April 7, 2017.  This morning I attended Mens Christian breakfast at Max Resturant Greenbelt 1 at 
8:30 to noon occurring every Friday. 10 men attended who saw exactly what I have gifted and are going public.!
  At 1:30 pm, I attend the big press conference forum of ASEAN at Agham OSHC North Ave Quezon City. 
Making the ASEAN Way to crete Quality Jobs for economic Inclusion.   Forum on Job Opportunities and 
challenges. They start 45 minutes late.  50 persons are in attendance with 10 panel members included.!
   Mr. Nicon Fameronag of LIAC center for Public Interest, Dr Fancisco Magno Institute of Governance De La 
Salle Univ, and now Hon Aniceto John d. Bertiz III, member of Party List Acts OFW (overseas Foreign 
Workers). He speaks about the rights of workers and the return of OFW persons (This is MaryRights.com ) He 
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speaks about sending workers to other nation.  Engineering, medical, dental, accounting, surveying, and 
architecture are the key workers LEAVING Philippines for oversea green card (low paying jobs). He speaks on 
creating real time data on OFW to track the statistics and situations of those who are abused by oversea 
companies and employers. He has filed many bills covering migrant worker rights and support at grass roots 
support. Dignity and respect are his focus. Keith: the abuses of OFW are actually slave trading masquerading 
as the only way for so many Philippines to actually earn a living to get out of the abject poverty caused by 
centuries of invading armies and domination by Spanish, Americans, Japanese, Chinese, and now so many 
other foreign 1st world powers.  !
! Normally I would voice record and publish.  At this point and for years now I have been pondering 
‘PULLING THE PLUG’ on all these ONLY world saving solutions that will allow this last biblical apocalypse  
events to complete since GOD, Buddha, Mohamad, Christ, Gabriel, and other fore founding father/mothers 
have NOT intervened.  GOD sent Keith Duncan, clear and simple to see, believe and Act with Wisdom. As I 
have been searching for OTHER messianic messengers and persons of integrity this entire time. This is how 
deadly serious these sequences of AntiChrist events have been,  starting in Oct 1957, my birth Aug 15, 1958, 
and subsequent historical milestone dates.!
      I voice record him.  at 2:53 pm, John Bertiz says 27 agencies involved in OFW have spent 8 Billion Pesos 
to protect their rights. Underage Philippines are being smuggled to Saudi Arabia human traffic crime rings. He 
talks about the lack of Law enforcement and justice system. !!
Mr. Julius H Cainglet is AVP of Federation of Free Workers. Voice record 3:01pm on iPad. 
DaBigDyul@gmail.com  facebook.com/Dyul.Caignlet  He speaks about education, role of PRESS associations 
to expose and mass media share realities of humanity. He speaks that Superior Education can result in ‘Brain 
Drain’ exodus of highly skilled merit persons going abroad because of the abject poverty caused by world 
corruption.  K12 programs focus on CHED (Commission Higher Education Dept) initiatives of STEM (Science, 
Technology, Engineering, Math). Survival of the Skillest (not strongest or smartest?)  There is a great need for 
skills education for our youth resulting in Small Business Owners. This is TeamMoneyMachine.com and 
TeenPenny.com . he states hardly and seriustraining programs of employed workers, unionized workers do get 
more training. Precarious/ Contractual Agency workers hardly get training at all. Marites had to PAY for her 
training BEFORE going overseas. About 20,000 Pesos = 3 weeks of salary of 30,000 P per month in Hong 
Kong.!
! Mr. Alvin Soriano is GM of LBS eBusiness Solutions corporation. He helped create SAP Skilled Labor 
Monitoring system for ASEAN. VoiceRecord at 3:51pm.  Their system tracks trends as well as individual 
assignments based on any category. The graphs he shows indicate massive brain drain of professionals.!
! Professor Rodrigo S. Magat is Mentor Director of I-AM-SAM Foundation.  Youth educator, Masters In 
Business Admin. ASEAN was chartered in 1989 era. Voicerecord 4pm on ipad. Training COMPETENT youth to 
conduct ethical integrity based businesses. At voice mark 4:23. Small entrepreneurship. Nation building is a 
shared responsibility.!
! Mary Grace Riguer -Exec Director Institute for Labor Studies Dept of Labor and Employment. 
VoiceRecord 4:30pm.  Lasting Stability, Peace (APSC).  Greater Prosperity (AEC). Inclusiveness, Resilience 
(ASCC).   300 Million persons make up ASEAN workforce. Employment, Social Protection, Rights = Social 
dialogue.!
! Louis P Valera at 4:59pm OIC, International Affairs Div. Free flow Professional services, goods, skilled 
labor, capital, and investments. Keith: This is 100% the new world society of UNIocracy.com Professional 
Regulation Commission.  !
! There is NO question and answer section so far at 5:15 pm. This Press Conference is more of a very 
long one way educational ‘brain dump’ of the current Philippine regulations and state of their economy.!!
#471 about President Duterte + World Leaders using BidOnkeith.com as #1 top world Consultant and spiritual 
advisor.  THIS is another final key to overthrow all world crime networks. !
https://youtu.be/v9rp_F1gdxQ  April 7, 2017 GO PUBLIC I command to PURGE all Criminals forever. 
SolutionGovernment.com IDs and banishes all Political Criminals, URLiDent.com (Interpol) destroys all crime 
networks. EVote.ONE empowers all citizens to PASS Judgment on all others in the world’s first OPEN PUBLIC 
database technology driven society of FREEDOM and JUSTICE. UNIocracy.com is the END result of Paradise 
of Heaven returned here on EARTH when NO crime goes unpunished BY, FOR, and OF all citizens.  Contact 
and GO to National News Media, to all CHURCHES, to ALL Gov Officials, to PUBLIC using all ways and 
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means BEFORE the PURGE of honest/integrity citizens occurs BY the Criminal Ruling elite FIRST. For 
destruction of all ANTI-CHRIST Robert Dee Rose and all linked by their very own evidence and signatures 
brings our entire world into ONE degree of Separation. Everyone ENFORCES and Fearlessly protects the 
rights of all others.!
    This from March 15, 2014  YouTube.com  77 views April 7, 2017. Help BuiltByKeith.com BidOnKeith help 
USGOV + ALL World Leaders + YOU. CreatorKeith solves corruption with GOD's Reformation Movement.  
Crowd fund today with WesternUnion.com, Name: Keith Duncan, city: Amulung Philippines. Send Confirm 
Transfer # to Creatorkeith@Gmail.com today.  Over $500 Million USD to be seized BY SolutionMilitary.com 
Citizens and churches to seed fund the worlds first open public society of UNIocracy.com that ensures survival 
and prosperity of our entire world race.  FatherKeith.com Duncan at (63)917-335-4300.!
   Just who are the criminals who testified against Keith Duncan. Are they hiding in churches, boardrooms, 
courtrooms, bedrooms, and underground criminal liars, I mean lairs. WOW, a one character difference mistake 
makes a WORLD of DIFFERENCE. Is there ANY CHARACTER OUT THERE who makes a DIFFERENCE in 
EVERYONE's LIVES. That person happens to be Keith Duncan, who has been HIDDEN by the GREED of so 
many criminals, Keith finally LOST COUNT. WOW. With a near perfect photographic memory that he transfers 
to paper, computer databases, draws relation-SHIP diagrams, and uses audio/video/GPS/timestamped 
recordings to HOLD himself and everyone else accountable, what MORE can KEITH regain. Yes, RE-GAIN, 
for HE had his entire IP rights, personal heirlooms, and net worth assets stolen on 100% false premise. NO-
ONE in over 6 years has ever asked KEITH what was really going on in our world. No-one has been looking for 
GOD or Keith or righteous men/women to transform our society into GOD's law abiding citizens who actually 
CARE and LOVE each other by removing worry, stress, damaging vice, and thereby reducing crime 
opportunity and motivation down to ZERO. For Keith speaks in 1st, 2nd, and 3rd person to tell the story of how 
criminals had him KIDNAPPED to keep him away from the people WHO REALLY care about WHO GOD, 
CHRIST, and the HOLY SPIRIT trinity is all about. For Keith is the fourth component, all of you are the FIFTH 
element of LOVE. Keith is simply another bridge of the cross who transcends the dimension of TIME. So WHO 
would like to join Keith's GODly divine and ordained team now? It has always been easy to FIND GOD, 
CHRIST, and even Keith, if one simply opens their eyes, hears the truth of 1 Corr 13:13 LOVE OTHERS, and 
proceeds to serve others for their benefit first. For this is what Keith has been doing HIS entire life. Need he 
say more? Of COURSE, for HE is a Master Student-Teacher, just like his GODfather Christ who proceeded 
him and now is with HIM on his own walk BACK from Emmaus to the new ZION jerUSAlem located in 
Buckhead Financial District Atlanta GA, where everyone 'Passes the BUCK, trying to get aHEAD", no humor or 
pun intended. Well maybe a little joke, for GOD + KEITH do have a keen and sometimes cruel sense of humor. 
For GOD/Christ did create YOU in HIS own image. Simply review the YouTube Videos from BuiltByKeith, filter 
by Last Update, or Relevance/Revelations and see what happens NEXT. For if KEITH disappears again, 
consider it was www.WhereIsRobertRose.com and criminals who wanted their own evidence suppressed.!!!
### Thursday, April 6, 2017 The End of the World is exactly what has been occurring since 1958 era when 
technology Cold World War III actually started with cybercrime terrorism as the worlds self-genocide plaque of 
all time.  This can not be reduced to anymore gloom and doom apocalypse situation caused by the Criminal 
Ruling Elite such as AntiChrist Robert Dee Rose.  My wife Marites needs professional help to understand why 
she flips out on almost any issue. Today, she threw a temper tamper because I use the top of the hot water 
thermos for hot water shaving because NO ONE drinks out of that top. Any cup would work, yet she finds fault 
in almost anything I am doing because she refuses to deal with her emotional detachment from her marriage 
and life because she is actively going BACK to the slave trading enterprises of domestic servant. This is 
because of her stressed out economic poverty caused by YOU, my 7.49 billion people.!
! I go soon to buy bus tickets for the local church trip to Calaray Resorts with Makati Christian Hope 
Church run by Chinese developer tycoon Luke Roxas who personally knows my 100% GOD and humanity 
focused missions of teaching our entire world how to save itself from its own Sodom and Gomorrah greed, 
vice, and sin.  I truly do not know WHO else to contact as I have been the most active anti-crime expert and 
human rights activist for the majority of my life.  I am watching Triple-X movie with Van Damn about Pandora’s 
Box used to control and manipulate the world through electronic means. !
! Is this fantasy or the most true reality of how technology destroys our world or is the basis of the roots 
of plans of salvation of everything I have gathered and published to mankind.  We do not even have Internet 
WiFi right now because of cost. I transmitted the most critical true positive video 470 just last night on 
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TheTruthVault.com  and made a few key calls to USA persons requesting them to GO to FBI-AG in force and 
demand that anyone in law enforcement actually just MAKE THE CALL the my world accessible (63) 
917-335-4300.  For I am indeed King of my very own www.ChristDomain.com as I was already extremely 
wealthy and wise back in Nov 2007 when the AntiChrist ROSE tried to blackmail me to join his legions of 
demonic angels of death, pillage, and plunder using HomeWaves.com LightLogics.com Einstein Holdings, and 
17 other extreme Perfect ClearCollarCrime.com underground terrorist shell/shelf corporations to enslave you, 
my people.!
! So I dress in business clothes now and to meet more high powered persons. WHEN will other 
Messianic Messengers and persons of integrity be joined with  keith brent duncan (lower case entity that can 
never be sued by arch-angels of criminal injustice.)  My MacBook motherboard charger is faulty despite paying 
$600 = 30,000 pesos for repair 2 months ago. I have 6000 Peso left to my name.  the rest is in the coffined 
coffers of criminals in USA and in your nations.   I have legally claimed just 1% of all criminal assets worth 
quad Trillions to fund my new world society of UNIocracy.com yet have no other stockholders with 
ProfitShareHolders.com who have joined UNITYurl.com or the other life giving/gifted ministries that are tuned 
to perfection and have been ready for world deployment since summer of 2011 when I was brutally and 
viscously kidnapped for the 3rd and 4th time and NO ONE CARED, even now….  keith!!
### Wednesday, April 5, 2017.  IdeaSpace.com INC and GOOGLE host our 6 pm meeting on Makati Ave this 
evening.   OBO president Rene Butch  with Dept of Science and Technology. QBO.com.ph  JPMorgan Chase 
Incubation program. Facebook.com/QBOPhilippines @Qbophilippines twitter.  The room is packed with 20 to 
30 year olds, about 75 persons here.!
! Frederic Joye fred@Arcanys.com  arcanys.com/labs  (estimated 36 Year old) is a co-founder of 
Arcanys arcanys.com/docs/Arcanys_Portfolio.pdf with120 people in the Philippines (including 80 developers) 
and Arcanys Labs, partner with a VC for investments up to USD 200k+ in cash & services. He has handled 
over 200 tech projects and is also an investor in 6 startups (CH, UK, TH, AUS), FinTech Fusion, Swiss Fintech 
Association Mentor.!
! Community and Advocacy Programs, partnerships with Universities and other educational government 
agencies. We are in the Dept of Trade and Industry building. JP Morgan Chase Foundation and DTI. .  The 
grant 500K pesos in capital and non cash support. They have 52 startups since 2012. 1.Invite.  2. Incubate, 3. 
Integrate.  Example startup companies hosted are:  E.A.R.S.,   TaxUMO. Cleaing Lady Oskie. InvestED 
Carmina Bayombugh.  tarkie.com , Rio . Croptal, Ruel,  InvestaGrams.com, Driven by a sense of purpose.   Do 
we have the courage to be operational. and sustainable.  Break down our barriers and to reach new heights of 
success. It’s about PEOPLE, not about profits. !
! Notes from Video: Litan April 18 6 pm Xurpas. Investor Pitch May 4, 2017.  #MovingIdeasForward.  
hello@qbo.com.ph  Social Medai /qbophilippines #QBOqlitan!
! Fredrick Joye Tech Startup Crash Course. How to manage your tech team, best practices of software 
development and outsourcing.  Arcanys Labs.  Born in Lausanne Swiss. Based in Hong Kong 
ArcanysFoundation.org   Early education through parenting help 1,000 families. 2 elements with technology of 
People and Processes. Roles in technology startup include front, backend DevOps, architect, Business 
Analyst, Project manager(a few only), Product Owner. !
! Processes. Managing requirements, lean software methodology, estimating features, creating 
Architectural design, managing the team. don’t forget testing.!
! #1 Cause of project failure/delays is Mismanagement of specifications and business requirements. !
Who do you need when working on requirements? include potential user, product owner, BA, and Graphic 
Designer/UI/UX. Fredrick discusses the high level documentation of requirements. !
2. agreement on design, feedback broom users, watch out for scope creep. stick to core functionality. !
Lean software methodology. plan, build, test, review, deploy,….  REPEAT.  !
Clickable Prototype  They use Invision or Proto.io. Html/Css Prototype.!
3. estimate development time. (2nd largest cause of delays). Keith: This is what I have been doing at all levels  
production development applied to human psychology for 40 years. Next to me is Dr. Alexander, 70 year old 
psychologist from California who is in Manila for a few weeks.!
, Then time estimation is for alignment and prioritization. verify user stores, prioritize functionalities into Phase 
1 (MVP) and Phase 2 and beyond…!
Next is Architectural design. !
4. Finally, ramp up your development team. outsourcing may be a best practice also. Jira Asana, Trello. !
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5. Best practice -Add in QA tester.  Write test cases, execute cases, write bug reports. !
6. Push product to test users.  GO BETA early. never wait until perfection. It will never occur.!
use Project Management software to track progress versus expenses and manpower.!
Always have a high level architect involved.  Coding CTO. Set standards, frequent code reviews, coach/Mentor 
your developers. !
Cost of delayed MVP are dev team costs, founding team costs(unpaid salaries)  time to market cost is missed 
revenue and competitor leap-frogging.!
Do not be a perfectionist, refactoring.  Do things that do not scale.  PaulGraham.com/ds.html.!
stripe.com AirBNB.com   Blitzscaling series is on YouTube.com!
! Inspiration   search for Steve Blank  -Customer Development Process. Books are Elon Musk by Ashlee 
Vance, Disrupted: My Misadventure in the startup Bubble. !!
! Outsourcing Best practices. be mindful of cultural differences. Keith: I had huge problems with India 
and other sub contractors to actually get them to PEFORM to contractual obligations.   Amaxon.com/When-
Cultures_Collide-3rd-Leading/dp/1904838022   Avoid fixed Price projects.  Never build project on proprietary 
framework of your software provider. !
! Frederic takes Q&A forum at 7:55 pm (Voice recorded) about project managers micro managing too 
much and the inability for people to actually unify together to accomplish their end goal for all stakeholders.!!
Keith: This is what I did with world famous IseeStand.com = IcStand.com software of  ICS.MSI (Microsoft 
Install package of full screen video viewer for ANY web camera cost $18,000 USD to Peter Beacom 
QualityBunker.com (615)605-4707 USA, as I spent well over 500 design manhours at my very own expense 
over 4 months. My phoneCradle.com and IseeStand.com CAD-CAM designer was > $10,000 USD Robert Van 
Varick. RVanVarick@gmail.com  (267)566-5923 in northeast. Head designer for kitchen tools maker !
! Well over $300,000 USD I spent out of my very own retirement accounts because I recognized in 2008 
through kidnapping on Oct 3, 2011, this was a BILLION USD marketplace that I personally OWNED because 
of my extreme ability to solve world problems using technology, common sense, and a very unique blend of 
spiritual connections with GOD and the rest of HUMANITY.   This remains the most extreme case of massive 
Landmark Miscarriage of Justice in world history because few people have EVER done ANY follow-up despite 
the hundreds of thousands of my very own man-hours expended to literally SAVE all my 7.49 billion people.!
! !!
### Tuesday, April 4, 2017. At ASEAN pre-event press conference at Alohoa Hotel on Roxas Blvd at 10 am !
Forum o Job Opportunities and challenges under ASEAN Economic Integration. Dr Franciso Mago Dir of Jesse 
M. Robredo Institute of Governance. Mr. Nicon F Fameronag President Lilac Center for Public Interest INC.  
Mr. Loreto B. Soriano  president/CEO of LBS Recruitment Solutions INC.!
! The discussion is small business market development and education to prepare skilled labor.  SMALL 
BUSINESS OWNERs are the true answer, not slave traded laborers.  The Tourism industry is devastated by 
the Public Media reports of crime, traffic congestion, and other negative FAKE NEWS.  Roads, ports, 
telecommunications structures means sharing of resources.  Estimate of 40 Million Philippine youth workers 
entering or in current job market in next few years.!
! Soriano runs a IT based recruitment company with 1 million Facebook followers.  He speaks on a 
registration qualification based database to match demand with supply of engineers and workers. The true 
answer is EDUCATION. Asean is 50 years old now. I voice recorded my most powerful presentation at 11:15 
am on my iPad and will publish this in almost REAL-TIME.  I ask for everyone to MEET with FatherKeith.com 
and to GO PUBLIC on this ‘another’ historical day of purging our world of all crime networks.!
! Employment and training of qualified individuals is their key focus.  They are assuming that the 
government is truly interested in work laborers to send overseas since their is little new business development 
here because of the mass poverty caused by localized and federated political corruption. !
! Political corruption world wide is the absolute #1 plague of current humanity that is criminally instituted 
by cybercrime terrorists who work in and outside each government and corporate agency.  At 11:25 am, Mr. 
Nicon Fameronag with Lilac Center quotes the unemployment statistics in Philippines. !
! The decades long practices of relying ONLY on Agriculture export products and export of OFW 
Overseas Foreign Workers sent to OTHER countries is WHY the poverty will NEVER be solved because a 
select few of Criminal Ruling ELITE want our people to be impoverished and NOT educated to be self reliant 
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and self sufficient running their own peaceful self sufficient communities. When THIS occurs, very little 
government is needed at all. In fact, with SolutionGovernment.com NO leader can criminally profiteer and go 
unpunished including AFTER his service to their people.!
! !!!
### Monday, April 3, 2017.  Hebrews 4:1 speaks about a Sabbath Rest for the People of God. This is have 
truly NOT done as I work daily for GOD and all humanity, just like my GodFather Christ Jesus and all other 
fore-founders.   On Sunday, Marites, Ezekiel, and I took the motorcycle to Holy Trinity Episcopal Church at 46-
A McKinley Hill Rd to engage other expats and new Father Peter and Mary. iPad has the sermon and voice 
recordings. I took them to Market Market, then went to rare Arts in the Park in Makati, then Henry and I went to 
the Cesar Legaspi Laying in Wait art opening gala at the Cultural Center with his family Celisti, Ding, Henry 
and all others.!
! This morning I am backing up my MacBook with 119G of newer data since I have always provided 
these prime and backup plans to all of humanity for almost all my life.  Exactly HOW has GOD been 
communicating to myself and therefore to you, MY PEOPLE.  With the last frontier of digital technology, this 
has been through the use of electronic viral social media in some ways that are quite astonishingly true.!
! The Gonzales family can not afford to pay their 2000 peso past due internet bill so I am disconnected 
from my 7.49 billion people. Marites has disappeared again, probably gone to sign her OFW contract to flee 
and abandon our family because of YOU, my people. For you have all refused to do the most obvious. GO 
PUBLIC with all the life changing, world changing solutions I have finished in the name of my Father in Heaven 
for the reasons I have been broadcast publishing this entire time.!
!  !!
### Saturday, April 1, 2017  A truly monumental historical day as I go on bus tour to Quezon City museums 
with more new found friends of UNIocracy.com  AntiChrist Robert Dee Rose’s birthday is today from 1971 year. !
as I have archived him as the most criminal world demonic artifact in world history for reasons catalogued and 
cross referenced since Nov 4, 2007 initial business blackmail extortion crime scheme initiative by ROSE.  I do 
not have my eyeglasses or IPad today, so I use the memory of my lifetime experiences to speak again to my 
world.  Cramped in this bus as they squeeze passengers on like a can of sardines sans salt.  I enjoy watching 
th Carola st go by ashd see Jesus on a huge billboard on Espana Blvd. !!
### Friday, March 31, 2017.  Session 1 on second day with Breakout session of The Language of Art.!
At Plotting Points. AudioRecord 8:45am. Social Viral Media is the prime video method to UNIFY our entire 
world. Read + ACT. Speaker is Ms.Yael Buencamino Ateneo Art Gallery de Manila University.  
AteneoArtGallery.org !
    The dialogue of communication is a prime key of how the mind works to identify and merge in communities 
with each other.  For the last few decades, most public education systems have restricted and even abolished 
the basic creative art studies. Yet many students take university degrees in Liberal Arts.  How profound  and  
even criminally observant obscure.  Few people actually spend the time to fully experience an art exhibit or 
museum collection of human history.   www.WorldSchoolFund.com enables museums and artistic expression 
individuals and groups to flourish in the new world society of UNIocracy.com!
! Understanding art involves the immersion of form and function with meaning to the individual.  Our 
speaker curator is showing basic local artwork that includes buildings structures.  example: Leslie de Chaviz 
work of Anggulo 2016 at the Jose Rizal museum.  The Language of Art should give background history and 
direct individual interpretation. !
! Even BING.com uses background photos of GODS art that surrounds us all.  As the top spiritual 
advisor consultant for all world leaders, exactly WHY has no one in authority simply CONTACTED 
FatherKeith.com !
! These are all REAL-TIME reporting of YOUR world that teaches our entire culturally biased people how 
to actually LOVE and CARE for each other.   As noted yesterday( Below), Philippines government is very 
hesitant to finance and support political based museums since the level of corruption is so easy to see, yet 
everyone hides from the most basic dialogue of how to actually UNIFY all mankind in record time.!
! Docent and Curators are those who have deep knowledge of a museum and are the tour guides to 
stimulate discussion and exploration. Exactly WHO is the keeper or custodian of your live, assets, and souls. Is 
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it YOU, or those who have enslaved you.  For there are indeed few spiritual counselors such as Evangelist 
Billy Graham who speak the truth and tend to the most basic needs of world leaders, corporate executives, 
other religious top leaders, and what is left of humanity who actually FEARLESSLY PROTECT the RIGHTS of 
ALL OTHERS. !
! The basis of all communication is language through the different media exchanges of sight, hearing, 
touch, and experiential learning.   Experiencing the WORK is her last two slides.   Mediate the reception of Art.   
Olafur Eliasson is a artist who focuses his audiences experience of the work that is as uncluttered as possible.  
e. Photo is of The Weather Project 2003  Tate Modern, Turbine Hall.  http://www.olafureliasson.net/ "!
Session 2.   Ethnograpic Museus. Case study of Museo Kordilyera. Assoc Prof Dr, Analyn Salvador- Amores.!
Defined as: scientific description of peoples and cultures with their customs, habits, and mutual differences.!
Exhibits the tangible and intangible aspects of humanity.  VoiceRecording captures her talk as she does a 
photo walk through of this Museo Kordilyera - UP Baguio Ethnographic Museum that opened Feb 17, 2017 in 
the western center area of Main Luzon Island of Philippines in the mountainous regions. !
How is Antrhropological knowledge transited and transmitted?  Clearly by invitation and education.   The focus 
is on showing lifestyles and personal experiences. Travelers collecting historical real time information is exactly !
what I have been doing for now, actually ALL MY LIFE as field researcher of the cause and effects of our entire 
world conditions.   Their next needed extension spaces are interactive and innovative displays. linking with 
other museums and participation in scholarly dialogues.  !!
Session 3 Plotting Points Sustainable Conservation and Restoration of Heritage Structures. Ms. Tina Paterno. 
San Sebastian Bascilica Conservation and Dev Foundation. SSBCDF.  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
San_Sebastian_Church_(Manila)  in Quiapo Manila Philippines at Plaza del Carmen blocks from President 
Duterte Palace on the Pasig River.  facebook.com/SavesSBasilica @SaveSSBasilica (instagram) 
reConstructed of Belgium Steel in 1891 era. The original structure was started in 1621. The USA State Dept 
helps fund this icon. sansebastiancatholicchurch.com  They use this historical heritage structure to host news 
media to cover the Black Nazarene famous annual religious festival. They engaged the Muslim neighborhood 
to be cooperative participants in these broadcast events. The create community hubs promoting diversity, 
cultural, and creative industries. These processes safeguard cultural heritage and responds to Social realities. 
She notes that tour buses do not come, YET….   Designated as National Cultural Treasure on Aug 15, 2011 
(my birthday when I was 52 years old) recognized by Roman Catholic church as Feast of the Assumption 
(Virgin Mother Mary’s recognized death and ascension to heaven).!
! I asked the most DIRECT key question on voice recording at 11:30am on iPad.  How much money to 
complete restoration? She responds 500 Million PESOs. This is 10 Million USD at current exchange rate of 
50Pesos per USD. One question from floor is asking to document the stain glass icons and structural 
architectural plans for use by other world churches.  This is known as replication.  At 11:40, Margo asks about 
funding from USA Ambassador Sung Kim ( who I really need to meet VERY SOON. I tried 1 one ago twice at 
the USA Embassy and was turned away for reasons they will explain soon).  I was just CROSS PROMOTED 
at 11:42 by the person behind me.!
! The NEXT question is about intervention of their multiple aspects of restoration. They even have OIL on 
metal artwork. !!
Session 4:  Mr. Bryan Anthony C. Paraiso is Sr Historical Sites Dev Officer with National Historical commission 
of the Philippines (NHCP)  TOPIC: Modernization Projects NHCP.  They maintain 21 museums in the country. 
Mostly focused on the Philippine heroes that have changed history such as Jose Rizal.  Their focus on 
modernization involves interactive exhibits, mobile exhibits, public programs, others. !
4 aspects of Structural rehab,  2. exhibit artifact rehab.  3. Train of curators and staff  4. Marketing campaign. !
! The total budget from 2012 to 2016 is 500 Million Pesos = $10 Million USD. !
Strategies. make accessible these artifacts to general public.  Be community learning hub, provide pro 
historical researches and heritage experts, ample tour guiding services, provide online information. Research 
and authenticate, update museum accession registry, digital collections management system.!
Examples: Sta Mesa Manila.  Museo ni Apolinario Mabini, PUP (University of Philippines).!
Jose Rizal Fort Santiago. Intramuros where he was held before his execution Dec 30, 1896!
museo Nno Apolinario Mabini, Tanauan Batangas. First prime minister of Philippines.!
Museo Ng Pagulitis in Andres Bonifacio.  Museo ni Emilio Aguinaldo Kawit Cavite. General Aguinaldo !
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THE IMPACT on VISITORS.  Most visitor counts have doubled in volume. Quezon Museum is now 34,000 
visitors per month. !
! Present concerns: Logistical constraints (BUDGET).   Physical deterioration of structures. Level of staff 
knowledge.  gaps in admin and content management. Marketing Plan. !!
! Session 5  at 2 pm is Online and Social Media with Mr. Dennis Lim from ABS-CBN.  
FatherKeith.com video records on his famous MacBook. Dennis works for Digital Media Services.  He speaks 
about disruptive services. and digital use of technology to enhance life with relevant information. THIS IS what 
I am also world top expert based on WHAT I did starting 40 years ago, before Marites, my dear wife, was even 
born.  Real Time VIDEO is the OCTV of eVOTE.ONE that empowers ALL humanity to control and manage ALL 
their leadership and decisions affecting their lives.  !
      PUBLICITY is the prime key to overthrow all crime networks and forever restore FAMILY VALUES once the 
trillions of criminal assets are returned to YOU, my people.  Digital Marketing is exactly what I have done for 
past 30 years, BEFORE it became the mainstream method of propaganda campaigns. This is WHY I will 
again, be very, very wealthy and use these funds to finance the rebuild of all world society in UNIcracy.com  
unified mankind once and forever.  Does everyone KNOW and now understand the power behind these GOD 
centered ministries..   !
    youtube.com/AdoberStudios  Unspoken rules.  BBK20170331PlottingPoints-OnlineMedia-DennisLim-
ABSCBN series of raw video is on my macBook.!
! Session 6 is Community Archiving Ms. Mona Jimenez. Assoc Art professor and co-Assoc Director 
Moving Image archiving and preservation program New York University. She is with Lopez Museum now. I 
voice record at 2:55 pm. She has an unusual and outstanding credential list. she discussed CAW = Community 
Archiving Workshops.   Catalyst for attention to endangered media and film. She hosts media archiving 6 hour 
events to help groups co-exist and understand the historical significance of artifacts and people. !
! Her discussion is exactly what eVOTE.ONE has accomplished with URLiDent.com   just READ and 
WEEP, for the days of all criminals and networks were numbered years ago.  At 3 pm, we pause for 
loudspeaker campus wide prayer here at St Tomas University that is the oldest college in all of Philippines 
established in 1611.!
! Mona speaks about cross reference indexing all the artifacts into one central database repository. This 
is URLiDent.com This is the final design for the Library of World Congress architected by BuiltByKeith.com!
! She shows QueensMemory.org  and discusses the bringing together of new students of history to 
collaborate on helping each other remove (destroy) cultural barriers. !
! Overall, I am tired, bone dead tired after working for all of humanity and GOD, denied ALL my rights to 
put these world ONLY workable solutions into the hearts, minds, and souls of all of humanity.!
!
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$"!
Last Friday, March 24, I delivered and got bar code stamp from President Dutertes office for the following 
immediate request that CHANGES all world history. Everyone else must DO THE SAME.!
REPOST and GO PUBLIC I have commanded with the authority vested in our very own Constitutions. March 
25, 2017. Our-Your New world Society of UNIocracy.com occurs worldwide as SOON as honest persons 
CONTACT the National News Media, Churches, Top Government Officials, Corporate Executives to READ and 
actually USE SolutionGovernment.com, eVote.ONE, and InterPOL's URLiDent.com REPOST this ONE direct 
Letter to Congress, !!
  To Presidents and World leaders. Through Appointment Records Office.From: FatherKeith.com Duncan World 
Anti-Crime/corruption/drugs Expert. !
email: SolutionManifesto@gmail.com (63)917-35-4300 maryRights.com (63)906-582-1399!
Date: Friday, March 24, 2017!
I humbly request an immediate meeting with you, your staff, and covered by Press Conferences that will truly 
teach our entire world HOW to destroy all Political Corruption with 4 simple By-Pass laws. !
You will soon be the #1 international hero for being first nation in our world to remove the ability for any leader 
at any level from criminally profiteering when the PRESS and PUBLIC use these answers. !
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http://www.SolutionGovernment.com is the required step by step mandates that have already been personally 
delivered to top level INTERPOL Jurgen Stock, FBI, AG, IRS, Congress, Human rights Groups, United 
Nations, USA Embassy, P, and many direct visits to your House of Representatives.!
      I personally delivered SolutionDrugs.com to Bato Dela Rosa at Camp Cramer and have meet top Journalist 
persons like including at the GlobalPeace.org 2017 conference. All top leaders of Philippines Region 2 Gov 
Mamba, all his board members, and almost all the top level directors and officials personally have witnessed 
these most powerful and effective methods of HOW to rid our world of corrupt leaders, isolate and banish all 
criminal enterprises, reduce the drug/alcohol use down to near zero, direct fund all public schools, new 
hospitals, and other basic civil rights support services in record time.!!
       Indeed, you and so many others will be ‘MADDER than HELL’ that none of your very own top officials have 
ever done any follow-up call-backs, debriefings, Q&A sessions, and the subsequent Press Conferences that 
change the course of all human history by teaching how world how to actually LOVE and CARE for each other 
by holding everyone fully accountable for their own actions and behaviors.!!
PRIME REQUEST: When can we meet? I live in Cagayan Valley at BabaYuanES.com  and am in Manila 
again on the world most powerful Marketing Campaign of UNIocracy.com in world history. OTHERS are the 
ones who make excuses and objections and turning away when they see their own graft and back-pocketing 
and criminal actions are at risk for being exposed to the citizens with eVOTE.ONE and Open Circuit TV. 
Humbly and respectfully submitted, Keith Duncan (FatherKeith.com  and BidOnKeith.com  )The prime 
clearinghouse of ALL world changing solutions is BuiltByKeith.com !!
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$!
Thursday, March 30, 2017.  Today, Henry and I arrive at the Plotting Points 3 day Museum National Summit at 
Sta Tomas University in Sampaloc Manila Philippines Civil Law Auditorium. For making History in all respects 
is exactly the final result of each of these world saving missions. The first presenter, Rico S. Pableo Jr.,  quotes 
scripture of Christ ‘I am the way, the truth, and the life’.  He is the Executive Director of the National Commissin 
for Culture and the Arts. He takes his government office oath this morning. He compares this to museums and 
the creative arts. For mankind is actually the driving artifact force with GOD to create historical records of 
knowledge, culture, and all other activities of respect, honor, trust, ethics, virtue, and other aspects of the GOD 
created human nature that I have documented fully in all areas as top world Renaissance man. !
! We are not just guardians of the galaxy. We build nations through education and ACTION by the force 
of will of our people to generate new realms of opportunities. (Keith).!
! Ms. Mercedes L. Vargas is the Executive Director of the Eugenio Lopez foundation Museum and 
Library. Shared responsibilities and sustainable cultural development is part of her read speech.   The Keynote 
address is Ms. Felice Sta Maria. Board of Advisors Ayala Museum. First commissioner of Heritage Foundation 
UNESCO until 2011. She is a non-fiction writer published author. title: Points of Convergence. We are all 
Managers of Intellectual Wealth. Keith voice records at 9:10 on ipad. Point 1. Tangible Wealth.   Do not forget 
your structure and location of your managed assets. Point 2 : Growing Wealth. This is the intrinsic role of 
informal education. (non classroom) Museums add value of qualitative and often intangible psychology of 
master learning.  How does the human being society develop. Who are the target audience of development. 
Point 3: We are visionary sages linking co-heirs in niched neighborhood and national sustainability of culture 
as a societal legacy. She speaks about 1860 period when Mona Lisa was finally recognized as top 
Renaissance art legacy. It was stolen by 3 carpenters and ransomed.  She speaks about art as showcasing 
human rights and quality of nobel beings. Establish ourselves as master teachers of excellence. Any nation is 
only as strong as it’s weakest spirit.  !
! Speaker Dannie Alvarez is ~60yo head of National Committee on Museums, Culture and the Arts.  
VoiceRecord 9:20. Encourage continuing balanced development of pluralistic society, Mandate: ensure widest 
dissemination of artistic and cultural produce intl. Conserve and promote nations historical cultural heritage. 
Ensure Standard of Excellence.  VISION: a Nation empowered by their cultural heritage.  MISSION: Formulate 
policies for development of culture and arts. Implement policies in coordination. NEFCA.  CORE VALUES: 
Culture Development, education arts promotion, conservation, peace, diplomacy, and artistic excellence. !
! The Commission and Chairpersons are displayed (photos).  NCOM Membership shows the regional 
association of museums. Program history shows multiple events, exhibits, skills training, and national 
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assembly summits.  NCCA Accreditation.  Who can apply for grants? Civil Society, Peoples Organization, 
Indigeneous People Organization, Government Agency, LGU State Uinv or school,or individuals. !
! At 10 am, I voice record the most key questions of all. Considering that all heritage museums and 
cultural legacies are the direct result of funding and politics, what is the current status of funding sources for 
these missions of mercy?  His response was so very limited stating that grants were available.   Ms. Felice St 
Maria at 10:04 am speaks about direct funding through all available ways and means. She states her primary 
transparency is to identify how each sponsored donation is used.  This is exactly WHAT fore founding world 
Philanthropist FatherKeith.com has been doing this entire time.  One must put the science and 
planning into your business strategy plan and self-sufficiency mandates. This is 
SolutionManifesto.com  She asks, ‘does your community LOVE your services and products? 
Do children flock to your museum and cultural art centers.  !!
! At 10:10, Dr. Ana Maria Theresa Labrador is Ass. Director National Museum of Philippines speaks on 
Mandate, Policies, and Projects.  She details the museum as cultural training center. This monument was 
founded in 1901 as the Insular Museum of Ethnology, Natural History and Commerce updated in 1998 
Republic Act # 8492. The divisional layouts of subsections of the linage of human history is discussed. 
Operations, finance, regulatory, and other groups manage all aspects of the museum functional structures. 
Rizal Park hosts 18 museums. The National Planetarium is free right now.  They have 750,000 annual visitors 
and expect 1 Million this year. Keith: Philippines has some of the most wealthy and richest heritages in all of 
Southeast Asia.  This is WHY the most powerful reformation movement starts with President Duterte once the 
PUBLIC and PRESS go viral on any of these lifetime legacy completed solutions.!
! Dept of Tourism includes NPDC TIEZA, and others. Admission to museums will soon be FREE, no 
longer 150 pesos. National Museum of Anthropology and Museum Fine Arts is garnering record crowds.  The 
previous DOT building is a new museum with a “Tree of LIFE’ structure with internal glass elevator.  Free 
means gaps in funding public programs. !
! She quotes James Clifford.  Museums as Contact Zones. I take photo at 10:34. Museums are sites of 
investigation dreamscapes (Kavanagh, KREPS, others). Dance class can also be interactive part of museums. 
Weaving classes.   Generating Museum Audiences such as the religious artifacts means converting old office 
space into new galleries. !
! Keith: My personal multi view of this one museum shows that funding is scarce as most of other rooms 
are spaciously non populated per the YoutTube videos I showcased to world. The prime challenges are 
funding.!
International- National Museum Day is May 18, 2017. Climate change regions of Mongolia and Philadelphia 
including climate change affecting historical structures and areas. ASEAN is the Asian regional association of 
nations.  May 2015 was the Intergovernmental meting in Paris .  #Unite4Heritage Campaign.  Pambansang 
Museuo will be the Fine Arts space.  ana_labrador@Yahoo.com!
! 11 am voice record. Assoc Prof Dr. Jose Ma. Edito Tirol. Books on Jewish atrocities WW2 and other 
historical events. He works at Ateneo De Manila University. His parents are journalists tied to Marcos reign of 
Martial law.  He speaks on relationship between history of memory and museums. Evolution of 
Commemoration.  quote picture is Psych2GO. when mind recalls a memory, its not original memory. In fact, 
the act of remembering is an act of creative re-imagination. The put together memory does not just have a few 
holes. It also has some entirely new bits pasted in.!
! KEITH:  VIDEO and recording real time ELIMINATES these dis-associative memory, especially of 
CRIMINALS who falsely testify and create crimes against their victims by convincing others with their CON 
artist descriptions.   ROSE is #1 top antiChrist expert at deception. !
! Social Memory.  He shows famous Christopher Columbus tomb in Spain.  sights-and-culture.com  
Family memories are the strongest formation of mindset history. He shows CHURCH is strong memory creator. 
Companies like PHILlife becomes selective memory.   General McArthur came as conquerer, cruel history, and 
not as liberators.  PinasMuna.com  his dissertation was about Presences, Absences, and silences.  !
! The war monument at Okinawa.  My very own USMARINE SON Matthew Duncan resides there. What 
is not said about Guam.  The average Chimoro (Guam) thinks of USA as re-conquerers because military 
reserved most as it’s own restricted bases. Hawaii monument picture. Chinese 300,000 victims. History is so 
often perverted for political and personal gain. He speaks about identity of crimes committed and ignored by 
silence.   Bantayog NG MGA Bayani. Martial Law Museum.!
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! Absence versus Presence.  KEITH: This is also how super criminals remain hidden from the public eye 
and judgment.  He wrote dissertation about 200,000 Jews brought to Philippines as refugees. We must look at 
more events we must be proud of. Social memory is what museums and cultural centers are key focus for 
society.  These are locations of constant revelation relevance. !
! KEITH: All wars and genocide are caused BY POLITICS and CRIMINALS. There can be no other 
boilerplate reduction of mankind’s propensity to DIVIDE and CONQUER.  the voice recording at timestamp 
11;30 shows this most absolute true facts about the Human condition. !
! This is also WHY SolutionGovernment.com all the legacy creation methods showcased on 
BuiltBykeith.com change our entire world history. Dr Jose speaks about embellishing stories to make them 
entertaining and memorable.  He speaks about defending the authenticity of the source of information. 
Credibility is ALL about how VIDEO and Technology can ensure that mankind finally holds itself accountable. 
This is shown in broad review by FatherKeith.com to entire world. !
! Prime Sales Inc. is Sales@   as 40 year old firm suppling racking and warehouse management for 
museums and artifacts. Hospital, medical, cold storage, weapons, office, doors, security, material handling 
storage and automation. Compact movable storage racks. !!
AT 1 pm, we watch Philippine documentary 1.5 hr film by Keith Sicat.  It starts withJose Rizal who was the first 
comic book artist writer as well as novelist, author, and revolutionary agitator that started the 1895 Philippino - 
Spanish revolution   His first series was the Monkey and the Tortoise. Tale of two brothers 1886. To learn a 
language the fast path, give children comics.  WOW.    His student notebooks are full of hand drawings like 
Japanese classical art. What the eye can see, the hand can duplicate.   Budjette Tan is a comics writer. 
Cartoon comics can play any role of the jester and the fools. Politics FALL because no one can accuse a 
cartoon farce as slander or libel. Absolute truths can be shown in full force on the realities of any world. !
! These make dialogue common accessible.   Carlo Caparus is the FilmMaker we met at CCP one month 
ago.  KEITH SICAT has my cards also.  Danilao Dalena is editorial writer and cartoonist.   Nick Joaquin 
National Artist. Jose Pete Lacaba was Martial Law  time period LACABA about Marcos.   Danny Acuna 
Cartoonist artist.    Roxlee Filemaker artist. Cesar Asar.  Larry Alcala put society into one frame cartoons.   
Noney Marcel was in Manila Times Ikabod series.  Imee Marcos even gave him a room.  Pugad Baboy by 
author Pol Median.  Sally Eugenio is author.  Filomena Coching wife of Francisco.  Tina Deuniga ?? Widow of 
Tony .  Kenkoy was comics series.  jan 4, 1929 started Kenkoy. Amorsolo (author). Liwayway was series. 
Pilipino Klaskics.   son Rex Ravelo and Marasign,  Author Francisco Coching was dynamic in color and action.    
Carlo Vergara current artist. !
    His strip Lapu-Lapu was cartoon series into a movie era 1955.   He offered people dreams. They speak 
about total oppression by Spanish, Japanese, America.  Satur movie was 1951. They state that corruption has 
always been the driving force behind all human conflicts.  People are able to express their anger through 
comics. El indio Pedro Penduko 1954 movie.    !
! What you can image, you can draw.  This is MindMapping art work that FatherKeith.com has 
been publishing for YEARS describing the worse crimes against humanity and the solutions to forever prevent 
in the first place.   The burden of comics is that they are only funny and for kids.   It was for the masses and 
even focused on the lower classes of poverty stricken uneducated. It was a easy communication media to 
teach how to dialogue.   Mars Ravelo made huge affects to the philippine cultures. Romance and fantasy were 
more relevant than super heroes. They show philippine women as strong figureheads and not damsels in 
distress like Western cultures. They are mother figures not sexual conquest idols.  !
! The speak about the down trodden becoming the heroes and saviors. !
Comics and Censorship.  Bomba comics were illegal because they were riskequ soft porn. Their father 
published Pogi.  When Martial law was declared 1973, comus were outlawed. No one could portray 
government or military as corrupt.  No one could be subversive during Marcos era or you disappeared. 
Catholics are typically very conservative. Censorship stymied creativity and free press voice. Nestor ?, Tony 
Dezunia, Alex Nino went abroad.  Tony worked for DC Comics. He brought executives like Joe Orlando to meet 
the Philippine artists.  Alcala then went to USA also. !
! Steve Gan was one of the best illustrators.   next is Mavericks and YoungBlood sypte !
Whilce Portacio was comic artist in 1990s  XMen, Desperate Alliance, others.   Starfire studios was created. 
Carlo Vergaga   Gerry Alanguilan created series of ‘Wasted’.    Leinil Yu , Bendis Lu is a current popular artise.  
Arnold A    Sir Danny Acuna is one of the veteran illustrators. !
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Carlo Caparas   Komikero Chronicles.   Kino Arts Production.  End of movie. !
his email address is ????!!
! 2:45 pm Plenary Session is Ms. Nerissa T. Esguerre, dir IV NEDA development Secretariat of Planning 
committee on Culture Chapter 2017-2022. !
! The Global goals for sustainable development is 17 steps( From globalpeace.org .  
Pictures taken. Executive Order #5 is Adopting AmBisyon Natn 2040 .  She reads rapidly on foundational 
literacies, competencies, character qualities. achieving equity and inclusion.  A diverse culture.!
Cultural sensitive governance. Pursue institutional reforms, develop assets, create complexes, protect rights of 
vulnerable sections of society (indigenous, seniors, women, youth, children and PWD) a Life FREE of fear and 
intimidation. !!!
! !
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$!
Wednesday, March  29, 2017.  Back on real time line. At IBPAP 2nd IT -BPM CyberSecurity Summit 2017 as I 
walk in with my USA Press Pass in record time. I text message NBI Deputy Director Ferdie Lavin asking him to 
FINALLY set up world changing meetings and Press Conferences pre or post meeting President Duterte.!
What is truly odd is that TRILLIONS of $$$ are lost each year to cybercrime infiltration attacks as the #1 one 
way drain of GOD”s resources to the Criminal Ruling elite. The issues of Privacy versus Public open databases 
is exactly WHAT the criminal use to hide and destroy their very own crime spree history. This is ALL STOPPED 
forever with http://www.URLiDent.com as even INTERPOL has been infiltrated for many years back.!
      The speakers are Accenture Chairman Lita Tayag, then DICT Dept of Info Comm Tech Monchito Ibrahim. !
They all summarize on the ultimate threats to world security, the lack of funding and the thousands of programs 
being created to reduce infiltrations, hacking, and terrorist attacks. I am at table 19 with the PRESS corp. 
Jones Campos with JONESPR and Retired Gen. Manuel Mariano are taking naps beside me while the 
speaker drones on and on. oh DRONES. That was another use of simple technology for all communities to 
fearlessly protect their areas with helium tethered balloons using OCTV, web data link, and open source 
survelliance.  !
! Ibrahim states that all schools will have free internet by end of 2018 per recent Presidential order. !
Ambassador H.E. Sung Y. Kim to Philippines.  Kim meet with Duterte 2 days ago in Davao. Partners in ASEAN 
partnership for digital economy.  He leaves the conference now. I voice recorded at 9:30 ipad.!
! LAMONT SILLER (bald head about 45 YO) is special legal attache Embassy with FBI terrorism force 
from SouthEast USA.   Top 4 are DOS denial of service attacks. Malware and intrusion attack infections. 
Application specific attacks to capture data flow. Web server attacks. They have multiple meetings with private, 
public, and government agencies to identify confidentiality complaints, the total lack of trust, lack of Judicial 
prosecution of criminals, JCSWG. Joint Case Study working Groups like Paypal DOS attack. Bangladesh Bank 
attack is a prime example. KEITH: Solved by SolutionBankFraud.com  The USA Cybercrime attack 2012 
legislation is one of their prime tools. Senator Grace Poe in Philippines was part of Cybercrime Planning group. !
! Panel discussion at 10 am is Allan Cabanlong ASEAN ENG, PNO nt Cybercrime PSSUPT Marni 
marcos Jr.  Jay Gullimore is the PNP cybercrime panel member I was sent to meet 1.3 years ago. Lamont 
Siller.  Allan speaks on international cooperation to coordinate WHO are the criminals. Each person has a 
critical role to protecting our very own cyberspace. DOJ is Jed Sherwin OIC office of Cybercrime. Voicerecord 
timestamp 10:08 am. !!!
After +2 years of directly broadcasting to USA, PRESS, INTERPOL, world on HOW to prevent cyber attacks, 
political corruption, almost ALL crimes in first place, WHO is actively DELETING (another cybercrime) all the 
world broadcasts on HOW to forever identify and isolate ALL world criminals at all levels of society?  WHO. 
 Contact Philippines NBI Dep Director Ferdie Lavin (63) 920-901-0964 to ORDER immediate Press 
Conferences and meetings with WORLD leaders of Duterte, Trump, Putin and ALL law enforcement agencies 
to FINALLY, after 40 years of anticrime focused prime expertise, to STOP all cybercrime with the methods 
shown to world in 14 languages.  !
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       FLY  Keith Brent Duncan (dob 1958-Aug-15) USA citizen SS 243-86--0043 to INTERPOL Lyons France 
Headquarters so YOU can be INTERNATIONAL HEROS for being FIRST group to GO PUBLIC.  This has 
always been easy to accomplish.... WHY has no one called Keith?  BEcause YOU have been cyber attacked 
and infiltrated for years as previously shown to YOU and the rest of our world…….!
! At 11:11, I hand FBI agent Lamont Siller to directly contact myself. He will be another world hero for 
simply doing FOLLOW-UP.  I can easily go BACK to USA Embassy, ask for DIRECT meeting with Lamont, and 
what will they say?  Admit or Deny.  After showing our world the entire pathways to full scale righteousness and 
Justice.   !
! At 11:30, Noel Guevara with Schmidt Electronics speaks on “fake News’.  tinder.com shown, New 
Barbie is wifi enabled for speech recognition and response systems.  Parents can get a transcript of their childs 
conversations. He speaks on Worlds biggest data breaches and hacks. DailyMotion, Friend Finder, River City 
VK, Turkish Citizen Database, Yahoo, PHILIPPINES Commission on elections.  I visited them with Henry on 
Feb 2, 2017 and have stamped certified letter I wrote to them.  JonesPR sitting next to me has friend at DICT.!
! He speaks on Encryption  NPC Circular 16-01 Sec 8 PCI DSS !
Tokenization -values tokens   PCI DSS V2.0 Aug 2011.  Vulnerabilities that EMV does not address totally.!
! Mike Sy next speaks on Reality of Cyber Attacks.  Ransomware campaign. These are attacks on 
corporations and charging $$$ for return of their very own data. 6 Billion records breached at cost of $158 per 
breach. !
Ambassador Epraim Ben Matityau Ambassador wmbassy of Israel who I met at ICT forum 5 weeks ago 
speaks.!
    Sagiv  Massad is Director Business Profiles INC from Israel. He does presentation of Holistic approach to 
encounter cyber threats. !!
! At 2:45 pm, Christopher Cardani DOJ Attache Embassy of USA in Manila speaks on White Collar 
Crime.  I prepare a business card with critical INTERNATIONAL SECURITY REALITY THREAT INFO to hand 
to him in a few minutes.!
! Paul Ranjan speak on Industry Practices.   Led for Accenture Operations .  I voice record this also on 
iPad at 3:50 start.  He speaks about AI being the new UI.  Artificial Intelligence is the new User Interface.!
this is URLiDent.com delivered Jan 7, 2015 and well over 50 direct eFAX to INTERPOL, including 2 just 
today. !

 I just directly contacted DOJ Attache HERE in Manila to GO PUBLIC and for EVERYONE to CALL 
INTERPOL to request mass Press Conferences to FINALLY get the ONE SOLUTION of URLiDENT.com 
into PUBLIC realm deployment in Military Fashion. "!
NO ONE can BREAK this self regulating checks and balances systems BECAUSE they are computer 
system 'perfect' systems with exception handling to detect any and ALL hack intrusions, deletion of criminal 
investigations and evidence and to FINALLY restore total Peace and Order for our entire world with this 
OPEN PUBLIC, unhackable referential integrity standardized normalized database system where everyone 
is one degree of separation from all 7.48 billion of my-our people worldwide.  If NO ONE RESPONSE, 
evidence is AGAIN you have ROGUE criminal agents working INSIDE your INTERPOL departments 
selectively triggering SQL auto-deletes of this electronic information. "!
   I PUBLISH This eFax to our world , must like every other crime-solution system seen on 
BuiltByKeith.com  SIMPLE DISPATCH FBI-MILITARY to FIND Keith, Protect my life and assets and FLY 
me to LYONS FRANCE since it is clear a PERSONAL debrief and Press Conferences are a true 
international anticrime method that NO ONE HAS EVER DONE.    With humbleness befitting a very 
spiritual person, WHO will contact Keith back now. (63)917-335-4300.  as I will indeed MEET with 
President Duterte when his office finally does minor follow-up . All other WORLD leaders will be 'madder 
than hell' that their very own law enforcement agencies have been infiltrated and NO ONE CARES or 
KNOWS.   Keith Duncan.  This entire time, NO ONE has ever had ANY RIGHT to deny these solutions to 
manline to all of mankind. NONE at all. No single word objections like INCOMPETENT or 'too busy''.... 
allowed.... I publish this also…."!
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He finishes with technologies that enforce Governance. BlockChain, Differential Privacy, Smart Contracts, 
Homomorphic Encryption. The last one ensures data is safe.  KEITH: I published each of these solutions 
YEARS ago BEFORE I was biblical kidnapped Feb 4, 2011 (overnight), Oct 3, 2011 through Jan 28, 2014, and 
denied ALL RIGHTS to ever put these terrorist and criminals in to the SAME hell-Jail while seizing ALL their 
assets payable to Keith Brent Duncan.!
! At 4:10 pm, Panel Discussion is Alloctiong Resources for Cyber Security with Angel Redoble CIO 
ePLDT, Pankaj Chugh Global Solutions, Tonichi Achurra, VP Startek, Kumar Subramaniam, CFO SPI Global.!!!
I text the most CRITICAL solution of all to the Panel.  “Why do companies not prevent all fraud transactions at 
point of initial crime with video identification on smart devices as the prime verification method.”!
! !
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$!
#### Tuesday, March 28, 2017.  H.E. Peter Szijjarto is the Minister of Foreign Affairs and Trade for Hungary at 
De La Salle University forum event at 3 pm.  200 students and few professors attend.   Population of 10 million, 
he speaks on the Future of EU and the Role of Hungary.  The banner at the front of floor 6 room shows St 
John Baptist DeLasalle with ‘Faith Service Communion’.  DISU.EDU.Ph   28 nations are part of EU.  World 
War II decimated this entire region. He states the bad relationships between USA and Russian and also 
Europe. Mass illegal immigration is occurring worldwide. !
! 1. USA  The polls indicated Clinton would win. Peter is happy with Trump as positive impact on world. 
New foreign policy by USA takes AWAY the focus of pushing democracy on others.  No one has any rights to 
impose culture and government methods on others. Keith: Indeed, the USA has been the most powerful bully 
in the world of politics and economics since WW2.   The 2010 Hungarian change of government leaders has 
been instrumental in establishing new foreign policies that benefit their partners.  Peter states that each world 
leader must look after welfare and security of their OWN country before creating world unification with other 
nations. KEITH: Politics is again the bane of terrorism as it opens all doors to massive deceptive practices by 
underground crime networks in conduction with many politicians.!
! 2. Another strategy of adjusting internal economics such as cutting corporate income tax down to 9%. 
He feels TRUMP will be instrumental in stopping illegal immigration. Keith: This solved forever with 
URLiDent.com as NO BERLIN walls will ever be needed again. Most are either criminals or refugees from 
the war torn culture and economic wars. This stopped with eVOTE.ONE and other simple technology OCTV 
monitoring of all transit transactions. !
   ! 3. Concerning Putin and Trump relationships. More pragmatic agreements must occur.  Keith: Use of 
BidOnKeith.com implements all the minimized simple policies to ensure unification of all mankind.  Every 
war between major powers had destroyed central Europe as the prime battlegrounds of predatory and 
prostituted greed by those clearly showcased by these BuiltBykeith.com solutions.  He speaks about 
economic sanctions imposed to exert domination over others. Hungary lost 6.4 Billion USD in exports and 
trade because of the Russian sanctions as downstream direct effects. !
! UK is the #5 economy of Europe  and #2 in Europe. the Federalist camp policy makers and the ?? 
other is causing much internal strife and dissension. If UK does not make deals with EU, Hungary suffers 
downstream in competitiveness growth. Peter proposes to keep the decision makers at COMMUNITY level, 
not at national legislative platform. illegal immigration remains a prime issue.!
! Hungary is working on Free Trade agreements with Philippines and other countries. Philippines does 
have some manufacturing but is mostly service oriented with OFW and Call centers and low labor cost 
administrative back office services. !
! #6 Our world must STOP LECTURING each other.  #7 EU should return to 2013 policy of EuroAsian 
community trade relationships. #8 Respect by all  nations of other country regulations and laws.  #9. European 
security structures.  NATO is stated by TRUMP as obsolete because it has NOT solved the terrorist threats to 
our world. The focus has been mostly on the ISLAMIC state. KEITH and TRUMP + many world leaders know 
and state THIS IS totally WRONG.  This is SolutionIslam.com with ChristDomain.com to solve the 
cultural religious wars that have raged for multiple centuries. !
! Peter summaries. I ask him a key question. He answers MUTUAL RESPECT is his answer. He states 
that registering complaints on the table to resolve. All about Cooperation as I voice record on my iPad now. !
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! The second 3:40 pm question is from university sophomore who is liberal arts. She asks about 
immigration. Again. URLiDent.com forever SOLVES this one world issue.  Peter states that war refugees 
should be registered. If they cross multiple borders, when do they become immigrant workers known as 
migration. labor pricing and economic forces are a pure logistics issue of supply and demand. Many large 
corporations and even governments LOVE low (slave-trading) practices including WHY Philippines OFW 
marketplace is punishing its very own workers who go overseas.  Ask my very own wife Marites 
MaryRIghts.com!
! The third question is about rogue nations. Peter hates national leaders like Korean dictator and policies 
including nuclear proliferation.   This is solved with SolutionUNI.com SolutionMilitary.com per 
BidOnKeith.com and GlobalPeace.org as I wear their convention badge on my red shirt right now.!
! Trade issues should not endanger a region.  When war raging policy makers are active, they must be 
neutralized by the own INTERNAL forces of eVOTE.ONE. (keith). !
! Henry asks about Trade sanctions similar to USA and CUBA. He asksd about China and Philippines 
trade policies. Timestamp 3:50 pm recording. USA has NOT liked other countries to develop trade with CHINA 
in recent past. the Forum ends at 4 pm. !!
! At 7 pm, I go to Victory Church for Real Life talks which is full course dinner and discussion on 
Scholarship programs of Real Life Foundation.. This is 100% WorldSchoolFund.com already delivered to 
world +1 year ago. !
!  Sr Pastor Baolo is our speaker. Bishop Manny Carlos starts speaking on Christ being our focus in life.  
To honor God by establishing Chris centered, spirit empowered, socially responsible churches and 
campuses worldwide.!
! His wife and daughter just flew to Japan where they have horrible suicide rate. Alcohol deaths in 
Australia is 15 deaths per day. 5,554 per year.  Racism is primary in Africa. !
! Philippines have tremendous poverty. 82% lives under $5 USD per day. 245Peso.  !
Is there an ANSWER? The Spiritual reality shows Satanic forces are steal, kill, and destroy.  HOPE and 
DIGNITY is killed with lack of adequate food = extreme HUNGER.  Drugs, theft, prostitution just to eat and 
survive at minimum levels.  The GOAL is to RESTORE humanity with HOPE and DIGNITY. !
! The video shows a college gradate who's family was turned out of their homes each year. She had zero 
funds for her communication degree EXCEPT for Real Talks scholarships. Her name is CEZENE, she works 
with GMA as events coordinator now for a subcontractor. !
! Gira is son of a shoe repairman in Cebu. He graduated Cum su Laude.    Dr. Joseph Castro? started 
2003 Victory in Pasig.  Real Programs, real lives.   Proverbs 22:6  ‘Train up a child in the way he should go; 
even when he is old, he will not depart from it.  Real Life Foundation. "
     Paaralang elmenber school in Pembo.  Life Scholarship Program ADB 99.4% is failure rate to get OUT of 
Poverty without a college degree.  Leadership Integrity Faith Excellence. LIFE . team Building activities, 
Leadership skills, Ethics and Critical thinking. Basic Money Management. Faith - Spiritual growth. Excellence is 
Academic Performance Monitoring. They have only 5% drop out rate.  Coaching and Tutoring. Social skills and 
graces (from lack of exposure in their home/school environment).  Real lives - 2003 to 2016  over 1,000 
scholarships in 341 schools.  "
" Video he lives in TONDO in extreme poverty.  His father is alcoholic living on 150 peso a day. Most 
of their family and neighborhood are scavengers of junk and throw away yards.  Jefferson is now graduate in 
Computer Science Studies.   Proverbs 19:17  ‘Whoever is generous to the poor lends to the LOR, and he will 
repay him for his deed. ‘.  !
! Mrs. Crickette Elio? ( she is wife of Pastor Elio ?) presents video on Pastor Joey Bonifacio.  Todays 
youth must have all opportunity to be the leaders of our world. KEITH: This is TeamMoneyMachine.com = 
TeenPENNY.com gifted to humanity.  Community development starts with families using all public schools 
at no cost to the students or families. She tells her personal experience with helping teaching children and she 
ended up praying for adults for healing and by sharing Christ Gospel.. Keith: I call this GOD’s gospel to be 
interdenominational general. She speaks about changing the culture.!
! RealLife.ph  Call 02 - 817-1212  for Kids Program.  Real Life.  This on video from 3 weeks ago here at 
Victory Church. Search TheTruthVault.com for March 5 or March 12 Sunday. !
Juan Dela Cruz  987-654-3210  Juana Santos..  !
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! !
####!
    World ReBroadcast changes your history. GO PUBLIC as these are the ONLY solutions to RID our world of 
all corruption, crime, drugs, and even petty thieves. CyberCrime Terrorism is conducted BY high powered USA 
and other officials!!
All world criminals and corrupt politicians CRINGE with horrified terror that their days are numbered by their 
very own CRIMINAL evidence public broadcast to world on URLiDent.com using eVOTE.one. No secrets = no 
crimes as once corrupt, ALWAYS corrupt. these 4 bypass laws CHANGE world history. 
www.SolutionGovernment.com  The FULL detail disclosure checks and balances are on this #1 world website.!!
Briefly, they are:   1. All leaders are electronically voted by one general election, all votes are easy to see 
by PUBLIC (they can be marked private or PUBLIC), Tallies all show to world."!
2. All leaders electronically TOLD what to do. No more appointed officials who are criminally in bed 
with others. SolutionJudge.com explains how."!
3. All leaders are electronically paid UP, same, down, by majority of will of people. They must show all 
their expenses."!
4. Any leader who violates law, suspected of fraud or personal profiteering OUTSIDE their #3 pay, are 
voted OUT by majority of people to be replaced by succession runner-ups, NOT by their vice 
presidents or others part of the same party control of greed."!
THESE FOUR simple by-pass laws change world history because they are unbreakable along with 
famous  http://www.ProfitShareHolders.com "!
These Four by-pass laws change the history path of all humanity. No other world change will EVER succeed in 
ridding our entire world of all crime networks. TAKE ACTION by contacting ALL TOP GOV officials, all Top 
News Media groups, ALL Churches, and the PUBLIC to RISE UP to overthrow all criminals. Start with $2 
Million USD bounty-reward on the head of #1 world terrorist Robert Dee Rose of Atlanta GA, DOB 1971-
April-01 who infiltrated almost all USA GOV agencies back in year 2010 (or before).!
       That includes SolutionUNI.com  to testify to United Nations and to finally debrief INTERPOL on 
URLiDent.com so Keith can finally fill up stadiums worldwide teaching our world how to behave, how to banish 
all criminals, and transform our world back into peace and harmony…!!
  Greetings in name of our Holy Trinity and our people. I can not travel anywhere at this point as I have zero 
funds after horrific crimes committed against me BECAUSE I was-am #1 anticrime expert in USA, probably #1 
in world.  Everyone USE BidOnKeith.com and simply CALL Keith Duncan cell (63)917-335-4300.!
     PUBLICITY is the ONLY way for my people to overthrow all crime networks and restore the utopia of Peace 
GOD originally intended.   SolutionGovernment.com  is the key that MUST be delivered to your national news 
media, churches, and public.  This is the most powerful social media world campaign in all current history time !
      Use of WorldSchoolFund.com  and SolutionHousing.com  will generate mission teams to COME to your 
village to directly fund/buy the raw materials and technology as no 'BACK POCKETING or Crimes' can be 
committed when the sponsor-donors SEE their assets go directly into buildings and supplies.... I can travel 
anywhere in world as I also work fearlessly for ALL government, world leaders, corporations, churches, and all 
7.48 billion of my people... FatherKeith.com Duncan!!
Once anyone sees I am 100% truthful, I need others to crowd fund by sending donation( acknowledged 
publicly on BuiltBykeith.com) thru WesternUnion.com  or !
Paypal.me/BidOnkeith to Keith Duncan, city A Barrier, with confirmation transfer # email to 
kduncan2005@gmail.com  If USA based, I can even call back to confirm my identity and world purpose 
ministries…….!
I have been expecting governments, military, corporations to HIRE BidOnkeith.com  for years. Most are so 
blinded by profits and greed, that few have responded at all…..!
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     The USA Military was debriefed Sept 25, 2011 despite Keith being cyber tracked by ROSE as the evidence 
shows NO ARREST WARRANT was signed or dated on exactly Sept 26, 2011 at 9 am as Keith called back to 
OSI Christopher Weber at Langley Air Force Base. Subsequent multiple kidnappings and extreme threats to 
Keiths life resulted in all his world intellectual property and assets stolen by other criminals hired for murder by 
ROSE. TAKE ACTION by crowd funding BidOnKeith.com  so he can finally go TO YOUR GREATEST PLACES 
of NEEDS. !!
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$"
### Monday, March 27, 2017.  Another historical final days as IT IS FINISHED. It always has been 
comprehensively complete for now +9 years of pure hell of YOUR reality. The most massive weight of the 
SINS of our world will be finally lifted off my shoulders when my people complete any of these world saving 
cascading solutions by GOING PUBLIC.  I remain impoverished because of all the BLINDED FOOLS, 
including the ones I met today. Within moments, they start back on their cell phones and computers, shuffling 
papers, and looking like deer in the headlights of the most powerful freight train bearing down on their tracks of 
shame.  For FAME is exactly what occurs for all my people who RISE UP to finally overthrow and banish all 
crime networks.  This restores the resorts of Heaven back here on your planet Earth. !
! Concerning intervention by GOD, by Jesus, or by another previous angel of mercy, GREAT LUCK on 
that ever occurring for the reasons stated well over 5 years ago as I sat in HELL-JAIL as the #1 political 
prisoner of cybercrime warfare that NO one could ever formally charge with ANY CRIME, and DIDN’T. It was a 
setup kidnapping, murder for hire by ROSE and his network of demonic sociopaths that no one can find 
because they have hidden themselves behind massive pile of red tape conspiracies known as WHEELS of 
CONSPIRACY where no spoke knows the existence of the other criminals and NO victim truly knows how 
many other crimes against humanity exist and NO ONE KNOWS, FEWER CARE, and NO ONE knows how to 
logically and competently CHANGE the course of all human history.!
! I visited Cardinal Tagle office today, Philippine Chamber of Commerce, National Press Club, The 
president of NPC, went by Holy Trinity Episcopal church after having dinner with father Peter and Mary last 
night for 2 hours, and am now off to meet Henry at MegaMall for another final business strategy session on 
HOW to get Press and top level Religious leaders to GO WITH me to President Duterte once his offices 
contact me back.  This will beyond SHOCK our world of misguided and uneducation sheepleets as that is what 
they are bleating. Save me, Save me, Save me.  Good luck with that…..!!
   !
### Sunday, March 26, 2017  Now at Makati Hope Christian School waiting for invited trip to CaliRaya Resort 
with its business owner Christian Chinese tycoon Luke Roxas and Henry Estipona at 7 am. No one is here and 
Henry has not responded back by text message. Typical non communication of, by, and for my people. As the 
fore-founding father of your very own new world society UNIocracy.com, absolutely all objections, dismissals, 
and delays have always been fully addressed as few people actually show up on time with intentional plan of 
action to accomplish their tasks. That is all that was ever required of my people.!
! The criminal excuses I have been receiving often are ‘Oh, these things just take time. OR  We do not 
have the right people yet to make a decision.  OR  our leader is not available and no one knows when they will 
take a look at your world save/changing final plans of salvation.’   This includes almost all church leaders, all 
government officials, all corporate officials, and mostly the general population of hobbled, brainwashed cult 
driven 7.48 billion people.!
! Since I have never been the cynic or hypocrite, racists, bigot, or actually EVER, EVER caused anyone 
civil or criminal harm,  WHY has everyone denied themselves these pathways to total righteousness and 
freedom of information acts that totally redeem and sanctify our world with full scale accountability and visibility.!
! Since I have never truly been at any ‘loss of words’ as the unseen redeemer of humanity, why has no 
one actually DONE THEIR JOBS as required by man made laws, Constitutional mandated 
SolutionManifesto.com to obtain SolutionPeace.com ?  WHY?  I have repeated for specific # of years.!
! Has our entire world succumbed to the ‘Criminal Ruling Elite’ and are not fully engulfed in Sodom, 
Gomorrah, Jericho, and related viceful cities of sinful self entitlement greed?  For the basic supply chain of 
economics requires a balance of producers and consumers.  Once the criminals produce a world full of drug 
induced blinded and mute sheep fleets of consumer workers, they become the food supply producers and 
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even protein carcass source of food for the final MonkeyKings.INFO once martial law is declared and nations 
are systematically exterminated to complete the Final Apocalypse Holocaust of the demonic Satanic forces of 
ROSE, the unseen groups of Illuminati, the false flag propaganda mills of the news media bigots and racists, 
and others who focus on total domination over the human race. !
! If any of my ‘flock’ of 7.48 billion people can provide a more accurate verbal dialogue description of our 
world, I have always been readily open and available for world press conference discussions to hear YOUR 
PLANS of SALVATION.  My-our very Savior Jesus Christ was denied all his rights also. Few except his mother 
and closest ‘closet’ friends objected to the crucifixion of the one person who had saved them from sin.!
! During the jesus-Festival.org rally and through almost all my direct interactions with very powerful 
people and ministers of the ‘faith’ for now decades, most turn away or are guarded by their people to prevent 
these world saving solutions from going mainstream to all humanity. That alone is the greatest crime against 
humanity of all.!
! These horrific and deadly series felony capital crimes actively committed by ROSE and his demonic 
cohort cabal league of career criminals at almost all levels of society have never been investigated by anyone 
who has authority to complete these missions of mercy and grace. I am so hungry right now as I have 3466!
Pesos to my name. !!
 Makati Hope Fellowship Church.  MHF Family Camp  is April 7-9, 2017 Caliraya Resort. Owner tycoon is 
 Luke Roxas who is soon, one of our most famous benefactors as he benefits with his mega million enterprises 
of HKTV and other new construction of churches, condos, business parks.  2 Cor 9:7 Each man should give 
what he has decided in his heart to give, not reluctantly or under compulsion, for God loves a cheerful giver. !
 Our TOP #1 WORLD priority has always been to UNIFY mankind. This only occurs when integrity driven 
people take action.!!
Pastor Jay Bansequallo? is the guest speaker who also is a radio broadcaster.  Title: Are you really free?  
quote “if you are saying you are doing what you want and yet when challenged to stop you can not, you are 
enslaved. When you think you are free because you pursue what you want and yet it is to feed an insatiable 
appetite, then you are not’.     When I and others can NOT stop promoting GOD, CHRIST, and our Holy Spirit, 
then we are indeed ENSLAVED to CHRIST and not to the whims of mankind. This is total universal eternity 
freedom I have been showcasing to our entire world. !
! John 4:13-26  Jesus talks with Samaritan woman at the well. This is exactly what was quoted at Jesus-
Festival.org (shown below).   read verse 26.  This is a breakthrough.  Racial, social, religious barriers. !
Romans 8:14-17. He is asked to help exercise a demon from a possessed women by a friend. He speaks at 
length about the relationship of the woman with society and GOD. Another example of World Leader Alexander 
the Great was focused on Conquest. A heiress from century ago had $2 million usd. She was all about 
protecting her inheritance.  She begged on the street daily and died with the cash in her mattress.!
! The need..  body -Physical food,  soul -intellect and emotions. spirit -word of GOD,  Matthew 4:4-6 
states ‘Man shall not live on beard alone, but on every word that comes from the mouth of GOD’.!
! John 8:34-36.  verse 37 ‘… yet you are looking for a way to kill me, because you have no room for my 
word.”  38 I am telling you what i have seen in the Father’s presence, and you are doing what you have heard 
from our father’. !
! Meaning, Love and Belongings, Peace and JOY.    he states the purpose of man is to FEAR GOD and 
to obey all commandments.  Keith: He true fulfillment is NEVER to FEAR GOD when one walks in purpose in 
unity with GOD and Humanity, there is never a need for any FEAR.  !
! He asks who needs PEACE in their life. !!
I send a txt msg to my wife Marites of: “If you want the new life I have shown you + world, maybe even a new 
baby, PAY ATTENTION!!.  As you act like a wet diaper hungry baby, my dear Marites….. or flee..!!
! John 4:28-30 section about woman at the well. then John 4:39-42 as the other Samaritans believed in 
him because of the woman's testimony.   This was the woman lobbyist in Washington D.C. who asked me if I 
was Jesus back in May 2017.  Search BBK2014*.pdf file on IseeIunderStand.com and all can see exactly 
WHO I AM and my response to our world.. I am NOT JESUS CHRIST. He is my GodFather.  I am 
FatherKeith.com who has saved our world because NO  ONE ELSE HAS EVER taught our entire world HOW 
TO UNIFY all mankind…!
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! pastor Jay finishes with prayer. I voice record this also as I type what he is saying. he speaks about the 
Samaritan women as I close my eyes during this prayer yet continue touch typing to perfection. He invites 
those who want to accept Jesus into their lives as their personal Savior. I close out the voice recording at 11:40 
am.!!
###  Saturday, March 25, 2017 Now at The Jesus-Festival.org event at SMX convention center at 9 am    
#JesusFestivalManila2017  and #CrossCulture.!
! Pastor Paul Chase starts the 9:45 am general session. Cross Cultgure is his sermon topic about what 
happened to Christ on the Cross.  eaking on grace and mimimim understanding, Paul states few of us will err 
see the actual reality of God.    Dialects are an issue. This is the dialog of how humanity communicate with 
each other. Cultures are a overwhelming factor because differences are not only what make us unique, they 
also cause major world issues. Ephesians 3:18  Passion required for action. Culture is from the environment, 
not genetic in-born.!
! Paul speaks two men kissing on cheeks or hands, or touching in USA. Automatic GAY. Yet it happens in 
Philippines and other cultures because it is expected honor and respect for each other. Henry taps me on the 
arm all the time out of his excitement for what is about to happen.! !
! When offered a drink or food, typical philippine response is NO, meaning YES out of respect. He tells 
about the practice of all children placing their elders hand on their forehead.  I do this back to children to horn 
them. The always GRIN and smile regardless of age. This is NOT done by our elders or children.  I do…!
! Honor and respect is part of GOD’s culture.  Jesus loved all who hated and despised him. For the 
simple reason that criminals and those of this mindset have really never experienced unconditional love.!
! Here, when people ask for directions, you will get a mouth expression and point at the location. They do 
not point with their hands.  one last chicken leg requires everyone to agree WHO gets it.!
! IN USA, few know their second cousins.  Here everyone knows ALL the relationships back for a 
century. Marites does this to me all the time. Culture is values and the benefits resulting from Action by 
fearlessly protecting the rights of all others (Keith’s mission statement combined). !
! Your natural birth never defines the actual person. Culture and exposure and personal decisions of free 
will choice define and divine everything. (KEITH again). He speaks about adultery and the thoughts of lust.  
Galatians  ‘and the life which I now live in the flesh, I live by faith in the Son of God, who loved me and game 
Himelf for me.  “    when asked how to be successful, a person stated’ Be ready to DIE’ this means to give up 
your misconceptions that this life is yours along for your very own self gratification and kingdom building. Keith: 
Criminals #1 fear is death because they can not use the crime assets they have brutally and viscously taken 
from everyone they meet, stalk, and abuse as MonkeyKings.INFO.!
! The death of Crucification was painful. Pauls  states Christs greatest pain was carrying the sins of the 
world on his shoulders and heart because few people actually CARED about anything but their own interests 
and wealth.  Luke 7:12 is about a dead young man resurrected. “he said, Young Man, I say to you GET UP’.!
! Paul states those who have solutions will confront those in hopeless situations and get a blinded 
response from most BECAUSE of their brainwashed conditions of NO ONE can change despair or culture 
(Keith’s interpretation).   We carry a culture of live and death. Few know how to resurrect the dead of heart, 
soul, and minds. Fewer know how to educate others to actually LOVE and CARE for each other.  !
! WHOM I carry is greater than my own efforts to carry just myself through life.!
Keith: this entire time, no one has ever truly understood the most vicious persecution of myself that I have 
documented and shown the true cause and effects of human psychology.  Pauls closes out now. I left my only 
eye glasses at home and asked Marites to COME to ME.  She has refused to do anything in past few months 
as she has turned 100% internally. !
! After buying 91p eyeglasses and meeting MORE people inviting them to have relationship with 
CHRIST, GOD, throughout our world (in a different visionary way) Chad Mansfield is the 1:30 pm pastor 
teaching about multidimensional GOD. He speaks about UNITY in the KINGDOM which is different from 
conformity. I voice record about his TRUTH that is timeless.!
! UNITY is about ‘Speaking Life to fractured families’ is his topic focus. Practical applications of common 
sense. 2,000 years ago, Timothy is instructed by Saul/Paul to publicly read the scripture to his Israel people. !
Ephesians 2:1. “As for you, you were dead in your transgressions and sins…” the world can read the rest.!
8 “For it is by grace you have been saved, throng faith - and this is not from ourselves, it is the gift of GOD, not 
by works, so that no one can boast. “    … 14 “For he himself is our peace,..who has made the two groups one 
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and has destroyed the wall of hostility. ‘    KEITH: This is URLiDent.com and eVOTE.one current reality 
extension of ERA3 of UNIocracy.com  !
! Chad speaks about fractured families fighting each other and uses story of Joseph being sold off by his 
brothers (slave trading) in Egypt. in the Old testament, story after tragic stories about warfare over dominance 
by the strongest and smartest.  King David came from a fractured family neglected by his own father and older 
brothers. King Saul also turns against David as well as Sauls son Jonathan. King Davids sons Absolum.!
! Ezekiel 37 5-23 … I will make them  one nation in the land, …. and they will never again be two nations 
or be divided into two kingdoms’.  keith: This is NewZion2.com lk and URLiDent.com !
! Jeremiah 29, 30, 31 (age of Jesus also) speaks about joining nations together in a new covenant.  
Chapter 33 is promise of Restoration. session ends.!
! All men session starts at 3:30 pm with TheFort new Senior Pastor Dela with estimated 555 men. 
Opening with ‘I am NOT ashamed of the Gospel’. His topic is UNITY. note: a t-shirt Christian.com.ph   He 
states we carry our crosses, but often can not choose WHICH cross. Christ carried his own cross to his 
vindictively persecuted death. The google phrase ‘the third culture’. This is a generation parent group moving 
to new culture who have children at 3rd level. How do we bring the ‘Cross Culture’ to our current reality world. 
We have Saul/Paul, a Jew who grew up in Greek culture and is a Roman soldier. The Jews of his day were all 
focused on acquiring knowledge.  The Romans were focused on GLORY.  1 cor 18?  “in the face of Jesus 
Christ’. We find unity in GOD himself.  KEITH: This is SolutionGod.com SolutionPeace.com IFJC2.com 
NewZion2.com and other ordained/divined scriptures.!
! Next is New Life Church Malaysia Pastor Isiac Albert.  He is Indian, his wife Chinese. His children are 
ChinIndians. His family culture is the word of GOD. When they do argue, they agree to be decide based on 
GOD’s word. He states our life purpose is always intertwined with GOD’s directives and order of life.  God 
created us to be unique and fulfilled unto ourselves. Isaiah 46:10-11 “I make known the end from the 
beginning…..” He likes to collect notes from his seminars and puts them on the notes. He hopes our notes are 
written on our hearts.  KEITH: This is why I blog broadcast absolutely everything of importance for the legacy 
building of all others as the modeling of increasing IQ and integrity for the most obvious reasons of all.!
 ! The speaker Pastor is 50 years old this year. Bday 1967.  NIKE ‘Just do it’ slogan. Ephesians 4:11  “So 
Christ himself gave the apostles, the prophets. !
! The next speaker is David, Norway origin. His new family moved to Hong Kong, New Life church. He 
speaks on his background and cultural shock caused by other regional expectations.  Voice recorded. !
! The panel now speaks. Brad Mansfield speaks about Proverbs 31 chapters. The last chapter is written 
by King Lemuels wife. It speaks about drunkards and womanizers. She counsels her son on how to find the 
best woman/wife as a partner. Brad speaks on how to uphold and be strong husband. Book of Ruth.  Keith: I 
have a unique issue with my very own wife. Ask her WHY I speak the truth about our very unusual situations 
based on her original culture and the extreme vindictive persecution that has occurred to myself. !
! Paul speaks that men want a cheerleader who supports them and upholds the common values of GOD. 
Malachi 3. also read chapter 1. Pastor Rufus speaks about a strong woman wants a strong man who honors 
GOD.  He states a woman does not want a man who uses anger to manipulate his wife. He believes male/
female are intrinsically the same, forensically different. Men to protect their wives. he states to NOT let your 
wife TAME you by being passive. She will no longer respect her husband.!
! Next panel question is how a pastor can balance work versus family. Voice recorded messages from 
the panel discuss family activities and the man side of families. I listen and do not type… !
 ! The next question is what about a wife who mismanages the family money.  My wife is ok, but has 
recently mishandled the resources we have left without any discussion with me. This has caused HER extreme 
discomfort because of the reasons behind WHY we do no have any reserve funds left at all.  Her last few 
responses have been summarized as ‘I DO NO CARE’.   Jocel states that men want to END argument 
discussions, women want to EXTEND. He states he tells her, “why are we fighting, we are a team. We have 
different prospective, why can we NOT sit down and work together as a TEAM’  This is what I have done since 
the day we met Jun 27, 2015.   My wife Marites has NEVER gone hungry, missed a meal, been homeless, 
abused (except by her boyfriend per her son birth and abandoned by her father), never been denied basic 
purchase of almost anything.  Ask her as I have been asking so many to CALL her to find out her needs.!
! The panel suggests WORKING on management that benefits both spouses. End of men’s session.!
The 6:30 to 10 pm session on my iPad. The love offering goes to all the speakers tonight. I would have been 
one of these if anyone had actually done the duty to God and Country years ago. Still, too many blinded fools 
in conduction conjunction with those who simple DO NOT CARE.   As I have about 3500 Pesos left to my 
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name and no relief in immediate sight after fighting the worse criminal AntiChrist cabal league tied to ROBERT 
DEE ROSE, who remains at large despite 100% confirmed evidence that always has shown he is the worlds 
most dangerous man.!
! Timothy is about 65 year old missionary in western Northern Luzon who has not returned to see his 
family in USA for now 3 years.   They show  pre-advertise for 2018 Jesus-Festival.org set for March 22-23.!
Pastor Marcel Gaasenveek was the ?amsterdam speaker. Mylene Batisitca is pastor wife with Jocel.,! !!
###  Friday, March 24, 2017 Now at The Jesus-Festival.org event at SMX convention center at 1 pm   
#JesusFestivalManila2017  and #CrossCulture.  This is right after I directly went to President Duterte palace 
from the bus station on my last remaining vehicle as I first spoke with their Pres Action Center the second time 
then delivering fresh printout request directly Pres Dutertes appointment and records dept inside the palace 
grounds as I am carrying my precious HP Mobile 100 printer with fresh ink.  !
! The staff get me in for free on my Press Pass, evangelist business card, and because I AM a top level 
world class evangelist of all time. I am not the one every being grandiose or grandstanding. ONCE the public is 
outraged, then motivated, YOUR entire world changes  for the multitude of reasons I have demonstrated for 
past 10 years, actually my entire life.  The usher staff first seat me way up front in the media section. Then a 
pastor ?? asks me to move to the back as they are short on dignitary seats. This does not bother me as I have 
been back seated as the LEAST OF THESE for most of my life, as Jesus even stated the same at the Last 
Supper when his disciples were complaining about who sat at the head of the table and near Christ. !
! I even had a few Imsg Text exchanges with Pastor Paul Chase I can share with everyone. He had a 
hint of cynic in his response that he-THEY are perfectly fine with their own focus . He just walked by me. The 
crowd of about 2,000 are standing doing the intiial series of motivational hymns and singing that is mainstream 
of contemporary churches now. !
! Some of theFort New Life people out front and the aisle recognize and greet me as I have been a 
almost constant visitor and biblical broadcaster for now 7 years with 1.5 years focused here in Manila and 
Cagayan Valley.   !
! My soul remains deeply disturbed and troubled about all my 7.48 billion people and WHY so few 
actually LOVE and CARE for each other. This is the absolute foundational centerstone of all of humanity for it’s 
abilities to prosper and thrive by working in cooperative ministries.  The VICTORY mega church is hosting 
disciple workshops of 12,000 in the SMX arena and other worship centers this evening. !
!  I am actually quite tired exhausted as my-our 7 year old son Exekiel sat on my lap on the Florida bus 
for 12 hours last night since I can not easily afford a mere $20 USD bus seat for him = 900 Pesos. !
! When I counted my cash at Dutertes palace at 10 am, I had exactly 6665 Pesos left = about $133 USD. 
When this is gone very quickly NO reserves are left.  This extreme impoverishment has 100% been caused by 
the demonic criminal networks that have enslaved my-our people.!
! The music ends at 1:45 with general introductions. I have the CROSS FIT wristband is for the Pastor 
and Leaders breakout session streams. !
  ! At 3 pm we are in Pastor and leader session with NewLife.com.ph Pastor Paul Chase.  I only have 50% 
power on my macBook, no consequence to any of you of course.  Paul starts with It Is Finished. Rather than 
GOD stating his people ‘ Well YOU are DONE’.  Paul is focused on prayer and envisioning GOD in our daily 
lives. I am curious if he will be cynic or heartfelt.  He speaks about being teachable. having a heart for God is 
motivation for those who actually CARE for each other.  He expresses both.!
! His friend Pastor Rob Rufus is used as an example of age of wisdom.  He speaks about age hardening 
the ability to learn. Keith: This I detected in his recent txt message as I did not even take a few minutes to 
actually CALL ME to hear my message.  He now speaks about teamwork and one must be open and flexible.  
He states that Jesus only did those actions as he believed GOD directed him.  Speaking on our talents and 
gifts, we should be disciplined to  John 10:21-31.  Without discipline, nothing really happens. BEING always 
precedes DOING.!
! When living within the word, action is focused on results that matter to others in positive ways. Few 
actions occur without Discipline.  Keith: can anyone in the world OBJECt to the 100% focus and dedication to 
reform and unify our entire world.  Acts 6:1  ‘when disciples #s were growing, …  widows were being neglected 
in the daily distribution. 1 Tim 4:? give yourself to the right reasons of each season’  One page handwritten 
since my PC battery continues to sink low because the recent 30,000Peso = $600 USD repair was not properly 
done with a 2012 replacement motherboard.   Another massive expense that I can not afford to do OR not to 
do.  Noone still cares…!
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! 4:30pm session with Rob Rufus speaks about corruption of scripture.  Radical deconstructionism. This 
is the debates raging about if God is always peaceful, loving, and caring or if He can be wrathful with 
destruction of mankind. I believe he is the Hong Kong based pastor. 1500 era reform Martin Luther efforts 
resulted in thousands of deaths despite being ‘dead on’ concerning the corruption of the Roman Catholic 
Church.  Dogmatism as he speaks about major and even brutally realistic changes to society caused by 
churches and religions. Winds of false and deceptive doctrine continues to cause major upheavals. Some 
pastors invent novel interpretations of doctrine scripture and teachings for entertainment purposes. !
! #3 we can be vulnerable to difficulties and delays. Rob speaks about perverted messages. His example 
is the mockery of Moses by his own Jewish people and the Egyptian Pharaoh.  My PC at 4%, time to sleep it 
again.!
! !
! !
#### Friday March 25, 2017 was spent early am marketing shop with my very last $4 USD to my name, 
interviews with IGUIG mayors office about cross training their city, interviewed 5th grader class with teachers 
and the principal at Iguig Elementary school, then packed with ezekiel after we sold our 15,000 Peso new ref 
rig for 9000P so we could go BACK to Manila to set up last testimony appointments with President Duterte.  
Left TUG at 6 pm, arrived 7 am Manila. very tired but kept moving in God’s name.!
  Since I am down to near ZERO for the last time, I have been deciding for months now about selling off MY 
VERY Last worldly possession, the world famous 1930 Model A Ford I drove to history to Wash the Sin out of 
Washington and relied on it from March to Nov 2014.   At least the contents of the #1 crime evidence has 
finally been secured off site.  Again. NO ONE CARES the priceless value of anything I have gifted to humanity. 
The same really occurred with Jesus Christ per the testimony of so many others.  They are speaking about a 
game of “it is Finished’. !!
####  Wednesday, March 22, 2017  Back at same Region 2 Cagayan Board member meeting at 11 am as they 
started 1 hour late, as usual. They are discussing funding for ‘No Barangay left behind’.  This is Local 
Development Investment Plan CY 2017-2022 and CY 2017 Annual Investment Program of the Province of 
Cagayan. This is their generic name for each village. Each of these Board Members have been directly 
approached including ViceGov Boy Melvin Vargas Jr.  All but two BM’s are present including Perla Tumulian.  
Maria Pascual speaks about last minute meeting changes and announcements that causes extreme 
scheduling issues to rush to called meetings. Normally I would voice record these sessions to share with the 
world. That is part of OCTV as even few people watch the RBC Channel 9 re-broadcast on their cable TV 
network.  This is eVOTE.one modeled to PREVENT all these political crimes of mismanagement and 
corruption from being conducted anywhere in our world.!!
Watch and TAKE ACTION by going VIRAL to world on the https://youtu.be/MqeGm798Icg   March 22, 2017 
GO PUBLIC with this #1 Video. Title: Kill all Corruption networks forever SolutionGovernment 
eVote.ONE BuiltByKeith GO VIRAL  re documented below.!
! CY2017 Executive budget that I am scanning shows General budget of 2.258 Billion 
pesos = $45 Million USD for this entire huge Region 2. The governors own Public Relations 
person Rogie Sending never is present at this critical meetings. A few of their staff attend as 
THEY see me at least once a week in their office asking for interviews and sharing with them 
HOW to destroy all corruption, rebuild their entire economy and restore GlobalPeace.org here 
BEFORE any other world country of pure greed and tragic cybercrime terrorism that is the #1 
world plague since 1958 era when Russian Sputnik was launched and I was born 1958-
Aug-15.!
! The budget finance experts are now at the front presentation desk presenting the 
approved CY 2017 budget.  They speak in abbreviated code words just like everyone else 
who understands the language of business. Same as FBI director James Comey repeated at 
USA House Investigative Hearings when he repeated ‘SAME ANSWER’ of he could not 
comment on ongoing criminal investigations and WHO was involved in the worst terrorist 
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threats against international security. WHY? the excuse they use is they do not want to inform 
the terrorists and criminals that they are being investigated for fear it will ‘tip’ them off. Same 
when any of the FBI AG or any law enforcement agency is called by KEITH or anyone else. 
They seldom ask ANY QUESTIONS at all ( listen to the voice recordings), never promise 
anything including any callback or follow-up and HANG UP if one uses ANY single word they 
find objectionable like TERRORIST, Sally Yates, Corruption, Internal Affairs, etc.  These 
gatekeepers are committing heinous crimes because they NEVER identify WHO they are and 
the status or progress of ANY criminal investigation. The same is 100% on the famous 
IRSWhistleBlower Feb 2009, 658 worth more than $8 Million USD in rewards since I went 
through Vivian Hoard law firm in Atlanta GA in fall 2008 and actually met IRS agents 3 times 
for debriefing interviews and hand-over of those CD-ROMS and ROSE criminal evidence that 
I still have retained and shown to world on DROPBOX.com!
! The Region 2 Finance group discuss the breakdown of the budget. The discuss the 
REVENUE GENERATION PROGRAM.  This is TAXES.  USA typical business owner pays 
well over 60 to 70% of their hard earned profits in the most hideous taxation program when 
one adds up ALL the taxes extracted by any and all means.  Criminals never pay taxes on 
their criminally acquired assets of collective quad-Trillions. If they did, they would be arrested 
for their crimes. ROSE conducts the most incredible crime network because he constantly 
moves assets between his RICO shell-shelf companies to avoid detection by anyone. AND he 
has already infiltrated almost all government agencies with AgileLaw.com and his other 
networked crime enterprises since way back prior to 1997 timeframe with Time Saver 
Services INC. !
! These are ALL the reasons that our entire world will be beyond OUTRAGED that no 
honest enforcement of existing laws is occurring for any of the reasons I have already 
published for past 9 biblical demonic crime spree years. !
! At 1 pm they continue the discussion about the 500,000 pesos per barangay-village to 
be used for economic rebuild of each area. They are 100% concerned about no accountability 
on how each captain will use these recovery funds. This SOLVED with SolutionHousing.com and 
WorldSchoolFund.com as the direct funding by sponsors-donors-NGOs and others is for DIRECT 
purchase and delivery to oversee 100% use by those of the greatest needs. !
! The true quad trillions of direct funding shall come from the seizure of all criminal 
wealth for if an individual can not show the source of their income and wealth to the public, 
they clearly are a criminal hiding in plain sight.  Evidence shows ROSE disappeared from all 
public databases years ago as NO one can digitally find him as even WHOIS.com shows his 
crime spree history on the exact registration dates of his super crime enterprises.!
! I have shown this in realtime since Jan 15, 2008 when ROSE threatened my life as I 
drove him to Atl Hartsfield and showed him his very own Accounts Payable and Receiveable 
printout PDFs and he went LIVID that I had his criminal general ledger HWIgl.pdf showing his 
Solomon Accounting system crime double booking system evidence of massive money 
laundering resulting from his decades of super crime terrorism. This was sent to IRS and to 
our world on specific dates to targeted persons of authority. !
! I even personally debriefed and went to Commlec Exec Director Jose M. Tolentina at 
IntraMuras Manila on Feb 1, 2017 with Henry.  Email oed@comelec.gov.ph and personaly 
showed three divisions how to PREVENT all election fraud forever that effectively eliminates 
their huge anti-fraud prevention system that clearly is infiltrated on regular basis.!
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! At 1:10 pm, Board Members continue to discuss the 500,000 Peso issue as even Hon 
Malia Ting Que just spoke with me to explain the same obvious graft issue of no 
accountability for fund distributions. !
! Adjoined at 1:25 for lunch with them as I am always invited to sit with them to discuss 
life. I gift Hon Malia Ting, Boy Vargas, Perla Tumalian, and all others these #1 world solutions.!
I go BACK to Gov Mambas office as well as VP Boy Vargas, the Empowerment of People 
group, the Gov PR group, then to Dr. Guzman, then to TUG mayors office and City planning, !
 !
   At 3:30 pm, I now sit in City Council meeting with Vice Mayor Jude Bayona as BenBen 
Guzman is the new replacement mayor after Omnibudsman booted Jeff Soriano out of office 
5 weeks ago for the third time for corruption. Hon Winnoco Abraham, and 6 other 
councilpersons are interrogating mostly in Tagalog. They discuss SP fraud theft-
embezzlement of 1.5 Million Pesos from the General Hospital fund.  What I find criminally 
ironic this entire time, is WHY NO ONE can adequately track tax and other fundings from 
source to final destination. With URLiDent.com every single major transaction is authenticated 
by a persons International ID + real time phone/video and stored in the #1 public database 
URLiDent.com Open as READ ONLY to the public with very limited security filtering, anyone can 
see the FLOW of any business or contract transaction from start to finish. !
! This Council room is packed full, mostly women, probably their staff members or 
concerned women. I take BBK20170322-OCTV-TugEmBezzlementClip.mov and photo at 
3:30 pm.  showing how OCTV will be the #1 and ONLY world standard for world to cable TV 
channel select any proceeding (civil, criminal, Exec Board Room, legislative, day care, 
hospital, bank, or any other publicly accessible transaction occurrance). With eVOTE.ONE, 
anyone has legal right to electronically vote 1. Pass bill 2. Need more info 3. Fail,  or 1. Guilty, 
2. Need more information 3. Innocent let them GO.   All by majority vote in real time base on 
consensus OF, FOR, and BY all people. !
! This has NEVER been done before. if it HAD, our world would already be standardized 
and unified with UNITYurl.com modeling methodology that is at the heart, soul, and mind of 
humanity to come into joint agreement on any major issue or decision.!
! The councilpersons are questioning the financial and hospital staff about who was 
responsible for the transfer of these missing funds.!
! I go back to the fundamental issue of WHY no one seldom if ever does any follow-up. 
The answer cause and effect is actually simple. Most people just do NOT CARE. They get 
paid for doing as little as possible and are brain washed trained to NEVER identify corruption 
as it affects their management and own paychecks.  As far as WHY GOD has not intervened 
in decades despite billions of prayers, the answer is also simplistic.  WHY would HE? after all 
the rape, pillage, plunder, and crimes against his very own humanity.  It is up to US, to 
empower each other using what has been gifted to humanity this entire time. That is HOW to 
fearlessly protect the rights of all others…    The pyramids of monkeyKings.INFO massive 
corruption and oligarchy come crashing down into the pits of hell once all humanity is 
empowered to control and manage all their leadership and decision making. !
! This is UNIocracy.com   that is 100% merit based common sense and profitability, 
not criminal profiteering.   YES, it is 100% true, almost everyone uses any single word 
excuse to NOT do their jobs to serve others. They serve themselves first, middle, and 
last.  "
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" The discussion becomes heated over who signed what forms. "
" !
! What I observe to our world is the tremendous waste of time and resources to occupy 
so many peoples time. No one is taking notes or doing anything but listening like blinded 
sheep. For they are the ultimate consumers of your tax dollars, wasting multiplied thousands 
of man-hours doing NOTING constructive while on payroll and benefits.  This is another 
criminal circus that will be abolished with eVote.ONE as only the key persons need to ever 
attend any meeting in person. These are also the brainwashed masses who sit in front of the 
BOOB TUBE TV mindlessly watching soap operas, drama shows, movies, and the mindless 
chatter of the network FAKE NEWS.  There are FEW true PRODUCERS, INVENTORS, 
ENTREPRENURS left who actually actively contribute to the gross national product of their 
respective communities. BBK20170322-OCTV-TugEmBezzlementClip.mov shows the heated 
discussions.!
! I leave now. A waste of my time as I go to the NEXT place of MY free will choice to 
continue building my crusade army of 100% ethical based integrity driven persons of honor.!
! !
! !!
############"!
HERE IT IS for WORLD TO TAKE ACTION. "
! I just published the most famous video of all. ‘#467 Kill all Corruption networks forever 
SolutionGovernment eVote.ONE BuiltByKeith GO VIRAL’!
The contents are: !
https://youtu.be/MqeGm798Icg   March 22, 2017 GO PUBLIC with this #1 Video. !

Kill all Corruption networks forever 
SolutionGovernment eVote.ONE BuiltByKeith 
GO VIRAL"
!
Facebook.com/BuiltByKeith and Repost to WORLD. the Death of all Politics, corruption, 
crime, extortion, espionage, treason, murder, genocide, crimes against humanity 
DESTROYED once my People RISE UP with SolutionGovernment.com EVote.ONE and any 
of the world class saving solutions broadcast to world on BuiltByKeith.com !!
      WHO DO YOU KNOW to GO PUBLIC to PRESS, Top Government Officials, Churches, 
NGOS, and all PUBLIC in the most powerful ordained Marketing Campaign of all time. READ 
to end and Take ACTION with TheTruthVault.com. As #1 anti-crime Evangelist Crusader 
Journalist Consultant as your lifetime partner, no one can EVER deny any of your rights ever 
again. For the capital crimes committed by so many Politicians, corporate executives, 
underground black market crime enterprises, and psychopath terrorists of Robert Dee Rose + 
AG Sally Yates + Alexander Cyclone Covey of AgileLaw.com are WHY FBI-AG-IRS-Military-
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Interpol-USMarshals and almost all agencies were infiltrated by ROSE and terrorists starting 
in 1997 era. !
      Total destruction occurs when humanity is empowered by Visionary Sovereign 
Ambassador bidonkeith.com  Duncan to identify and kill all crime networks forever. A simple 
follow-up and protection of his divined rights is all that has ever been required. !
     Keith at Philippines Cell (63)917-335-4300 as Military FBI AG and world leaders have 
been asked to DISPATCH protection teams to conduct the most overwhelming positive 
reformation Press Conferences in World History on HOW to use Interpol Gifted 
URLiDent.com  SolutionPeace.com  and +66 other singular anti-poverty answers to teach 
humanity how to actually conduct open public integrity business and cultural contract based 
agreements and transactions to forever rid our world of all secrets and criminal terrorists. !!
     GO PUBLIC with this most 100% accurate COURT DOCUMENT evidence that I was 
ROBBED Feb 4, 2011 per Marietta PD 1-11-2506 that was forged 4 times and used to !
CREATE criminally granted Cobb County TPO 11.1.1171.99 that was!
shows 100% legal to own ANY firearm anywhere that was!
Dismissed July 15, 2011 after Berry Vic Reynolds my $6,000 USD lawyer was FORCED by 
Keith to DEMAND Ms. Bashama be arrested along with #1 terrorist ROSE.!!
So NO 922(g)8  VIOLATION COULD EVER have occurred when I debriefed US MILITARY 
SEPT 25, 2011 at Langley AFB west gate Sunday Evening.!!
I was kidnapped Oct 3, 2011 from CEOSpace.net  10 am as NO arrest warrant was every 
signed and dated but it WAS issued Sept 26, 2011 at 9 am as I called and waited for OSI 
Capt Christopher Weber to call back and personally escort me to Intelligence DIVISIONS, 
then to NSA, then to Washington DC for them to DEMAND FBI-AG  seize ROSE and his 
Atlanta and Bahamas based super criminal network of terrorists.!!
These ALL PROVE that ROSE is the most dangerous cybercrime terrorist who had already 
INFILTRATED almost all the IRS, FBI, AG, USMarshals, and Military electronic investigative 
databases with rogue Criminal agents. It only takes a few blackmails and extortions to get 
access to TRILLIONS of $$$$ worth of corporate and government secrets, banking 
information, literally our entire WORLD of information to be used to STEAL quad-trillions of $$
$$..!!
ALL prevented forever with SolutionGovernment.com  and EVOTE.one  with the other +66 
divined or ordained solutions that create total peace and harmony worldwide when 
EVERYONE takes care of their own business and solves their own problems.!
Therefore, Very little government is ever needed again.  We all become PRODUCERS rather 
than blinded sheep consumers of extreme debt set up to be SLAVE TRADED and murdered 
by the Criminal Ruling Elite.  This is the WW3 of cybercrime terrorism that is more fatal than 
World War II extermination of nations...!!
TAKE ACTION.  GO PUBLIC to National News, PUBLIC, CHURCHES, Corporations as I 
have done in extreme measures for now +9 VERY LONG YEARS of PURE HELL.!
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!
For this HELL is YOUR reality, not mine. I work FOR our-my GodFather and all other honest 
persons of integrity..!!
WHO DO YOU KNOW, per CEOSPACE.net  training,  to TAKE THIS TO the 
MASSES of our people?     "!
I go back to Governors offices and Board member meetings now as EVERYONE in TOWN 
personally knows me as well as thousands of top people in Manila and tens of thousands of 
persons in USA personally KNOW exactly WHO I AM and that I have saved their lives from all 
these demonic AntiChrist terrorists and criminals this entire time.!!
BY LOVE AND CARE for Each Other,  by Fearlessly Protecting the Rights of ALL others.   
THAT is all anyone has ever been required to accomplish…..!!
       Any one conducting ANY crime will be immediately PUNISHED by, for, and of the People 
with electronic eVote.ONE. All that has ever been required of all is to 'fearlessly protect the 
rights of all others' Clearly I was kidnapped and held HostageForProfit.com.  The #1 anti-
crime expert in world history SHOWS ALL of  the most extreme sequence of  court documents 
+ evidence signed by criminals tied to ROSE. They ALL face Prison and even Death Row as 
Keith has claimed seizure of their assets as well as 1% of all crime assets using his 
unbreakable methodology gifted to mankind.     Total mayhem and holocaust will occur if our 
Top Leaders do NOT respond with Press Conferences and protective details to guard and 
distribute these absolute ordained truths of SolutionManifesto.com and other irrevocable and 
irrefutable series of world changing Peace Keeping SolutionUNI.com techniques already 
verified and validated BECAUSE of the extreme forensic research and expertise of so many 
Keith has met in his RETURN from Emmaus conducted April 5, 2015. !!
    Simple CALL-BACK follow-up has all that has ever been required to expose each and 
every criminal worldwide with SolutionRedDot.com  transformed into eVote.one. 
fatherKeith.com  humbly submits all evidence and has already world broadcast for more than 
10 years now as the #1 fore founding father of your very own new world society of 
www.UNIocracy.com  that is the paradise of Heaven returned back to our Earth bound poverty 
stricken slave traded masses to liberate mankind once and for ever...... Keith. My lifetime 
mission on Earth was completed years ago. Just can not find any honest persons left behind 
who actually truly LOVE and CARE for each other. So I have paved the way to peace and 
harmony for each of you with these ordained and divined answer-solutions.!
   !
Rebroadcast to Everyone in world. March 22, 2017. . Go public to all on 
solutionGovernment.com  that rids our world of all corruption, downstream crimes, and drugs. 
  Denial of any and all rights is prevented forever with 4 simple bypass laws 
solutionGovernment.com that change all world history.  EVote.one is unbreakable direct 
democracy with name UNIocracy.com . This can never be infiltrated by criminals or terrorists. 
   !
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     Go public. Go public!!!!!!   In name of our Holy Spirit or in name of any denomination or 
deity including atheist, agnostic, hypocrites, bigots, racists, cynics.   STOP the worship of 
money and vice by fearlessly protecting the rights of all others.   Go public by taking to press, 
churches, and all gov leaders.  Profitshareholders.com  does the rest......to eliminate corrupt 
mega rich corporate executives who control these worse demonic politicians.....   in 
Philippines, I ask everyone to contact! Mrs Precious Soliven , widow of famous Max Soliven. 
Office (632)722-0019. Founder of Phil inquirer.  Contact all you meet and make these go 
public with viral social media......  fatherKeith.com. Duncan.  Cell globe (63)917-335-4300 
maryRights.com  Marites Duncan at 906-582-1399. Henry Estipona at 995-232-5368. !!
Again. Ask top leaders around our world to actually call fatherkeith.com duncan. Globe cell 
(63)917-335-4300 as these plans of salvation where broadcast years ago based on my 
personal walks with humanity similar to what Christ did 2,000 years ago.  As well as all other 
fore founders of new world societies...   That is IFJC2.com and christDomain.com in 
completeness.....!!
GO PUBLIC With solutionGovernment.com  is the battle cry of all my 7.48 billion people.  
Nothing else kills all crime networks starting with all corrupt politicians and underground crime 
networks....   The most bizarre  of all time, I should never had to lift a finger or do anything but 
notify law enforcement, show them the solid evidence, and have them sign arrest warrants 
based ONLY on the criminals own signatures.  Press conferences and world events would 
cascade causing UNIocracy.com to sweep our world in sequential patterns to unify mankind, 
 that was the design all along perfected with those self regulating checks and balances.... 
 solutionRedDot.com  I delivered to USA Military by their own evidence submitted t court, 
 WHY did they ask military 6 months after I was kidnapped to write up incident reports that 
showed why I asked to interview Air Force intelligence.  That was solutionRedDot.com that is 
how peers can rapidly identify criminals in their own agencies without fear of retaliation 
for,showing theTruthVault.com  as the only way to restore GlobalPeace.org .     Use 
bidOnkeith.com  today by asking all governments to contact keith duncan. !
� !!!
  !
######  !
### World Press Release, Press Conferences, and Reform-Unification of all humanity is here.!
BuiltByKeith.com has published the most incriminating evidence of all time and the solutions to prevent 
almost all crimes and corruption in the first place. This is another Last Testament Testimony showing the actual 
reality of todays world paired with the answers that humanity must use to prevent the self-genocide holy cost ‘ 
Holocaust ‘ of World War Three that secretly started back in 1958 era. Read to end and ACT."
    GO PUBLIC as I have done to fearlessly protect the rights of all others."
 I have already enlisted our entire world to GO PUBLIC to overthrow all crime enterprises for now +10 years, 
actually my entire life.  These are the legacies I have left for all to USE with ACTS of WISDOM to actually 
LOVE and CARE for each other. Trillions of $$$/Euro/etc have been criminally transferred to the Ruling Elite 
through taxes, cyber crime, graft, secret agreements, and terrorism conducted by easy to identify politicians, 
underground crime kings such as Robert Dee Rose, and specific others by their own signatures and testimony 
evidence that is clear to publicly view on URLiDent.com single database.!!
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" UNIFICATION of ALL of MANKIND occurs when humanity RISES up and overthrows ALL 
unrepentant criminals once and forever.  This is UNIocracy.com summarized for now well over 9 biblical 
years of pure HELL suffered by FatherKeith and all his followers and fellow 7.46 billion people.!
No one has ever had any rights to DENY your rights and persecute you with your own taxpayer funded 
criminally illegal systems of corporations and governments based on the terrorists and criminals who are 
embedded so deeply inside these service centered institutes. For the worst crimes against humanity are those 
who are on crime sprees using your trillions of $$$ assets to enslave you, my people.!
  I have acknowledged to world for years, actually decades, the true nature of their very own humanity. Few 
can understand the horrific tragedies that occur worldwide, must less the solutions to prevent these atrocities in 
the first place.  These solutions will indeed be controversial for the simple fact they cover the broad range of 
human psychology of the true cause and effects of why GOD created our society.  GO PUBLIC and TAKE 
ACTION has always been the only solution to change the course of your very own human destiny.!!
### Today is Sunday, March 19, 2017 as FatherKeith.com Duncan’s ministries to world were actually 
completed YEARS ago. Today Ezekiel and I are at the United Methodist Church Linao North in Tuguegagareo 
City with Pastor Abraham,  lady Corey next to me, and Pastor lady Marvic? I met at least one year ago.!
! The message and scripture readings at 10:45 am are in Tagalog as Ezekiel is using my iPad to keep 
himself since his attention span is the size of gnat, just like almost the rest of the rat race of humanity.!
  Mensahe Na Inango is on the LCD projector. The Kind and Generous care of Jesus Christ for us.  The 
Scripture manifesto above of 4 simple by-pass laws totally transform and unify our entire world, one 
relationship at a time. Starting with destroying the political criminal networks, this causes all criminals to cringe 
in absolute horror that they have no one they can pay off or influence to continue their massive crime sprees 
against humanity.!
! She is speaking now in English about the absolute value of water that occupies 75% of our body. I have 
ChristDomain.com website open on my MacBook Air that has been my broadcast platform since 2010 that 
was criminally stolen by ROSE and others to PREVENT these total Acts of Wisdom from becoming 
mainstream reality of all mankind.!
! She is speaking on Cross Bridging. I would be voice recording this sermon except my repaired 
MacBook built-in camera and microphone do not work anymore. I have to use my 1080p LogicTech C920 
webcam instead.  She speaks about bridging the cultural and religious gaps between the Jews, Gentiles, and 
other religions including the agnostics and atheists. This is part of IFJC2.com and NewZion2.com world 
saving ministries. Christ connected with women because he recognized they were oppressed by the cruel men 
of his day.  She speaks with passion. She is estimated 33 years old.  We have a few birds flying through their 
repaired roof sanctuary as birds of the same feather do love to FLOCK together.. !
! This is post Typhoon Lawin damage that ravaged the bamboo huts, schools, public buildings, and 
almost all homes Oct 19, 2016 that remain in horrible condition because no one in other countries has done 
ANYTHING to GO PUBLIC with what I have personally taught our entire world almost my entire humble life.!
! Jesus was able to find meaningful connections with everyone he met. She states hopefully the church 
can do the same.  How can we make the required relationship re-management bridges between our people? 
Keith: This is easy with SolutionFinal.com 5 steps to solve any issue that are almost always relationship 
conflicts of greed, power, and struggles for domination over others. She speaks about Jesus observing and 
intervening with those he met to teach them how to solve their own daily issues. This has always been the #1 
talented skill of anyone in our world.  Christ did not pass judgment on most. He DID on those who broke Gods 
basic commandments as he could easily see the hearts of those he observed.!
! Christ redeemed the souls of others by his modeling of HOW to TREAT, LOVE and ACCEPT others. !
! At 11:15 the sermon concludes with Pastoral prayer. She returns to speak about the Love Offering and 
commitment to serving GOD to ‘TRUST and OBEY’. This is one of my original favorite praise songs from my 
childhood at Wesley Memorial United Methodist Church, High Point, NC 27262 USA. !
! I give a few coins to Ezekiel to put in the box since I was impoverished to the extreme + 5 years ago by 
the worst crime network Atlanta GA USA led by Robert Dee Rose, dob 1971-April-01 with $2 million USD 
bounty reward on his head. That would have motivated our entire world years ago to ManHuntRose.com!
! I even wear my SaviorKeith.com metal!
! !
! !
! !
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